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SUBJECT: 	 Report on Department of Defense Policies and Procedures for Death 
Investigations 

The subject final report is provided for your use. It responds to 
Section 1185(a) of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 
(P.L. 103-160). The Act required the Secretary of Defense to review the 
Military Departments' procedures for investigating deaths of members of the 
Armed Forces that may have resulted from self-inflicted causes. The Act also 
required the Secretary to issue regulations for conducting investigations of these 
deaths. Management comments on a draft of this report were considered in 
preparing the final report. 

As discussed in Chapter A of the report, the Army disagreed with our 
recommendation to develop an investigative aid, a pocket-size guide to assist 
investigators in processing crime scenes during death investigations. The Air 
Force already has such a guide, and the Navy is in the process of implementing 
one. The Army should reconsider its position on this recommendation and adopt 
a similar guide. 

We appreciate the courtesies extended to our staff during this review. 
Should you have questions, please contact Mr. Jack Montgomery, telephone 
number 703-604-8700, Office of the Assistant Inspector General for Policy and 
Oversight, Room 725, 400 Army Navy Drive, Arlington, Virginia 22202-2884. 

!~.;q 
Eleanor Hill 

Inspector General 
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Executive Summary 

Introduction. The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 
(Public Law 103-160) contained Section 1185 (codified at 10 United States Code, 
Section 113, note •investigations ofDeaths of Members of the Armed Forces from 
Self-Inflicted Causes•) (the Act). The Act required the Secretary of Defense to review 
the Military Departments' procedures for investigating the deaths of Armed Forces 
members that may have been self-inflicted, and to ~rt to the Committees on Armed 
Services of the Senate and House of Representatives. Section 1185 also required the 
Secretary of Defense to issue regulations f~r such investigations. The Deputy Secretary 
of Defense directed that we conduct the review and prepare the regulations required in 
the statute. 

Objectives. Our review focused on whether current policies and procedures are 
adequate to ensure thorough, appropriate and consistent investigations of possible self
inflicted death cases, and whether family questions and concerns following the deaths 
are properly addressed. Our review included assessing whether the individuals who 
conduct the investigations have been adequately trained. In addition, based on a 
congressional request, we assessed whether the Department of Defense's (DoD) press 
releases on several specific deaths prematurely classified the deaths as self-inflicted. 

Review Results. The DoD had not adopted standard policy and procedures for 
death investigations and, instead, relied upon those of the individual Military 
Departments. While we identified some opportunities for improvement, the Military 
Departments had effective policies, procedures and training for the criminal 
investigations tJ:iey conduct in death cases. This does not mean, however, that the 
guidelines are properly implemented in every death case. We are continuing to review 
individual death cases in accordance with Section 1185(b) of the Act and will address 
any implementation problems in our reports on the individual cases. 

1. 	 The term •self-inflicted• is not nonnally used in determinations or 
classifications of the manner of death. The term encompasses both suicide and 
accidental deaths. Based on the Handbook of Forensic Pathology, Richard C. 
Froede, MD, Editor, College of American Pathologists, 1990, suicide is a 
manner of death that is caused by a purposeful action intended to result in one's 
own death, while accidental death is a manner of death that results inadvertently 
or where no harm was intended. 
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In addition, we found that a Military Depanment does not always have 
investigative jurisdiction and does not have control over the state, local, other Federal, 
or foreign law enforcement agency that does conduct the investigation. In those 
instances, the DoD cannot ensure that the criminal investigation will be conducted in 
the same manner as if conducted by a Military Criminal Investigative Organization 
(MCIO). The MCIOs should continue developing their working relationships and 
liaison with civilian law enforcement organizations. Improved cooperation in this area 
will help ensure that civilian investigations include MCIO advisory input and assistance 
to family members. 

We found problems related to (1) psychological autopsies frequently conducted 
in death cases to h~lp clarify why the deaths might have occurred, (2) administrative 
investigations the Military Departments also conduct in death cases, (3) the manner in 
which the Military Departments perform casualty notification, family assistance and 
personal property disposition following the deaths, and (4) the current policies and 
procedures for releasing information to the public when the deaths occur. 

Summary of Recommendations. To comply with Section 1185 of the Act, we 
prepared a proposed DoD Instruction, requested and received comments, and are in the 
process of issuing DoD Instruction 5505.10, "Investigation of Noncombat Deaths of 
Active Duty Members of the Armed Forces," establishing DoD policy for death 
investigations. In addition, this report includes recommendations to: 

• assist criminal investigators in processing crime scenes; 

• improve the use of a Family Liaison Program to address family 
questions and concerns; 

• improve procedures for requiring, conducting and reporting 
psychological autopsies; 

• increase reliance on criminal investigations for administrative 
informational needs related to death cases to reduce the need for separate administrative 
investigations; 

• improve training and pror;edures for administrative investigations 
when they are needed; 

• improve procedures for casualty notification, family assistance 
and personal property disposition; and 

• improve coordination and procedures for releasing information to 
the public. 

Summary of Management Comments. On November 6, 1995, a draft report 
was distributed for comment. The comments received are included in this report at 
Part m. They are also summarized and considered in Part II of this report in 
connection with the individual recommendations to which they applied. Generally, the 
comments agreed with the draft report. 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

POUCIES AND PROCEDURES FOR 


DEATH INVESTIGATIONS 


PART I-INTRODUCTION 

Section 1185 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 
directed that the Secretary of Defense take certain actions regarding the investigations 
of possible self-inflicted deaths of active duty military members (Appendix A). The 
congressional action responded to questions and concerns by surviving family members 
who believed that the detennination of cause or manner of death was incorrect, or that 
facts and circumstances surrounding the death were not adequately investigated. 

Section l 18S(a) of the Act directed the Secretary of Defense to review the 
procedures of the Military Departments for investigating self-inflicted deaths and issue 
a report to the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate and House of 
Representatives by July lS, 1994. The Secretary of Defense was also required to issue 
DoD-wide regulations for the investigation of possible self-inflicted deaths and to set a 
deadline for their implementation. Section 1185(b) directed the DoD Inspector General 
(DoDIG) to review certain individual investigations into the deaths of active duty 
Service members when the cause was determined to be self-inflicted and to issue a 
report on each review. The DoDIG was to perform a review when a family member 
made a request and presented evidence of a material deficiency in the original 
investigation done by a DoD investigative organi7.ation. According to Section 1185(b) 
of the Act, the death must have occurred between January l, 1982, and the date for 
implementing the new DoD regulations required by Section 1185(a). 

In a memorandum dated January 19, 1994, the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
directed the DoDIG to conduct the review, prepare the applicable report and prepare 
the DoD regulations required by Section 118S(a) (Appendix B). Subsequently, the 
DoD advised the Chairmen of the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate and the 
House that the study would be delayed until the 2nd quarter of fiscal year 1996. 

BACKGROUND 

Military Criminal Investiptive Omniptions 

:Each MCIO is responsible for investigating noncombat deaths of active duty 
members of the Armed Forces where medical authorities have not determined that 
death resulted from natural causes. The MCIOs are the U.S. Army Criminal 
Investigation Command (USACIDC), the Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS), 
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and the Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSl).2 The MCIOs are DoD 
law enforcement organizations with agents who conduct investigations of suspected 
felony crimes. 

Statistics Repn!ing lnteptiop•l Self-Inflicted Deatb3 

During the period October 1979 through September 1994 (15 fiscal years), 
28,395 military members died while on active duty. Of those deaths, 3,626 
(12.8 percent of the total) died from causes determined to be suicide. Section 1185(b) 
of the Act permitted a family member to request a review of any death determined to 
be self-inflicted (accidental or suicide) that occurred after January 1, 1982. From that 
date to the end of Fiscal Year (FY) 1994, approximately 3,087 active duty Service 
member deaths were determined to be suicides. The DoDIG has received 51 requests 
under Section 1185b, 45 of which were reviewed for purposes of this report. 

Data compiled by the U.S. National Center for He.alth Statistics show the rate at 
which military personnel die of suicide is about the same as the population at large. In 
1993, the most recent year for which comparisons are available, there were 
12.1 suicides per 100,000 among the total U.S. population, compared to 14.0 suicides 
per 100,000 in the active duty military. In 1992, there were 12.8 suicides per 100,000 
among the general population and 12.1per100,000 in the active duty military. The 
comparable numbers for 1991 were 11.4 per 100,000 among the general population and 
11.7 per 100,000 in the active duty military. 

Prior Reviews 

Prior to enactment of Section 1185, we completed six reviews of cases 
involving self-inflicted death. We found that the original investigations were properly 
conducted and adequate to support the determinations of cause and manner of death. 

We also issued an Inspection Report, No. 94-INS-03, •Casualty Assistance and 
Mortuary Affairs," December 10, 1993. In the inspection, we identified several major 
deficiencies in the overall DoD and Military Department policies and procedures for 
casualty notification and assistance. The inspection found that: (1) coordination 
among the DoD medical, casualty and mortuary systems was not conducive to keeping 
the next of kin informed of the status and location of the casualty; (2) the Military 
Departments' casualty assistance and mortuary affairs processes were hampered by 

2. 	 The U.S. Marine Corps Criminal Investigative Division (USMCCID) is not an 
MCIO, but has the same responsibilities when performing in a combat or 
contingency environment. To the extent that the USMCCID conducts the type 
of death investigation addressed in this report, the USMCCID is included as a 
MCIO for purposes of this report. 

3. 	 Similar statistics are not available for self-inflicted accidental deaths. In 
addition, fully comparable statistics are not available to compare, by age group, 
the suicide death rate in the military with that for the comparable age group in 
the population at large. 
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inadequate records maintenance, lack of standardi7.ation and inadequate training; and 
(3) the Office of the Secretary of Defense was not actively overseeing the DoD 
Casualty and Mortuary Programs. We also identified problems in the implementation 
of the existing policies and procedures and made appropriate recommendations for 
improvement. The DoD concurred with our recommendations and has implemented, 
or is in the process of implementing, the needed improvements. 

OBJECTIVFS, SCOPE AND ME'IHOOOLOGY 

Section 1185Cal Review 

Our objective was to determine whether the Military Departments' policies and 
procedures for investigating deaths of active duty military members from apparent self
inflicted causes were sufficient to ensure adequate criminal investigations. The MCIO 
policies and procedures require that they investigate all noncombat deaths from other 
than medically determined natural causes as potential homicides until evidence 
establishes otherwise. Therefore, we reviewed the policies and procedures for the 
conduct of all death investigations. We also evaluated the concerns expressed by the 
families in 45 of the requests for individual case review submitted under 
Section 1185(b) to identify common issues that might reflect a systemic weakness in 
policy, procedure, or agent training. In addition, based on published guidance by 
technical experts in the field, we developed a set of criteria upon which to compare 
MCIO investigative techniques and processes. We also compared the individual 
Military Department regulations to identify any particular •best practice" that all of the 
Military Departments should adopt. Finally, we reviewed the MCIO basic and 
advanced agent training programs to determine whether agents are properly trained to 
investigate death cases. As part of this process, we reviewed course outlines and 
materials, visited agent training academies and observed ongoing classes, and 
interviewed instructors and training department managers. 

To develop a basis for assessing the Military Department policies and 
procedures, we contacted a wide range of law enforcement organiz.ations to identify the 
authoritative sources that they use as references in death investigations. Our inquiries 
resulted in input from large agencies such as the New York City, Chicago, Baltimore 
and Philadelphia Police Departments. We also contacted moderately-sized police 
departments, such as those in Fairfax and Prince William Counties, Virginia, and 
Montgomery and Ann Arundel Counties, Maryland. 

The police departments that we contacted identified a number of authoritative 
books and publications used as references in death investigations. The documents most 
frequently cited were the Police Investieation Handbook, Barton L. Ingraham and 
Thomas P. Mauriello, Matthew Bender & Co., 1993, and Practical Homicide 
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Investigation, Second Edition, Vernon J. Gebreth, CRC Press, June 1994.4 Based 
upon the contents of these two authoritative sources, we developed a matrix of 
investigative processes or steps for death investigative procedures. These processes fell 
into the following sevm categories that we used as a base line for comparison: 

1. Jurisdiction and Authority. 

2. Preliminary Investigative Procedures. 

3. Processing the Crime Scene. 

4. Searching for Physical Evidence. 

5. Preserving Physical Evidence Through a Chain of Custody. 

6. Identifying and Processing Evidmce. 

7. Identifying the Deceased and Developing Information on the Death. 

We then reviewed each of the Military Department's policies and procedures to 
see the extent to which they addressed the investigative processes and steps included in 
the base line categories. The DoD policy and procedure documents that we reviewed 
and compared to the base line are listed in Appendix C. 

Our review included visits to all the MCIO Headquarters and numerous MCIO 
field operating elements, including the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Laboratory 
(USACIL) and the Naval Criminal Investigative Service Forensic Laboratory. We also 
visited the Office of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner, Armed Forces Institute of 
Pathology (AFIP); the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Training Academy; the 
Federal Law Enforcement Training Ce.nter (FLETC); the Air Force Office of Special 
Investigations Academy (USAFSIA); and the U.S. Army Military Police School. 
Also visited or contacted were the Maryland State Police, the New York City Police 
Department, the Chicago Police Department, the Philadelphia Police Department and 
the Baltimore Police Department, and police departments in Ann Arundel, Montgomery 
and Prince George's Counties, Maryland, and Arlington, Fairfax and Prince William 
Counties, Virginia. (See Appendix D for a complete listing of the locations visited or 
contacted.) 

4. 	 The New York City Police Department advised that these publications are used 
extensively for reference and in the Department's Academy Training Program, 
and that Mr. Gebreth personally provides in-service training for the New York 
Police Department. The Chicago and Philadelphia Police Departments advised 
that these publications are both on file for reference and are used in training. 
The Chicago Police Department indicated that the Gebreth book is used 
extensively. The Chicago and Baltimore Police Departments specifically 
referred to these two publications as their •basic bibles for instruction." 
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Section 1185Cbl Reviews 

During our review, we analyzed 45 requests for individual review under 
Section 118S(b): 19 Army, 12 Navy, 7 Marine Corps, and 7 Air Force. Twenty one 
of the 45 cases involved U.S. civilian or foreign authority, not DoD, determinations of 
the cause and manner of death. Seventeen of the 45 requests raised concerns about 
how the investigators conducted their work, what tests were done and how the •cnme 
scenes" were handled. All 17 of these cases involved investigations that initially were 
conducted by local, state, other Federal, or foreign law enforcement organi7.ations, 
rather than by an MCIO. 

In reviewing the reasons why families requested individual reviews under 
1185(b), we found that most family concerns that involved cases within the Military 
Departments' investigative jurisdictions dealt with the use of psychological autopsies, 
administrative investigations, casualty notification and assistance, and property 
disposition. Accordingly, we expanded our review to cover those areas. 

Rease of Information to the Public 

During the review, we received correspondence from a congressional member 
expressing concerns that the DoD was prematurely classifying certain deaths as 
suicides. Therefore, we also reviewed the DoD and Military Department policies and 
procedures for releasing information to the public. 
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PART D - RESULTS OF REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The MCIOs currently have adequate policies and procedures for death 
investigations. However, we identified areas for improvement in the MCIOs' 
implementation of policies and procedures. For instance, the AFOSI should 
implement a comprehensive Family Liaison Program similar to those employed 
by the USACIDC and the NCIS. The USACIDC and NCIS also should issue a 
crime scene handbook similar to the one used by the AFOSI. Further, we 
identified problems associated with jurisdictional issues. Because other 
authorities may have jurisdiction to investigate the deaths of Service members or 
decide whether an autopsy will be performed, the DoD cannot always ensure 
that it will be in a position to address family concerns and questions based on the 
investigative results. 

We also identified deficiencies and improvements needed in various DoD 
and Military Department policies and procedures relating to psychological 
autopsies, administrative investigations, casualty notification and assistance, 
property disposition, and release of information to the public. Of particular 
importance is the need for an overall DoD policy on psychological autopsies that 
assures they are adequately performed and used only when needed. 

In addition, we identified inconsistencies among the Military 
Departments' requirements as to when administrative investigations should be 
conducted to determine the appropriateness of extending housing benefits for 
dependents. We also identified opportunities for improvement in the policies 
and procedures for (1) selecting and training the officers who conduct the 
administrative investigations, (2) requiring consultation with a judge advocate 
during administrative investigations, and (3) ensuring proper coordination with 
the MCIO during the administrative investigation to preclude interference, or 
what families may perceive as conflicts, with the criminal investigative process. 

Improvements are also needed in the areas of selecting and training 
casualty assistance program personnel, using consistent, understandable 
terminology, and disposing of personal property of the deceased, as well as for 
releasing investigative documents redacted under the Freedom of Information 
Act. Finally, we found that the phrase •from apparent self-inflicted causes," as 
used in some DoD press releases, may be wrongly interpreted by the press and 
the public to mean suicide when the phrase was also intended to encompass the 
possibility of an accidental death. 

It is important to note that the fact we did not find significant problems in 
policies and procedures for criminal investigations during this review does not 
mean the guidelines are properly implemented in every death case. We are 
continuing to review individual death cases in accordance with Section 1185(b) 
of the Act and will address any implementation problems in our reports on the 
individual cases. 
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To comply with Section 1185(a), we prepared a DoD Instruction, 
requested comments, and are in the process of issuing DoD Instruction 5505.10, 
•investigation of Noncombat Deaths of Active Duty Members of the Armed 
Forces," to establish standard policy for DoD death investigations. In addition, 
this report includes specific recommendations to address problems or 
opportunities for improvement that we identified. 
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I ·IA. Criminal Investigations 

The MCIOs are responsible for investigating noncombat deaths of active 
duty members of the Armed Forces where medical authorities have not 
determined that death resulted from natural causes. This responsibility is carried 
out under the authority of the Secretaries of the Military Departments to 
maintain good order and discipline in the Armed Forces as required by Title 10 
of the United States Code. 

The Military Departments have criminal investigative policies and 
procedures for conducting death investigations, including deaths from possible 
self-inflicted causes, that fully satisfy the requirements for such investigations as 
described by current authorities in the field (see Part I, Objectives, Scope and 
Methodology). In addition, if properly implemented, their review processes and 
quality assurance techniques for death investigations are sufficiently thorough 
and timely to ensure adequate oversight of each case. Similarly, the criminal 
investigators responsible for conducting death investigations in the DoD are 
adequately and appropriately trained. 

However, we found that the DoD' s lack of investigative jurisdiction in 
some cases could adversely impact the DoD's ability to: (1) ensure an 
investigation into a possible self-inflicted death case will be conducted in the 
same manner as if carried out by an MCIO; and (2) provide all information 
requested by the family of a deceased Service member. The MCIOs should 
continue developing the working relationships and liaison that they currently 
have with civilian law enforcement agencies with whom they deal on a daily 
basis. Greater cooperation should be sought wherever possible to ensure that 
civilian investigations of military deaths include specific MCIO advisory input 
and assistance to family members. 

Furthermore, the fact that we did not find significant problems in the 
policies and procedures for criminal investigations does not mean the guidelines 
are properly implemented in every death case. We are continuing to review 
individual death cases in accordance with Section 1185(b) of the Act and will 
address any implementation problems in our reports on the individual cases. 

The MCI Os all have policy, plans and training divisions and Forensic 
Technical Units that enable them to remain abreast of changes affecting the 
manner in which investigations are conducted. These organizational elements 
are responsible for formulating up-to-date policies and procedures based on 
changes in the law, investigative techniques, or forensic equipment. The 
regulations promulgated at the Military Department level are coordinated with 
the respective Offices of General Counsel, Service Judge Advocate General, 
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Surgeon General, Military Department Inspector General, and individual Offices 
of the Secretary of Defense, as appropriate. Policies and procedures adopted by 
the individual MCIOs are likewise drafted, coordinated and published only after 
extensive staffing with the various MCIO technical staffs, senior attorneys, or 
staff judge advocates. Further, to ensure that they remain current and are in a 
position to adopt changes on a timely basis, the MCIOs maintain ongoing 
dialogues with organizations such as the International Association of Chiefs of 
Police, the American Academy of Forensic Sciences, the American Society of 
Crime Laboratory Directors, the FBI National Academy Associates, and other 
organizations whose goals are to foster professionalism and modernization of law 
enforcement agencies at all levels of government. The Commanders and 
Director of the MCIOs and members of their staffs sit on the technical 
committees of a number of these organizations. 

In accordance with established policies and procedures, and subject to 
jurisdictional limitations, the MCIOs initially investigate as potential homicides 
all noncombat deaths from other than natural causes. Procedures specific to self
inflicted deaths have been incorporated into their overall death investigation 
policies. In accordance with these policies, senior special agents experienced in 
investigating deaths are usually assigned as lead investigators for such 
investigations. These lead agents are assisted by other agents from their local 
and headquarters offices as needed and are assigned investigative resources 
based on the complexity of the investigative case. 

The investigative team collects and processes evidence, interviews 
witnesses and uses other investigative techniques as needed to provide 
information to the appropriate authority, usually a medical examiner, for use in 
determining cause and manner of death. The senior special agent who 
supervises the investigative team reviews the investigative report(s) and case file 
information before the case is closed. At the MCIO headquarters, agents with 
advanced degrees in forensic science review all death case investigative files, 
both while the case is underway and upon its closure. All death cases are then 
provided to the Office of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner (OAFME), a 
component of the AFIP, where consultative and quality assurance reviews may 
include not only reports of investigation, autopsy and toxicologic examinations, 
but also pathologic materials, scene and autopsy photographs and x-rays. 

The OAFME is the central medical examiner system for the DoD. It is a 
tri-Service organization that is subject to the authority, direction and control of 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs). The Director of the AFIP is 
responsible for OAFME day-to-day operations. All OAFME medical 
examiners, both military and civilian, are medical doctors and are specifically 
certified in forensic pathology by The American Board of Pathology. Regional 
medical examiners are assigned, with concurrences of the Military Department 
Surgeons General, in strategic military hospital locations to support the 
medicolegal and investigative agencies of the Armed Forces. The OAFME is a 
Federal Government resource and, in addition to supporting DoD organizations 
on a continuing basis, has agreements with and supports other departments and 
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agencies such as the FBI, the National Transportation Safety Board, the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the U.S. Coast Guard, the Drug 
Enforcement Administration, the Department ofJustice, the Department of 
State, the Federal Aviation Administration, the National Security Agency, the 
Central Intelligence Agency and the U.S. Secret Service. 

The OAFME and the organization referring information may have 
different opinions concerning the cause or manner of death, or the facts in a 
particular case may indicate a need for further special studies. In such cases, the 
OAFME requires the MCIO and the pathologist at the installation medical 
treatment facility to resolve the differences, or arranges for further special 
studies as needed. In addition to the OAFME resources, the entire AFIP staff, 
including specialists in the forensic sciences, law, medicine and special 
pathology fields are available to the MCIO for further consultative support. 
None of the police departments that we visited had a more extensive case review 
process. 

The MCIOs, in accordance with DoDIG policy, receive forensic science 
support from the USACil.., which is located at Fort Gillem in Atlanta, Georgia 
and the NCIS Regional Forensic Laboratories located at Norfolk, Virginia and 
San Diego, California. The USACIL is accredited by an independent certifying 
body, the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors, and is a state-of-the
art facility with full-service forensic science analytical capabilities. The 
USACIL has seven separate operating divisions-(1) Serology, including DNA 
analysis, (2) Drug Chemistry, (3) Trace Evidence, (4) Latent Print 
Identification, (5) Imaging, (6) Questioned Documents, and (7) Firearms and 
T oolmark Identification. The organization also has a formal 2 year training 
course for its technicians and examiners, many of whom are members of the 
American Academy of Forensic Science, the International Association for 
Identification, and numerous other professional forensic science organizations. 
Similarly, the NCIS Regional Forensic Laboratories are certified and staffed 
with highly trained personnel who support DoD and other law enforcement 
organizations in fingerprint identification, narcotics analysis, questioned 
document examination, forensic photography and imaging. 

All of the laboratory technicians and examiners are qualified to testify in 
court proceedings as expert witnesses and do so on a regular basis. Further, the 
laboratories conduct thousands of examinations each year and control tens of 
thousands of pieces of evidence. Their staff members routinely participate in 
forensic research and publish their findings in professional journals. 

Comparison of Policies and Procedures to Criteria 

The MCIOs treat each death investigation as a potential homicide until the 
evidence establishes otherwise. The Police lnyesti&ation Hanciboolc includes 
death investigations as a specific subject, while the Practical Homicide 
lnvestiiation, Second Edition, deals entirely with death investigations. Both 
texts discuss the investigative processes and steps involved in the investigations. 
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They cover: 

• the elements of criminal death offenses, including 
jurisdictional considerations; 

• preliminary investigative procedures, including specific 
investigative steps related to (1) receiving notification of a suspicious death, 
(2) responding to the notification, (3) assigning the investigative team, and 
(4) locating, classifying and interviewing witnesses; 

• processing the crime scene, including (1) an appropriate 
checklist for processing the scene, and (2) photographing the scene and the 
deceased, and recording both on videotape; 

• searching for physical evidence, including steps for 
(1) establishing search location, (2) identifying the types of physical evidence at 
the scene, (3) conducting bloodstain pattern analysis, (4) using search teams, and 
(5) using mapping systems to establish the location of evidence; 

• identifying the deceased and developing information 
concerning when, where, how and what may have caused the death. These , 
efforts involve cooperative actions among the investigator, the medical 
examiner/coroner, forensic investigators and forensic scientists at crime 
laboratories. The criminal investigative steps involved are used to assist or 
support the medical authorities in (1) performing medicolegal investigations into 
the cause and manner of death, (2) establishing the manner, time and location of 
death, (3) identifying whether death resulted from a gunshot wound, a cutting or 
stabbing wound, a blunt force wound, or from poison, chemical substance, 
asphyxia, or fire; and 

• identifying possible criminal offenders through homicide and 
suicide patterns, offender profiles, the FBI Violent Criminal Apprehension 
Program, and the Multi-Agency Investigative Team Manual developed for the 
National Institute of Justice. 

The Military Departments and their subordinate MCIOs have policies and 
procedures that set forth comprehensive and specific guidance in each of these 
areas, as described below. 

I . Investigative Jurisdiction and Authority 

An investigative agency must have, and its investigators must be able to 

determine, the legal authority to conduct a criminal investigation. Each of the 

Military Departments has thorough and. current regulations, directives, or 

instructions setting forth guidance on how to determine jurisdiction and 
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authority.5 In addition, the DoD has a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
with the Department of Justice (DOJ) that governs the investigation and 
prosecution of criminal matters over which both Departments have jurisdiction. 
The MCIOs have, or are subject to policies that include specific guidance for: 
( 1) determining investigative responsibility and jurisdiction; (2) determining how 
to proceed when it is determined that another agency has primary jurisdiction; 
and (3) assisting another investigative agency during an investigation, or 
conducting a joint or collateral investigation. Further, each of the MCIOs 
includes detailed instruction on authority and jurisdiction in their Basic Training 
Courses for new agents. Overall, the MCIO policies and procedures related to 
investigative authority and jurisdiction are clear and adequate. 

2. Preliminary Investigative Procedures 

Law enforcement organizations that conduct death investigations must 
have a duty investigator or special agent immediately available to receive 
notification when a death occurs and to ensure proper response to the 
notification. It is critical that the duty agent receiving the notification obtain and 
record all possible information from the individual providing the initial 
information, the location of the crime scene and any other information pertinent 
to the subsequent investigation. It is also critical that the agents responding to the 
crime scene do so promptly, and that they immediately secure and protect the 
crime scene to preserve all potential evidence related to the crime. 

a. Initial Notification and Response. The MCIOs have specific 
guidelines for assigning duty agent responsibilities to their investigative 
personnel. These guidelines are comprehensive and designed to ensure that 
MCIO duty agents promptly and accurately record information resulting from 
the notification. They also have guidelines for (1) satisfying coordination 
requirements relating to jurisdictional matters, (2) notifying other individuals or 
organizations, including coroners, medical examiners, forensic science 
personnel, local police departments (if the MCIO does not have exclusive 
jurisdiction), and installation commanders, (3) securing and protecting the death 
scene, and (4) recognizing potential dangers at the death scene, including 
contaminated blood, body fluid, body tissue and other biohazards, as well as 
objects or conditions that could expose or subject either the agent or other 
personnel to biohazard contamination with the potential to jeopardize the 
individual, as well as evidence at the crime scene. Additionally, they have 
comprehensive policies and procedures requiring the wearing of protective 
equipment, such as booties, double gloves and full body garments to protect 
individuals or crime scenes should a biohazard exist. Each MCIO has specially 
trained agents at the intermediate and headquarters levels who are available, or 

5. 	 There are, however, issues involved in DoD death cases where an MCIO does 
not have investigative jurisdiction. These jurisdictional issues are particularly 
important in the self-inflicted death cases being reviewed under Section 1185(b) 
and are discussed later in this report. 
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who can be quickly assigned, to provide guidance, case review and on-site 
assistance. Overall, the MCIO policies and procedures for receiving 
notifications and responding to death scenes are as well defined as those of the 
police departments that we visited, and meet or exceed the prescribed doctrine 
found in the referenced texts. 

b. Interviews and Interrogations. The MCIOs have extensive 
guidance for ensuring that relevant information is gathered from both witnesses 
and suspects, while protecting individual rights and taking the well-being of 
witnesses into consideration. They require extensive investigative steps to 
protect each individual's constitutional rights in conducting oral interviews and 
interrogations, and in taking written statements from each witness. These 
procedures include detailed guidance on reading military personnel their rights 
under Article 31 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice. 

3. Processing the Crime Scene 

The MCIO policies and procedures addressing the investigative processes 
and steps under this criterion are thorough and current. They adequately address 
crime scene evaluation and processing. For example, the MCIOs have similar 
requirements for identifying, cordoning and isolating the crime scene. These 
policies and procedures require the MCIOs to secure the overall crime scene as 
quickly as possible and to establish a command post where the lead agent can 
control the scene and brief attending officials. In addition, they have specific 
instructions for preserving the crime scene and preventing destruction, loss, or 
contamination of evidence. They also have in-depth requirements for 
establishing a holding or storage area close to, but outside of, the actual crime 
scene for equipment and supplies, evidence collection and processing, and any 
other temporary storage requirement. The MCIO guidance documents include 
checklists for agents to use during crime scene processing. While these 
checklists were all viewed as being adequate, the AFOSI version seemed better 
formatted and more useful for the investigating agent. 

The MCIOs have requirements for proper note taking at the crime scene, 
and for identifying and interviewing witnesses while processing the scene. 
Similarly, they all have extensive and specific requirements to ensure the proper 
use of photographic equipment, including the types of film and lighting that must 
be used and the camera techniques required, to fully record and document the 
crime scene. Additionally, they all have detailed policies designed to ensure that 
evidence at a crime scene is photographed before it is moved. The policies and 
procedures require MCIO agents to be trained in the .proper operation of 
photographic equipment. The MCIO agents have manuals, checklists and 
procedural guides for use that replicate or exceed the guidelines found in the 
authoritative law enforcement texts used as standards in our review. None of the 
police departments that we visited had the detailed formal manuals that the 
MCIOs have for conducting crime scene evaluation and processing. 
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4. Searching for Physical Evidence 

The MCIOs have suitable policy and procedural requirements for ensuring 
thorough and proper crime scene search and seizure of physical evidence. Their 
guidelines are well defined for identifying and ensuring the use of specific 
investigative techniques and steps necessary to identify, preserve and process 
individual search locations and physical evidence at a death scene. Further, their 
rules are sufficient for (1) search and seizure of evidence in accordance with 
legal doctrine, (2) protection of crime scene evidence from contamination or 
disturbance in accordance with accepted techniques, and (3) use of the zone, 
grid, spiral or strip evidence search methods, and identification of individual 
physical evidence locations by measurement and triangulation. As compared to 
the police departments contacted and the base-line texts used in our review, the 
MCIOs have thorough and proper policies and procedures in this area. 

5. Preserving Physical Evidence Through a Chain-of-custody 

The MCIO regulations and procedural methods include detailed 
requirements for establishing an unbroken and uncontaminated •chain-of
custody" for each item of physical evidence, thereby preserving the item's 
evidentiary and prosecutorial value. Their chain-of-custody requirements span 
the total process for identifying, collecting and preserving physical evidence, and 
include in-depth guidance to ensure proper handling and storage. For example, 
the regulations include comprehensive guidance on collecting wet or dry blood 
samples at the crime scene, and for ensuring the use of sterile containers to 
protect the samples for laboratory examination. They also have detailed 
guidance for ensuring security and chain-of-custody from the time of collection 
until evidence is sent to the laboratory and returned to the submitting office after 
analysis. The guidance covers wrapping, packaging and transmitting of 
evidence. The chain-of-custody records include accountability by the use of 
individual evidence releases and receipts. The MCIO physical evidence chain-of 
custody procedures comply with established standards and criteria. 

6. Identifying and Processing Evidence 

The MCIOs have thorough policies and procedures for identifying and 
processing evidence, including processes for lifting and preserving latent 
fingerprints, firearms and other weapon identification, expended ammunition 
identification, gunshot residue collection, tool marks, tire tracks, shoe prints, 
glass fracture patterns and bite marks. These policies and procedures arc current 
and detailed. They require thorough and proper procedures for photographing 
and collecting fingerprints. The requirements include, for example, the use of 
state-of-the-art techniques such as (1) powders and chemicals to preserve prints, 
(2) fiberglass, camel hair and feather brushes, where warranted, in taking prints, 
and (3) ultraviolet or magnetic powders in cases where warranted by different 
circumstances. The investigative techniques and steps required in this area are 
clear and sufficient to ensure the proper lifting of prints with rubber lifters and 
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I 
transparent or opaque lifting tapes, and for requiring proper documentation of 
lifted prints. 

a. Questioned Document Examination. The MCIOs have 
extensive policies and procedures for collecting and preserving questioned 
document evidence, such as an alleged suicide note. Their procedures for 
protecting questioned documents include requiring that (1) the documents be 
placed immediately into the appropriate protective covering and not be handled 
unnecessarily, (2) the documents be properly packaged and forwarded to the 
crime laboratory for examination or analysis on a timely basis, and (3) the 
investigators collect writing samples and other standards of comparison to assist 
laboratory authorities in determining authenticity. 

b. Transfer and Trace Evidence. The MCIOs have current, 
state-of-the-art procedures for collecting, identifying, handling and transporting 
trace evidence, including human or animal hair, fiber, soil, paint, glass, 
cosmetics, dust and body fluids. 

7. Identifying the Deceased and Developing Information on the Death 

As noted previously, the investigator's efforts in this area are generally to 
assist the medical authorities and crime laboratories. The MCIO policies and 
procedures are fully sufficient to support medical authority efforts to establish 
the manner, time, location and mode of death. The MCIO policies require the 
same investigative processes and techniques in death cases, regardless of the 
apparent manner of death. 

Other Considerations Related to Criminal Investjptions 

As discussed above, the MCIO policies and procedures for conducting 
death investigations satisfy each of our base line criteria. There are, however, 
differences in the MCIO policies and procedures relating to noninvestigative 
matters connected with the investigation of deaths. 

For instance, since 1985, the USACIDC has had a Family Liaison 
Program under which a criminal investigator is appointed as the Casualty Liaison 
Officer (CLO) for each death investigation the USACIDC initiates. The CLO is 
responsible for coordinating and collecting information and responding to the 
concerns of the family without impeding or compromising the successful 
completion of the investigation. The CLO services continue for the family until 
all investigative issues and concerns are reasonably resolved. The NCIS 
recognized the benefits of such procedures and adopted a similar program in 
January 1995. The NCIS Family Liaison Agent is stationed at Headquarters, 
NCIS, and is the sole point of contact for concerns a family may have regarding 
the death investigation. Similarly, the AFOSI is currently drafting policy to 
establish a point of contact program for the families. As envisioned, however, 
the AFOSI program will only apply to suspected self-inflicted death 
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investigations and will last only until the investigation is completed. We believe 
that each of the MCIO programs should offer the families the same services. As 
a minimum, the programs should cover all death investigations and last until all 
reasonable criminal investigative concerns and questions have been answered. 
Additionally, the individuals selected for this duty should have experience in 
death investigations and receive any additional training needed in dealing with 
the families, such as how the respective Military Department Casualty 
Assistance Program works. 

As noted previously, we identified a difference in the manner in which the 
MCIOs have chosen to present, for special agent use, their crime scene 
processing procedures. The USACIDC uses Field Manual 19-20 as its basic 
text. The NCIS uses a manual referred to as NCIS-3 and the AFOSI uses its 
Handbook 71-106, Volume 1. In our judgment, the AFOSI handbook format is 
the most functional, as it is designed to be carried to the crime scene and used as 
a full scope checklist while processing the crime scene. The handbook provides 
for on-scene reference to written guidance, thereby supplementing the 
knowledge and experience of the agents on the scene. We believe that the 
USACIDC and the NCIS should adopt the same or simi1ar format for their crime 
scene procedures. 

Military Criminal lnvntjgative Orpniptions Death Investjeation 
Tn1jnina 

The MCIOs have training programs for their criminal investigators that 
contain all the coverage needed for the investigators to acquire the skills and 
knowledge necessary to conduct thorough criminal investigations in death cases. 
They also offer follow-on and advanced criminal investigator training. All 
agents receive death investigation training as part of their basic agent course. 
They also may attend courses provided by local, state, Federal, or foreign 
agencies, or non-Government vendors. For example, both the New York and 
Chicago Police Departments told us that MCIO agents regularly participate in in
service training provided to their homicide investigators. Investigators from 
each MCIO may also be selected to participate concurrently in the Fellowship in 
Forensic Medicine conducted by the Office of the Armed Forces Medical 
Examiner, AFIP, while attending the George Washington University's Master of 
Forensic Science Degree Program. Investigative personnel who graduate from 
this program are utilized either directly or as consultants in death investigations 
and also in connection with the MCIO death investigation review process. 
Currently, there are 40 agents who are graduates of the George Washington 
University program. These agents are assigned throughout the MCIOs to 
provide consultative, case review and on-site case support. 

The Basic Training Programs for criminal investigators are summarized 

below. Appendix E includes an in-depth review of the basic programs, as well 

as information on the additional training available for criminal investigators. 

Overall, the MCIO Basic Training Programs are comprehensive, doctrinally 
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correct and up-to-date, and favorably compare with the training given to criminal 
investigators of the law enforcement agencies we contacted during this review. 

1. USACIDC Basic Tninjnr 

New USACIDC agents must attend the U.S. Army Military Police School 
(USAMPS) Apprentice Special Agents Course. This training is 15 weeks in 
length and includes sufficient instruction for agents to attain needed proficiency 
in criminal law, crime scene processing, testimonial and physical evidence 
collection, and investigative techniques, including the use of forensic support 
services such as the USACil.., the AFIP and polygraph examination. The 
students must complete several practical exercises to demonstrate their 
proficiency in areas such as latent fingerprint processing, casts and molds, 
photography, and crime scene processing. For example, students are required to 
complete the lifting of a footprint from the ground using the spray paint and 
dental plaster method. They must lift latent prints using the super-glue fuming 
method, and using powders and lifters. They are also required to participate in a 
practical exercise in which they process a death scene. The students are required 
to demonstrate the knowledge and skills developed during the previous courses. 
The practical exercise is graded and successful completion is compulsory for 
graduation from the school. Included in the graded material is a 20-step outline 
of techniques for crime scene processing. Students are required to demonstrate 
success in accurate note taking, recording details such as initial notification, 
arrival at the crime scene, weather conditions, physical location and the 
identification of anyone at the scene. The notes must record each step the agent 
took to process the scene, including identification and processing of all evidence, 
and preparing a crime scene sketch identifying the exact location of evidence and 
important items by triangulation. The sketch must include the additional 
triangulation required in all death scenes. Students must record photographic 
data, identify steps taken by medical personnel if medical personnel are required 
at a crime scene, and identify steps taken to examine locations beyond the crime 
scene, such as the living quarters of the deceased. 

2. NCIS Basic Traininr 

The NCIS is one of only two Federal law enforcement organizations with 
a general crimes investigative mission that uses the Federal Law Enforcement 
Training Center (FL.ETC) program to train its agents. The standard FLETC 
training program for criminal investigators is the 8 week Criminal Investigator 
Training Program (CITP). The CITP is only partially applicable to the general 
crimes mission. The applicable portion includes a 2 hour laboratory session 
during which students have an opportunity to learn the methods for identifying 
and lifting latent fingerprints, and how to cast tire and foot wear impressions at 
crime scenes. The CITP also has a 4 hour classroom instruction session on 
crime scene processing and a 4 hour session on proper use of a 35mm camera. 
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In addition to the CITP, in 1990, the NCIS worked with the FLETC to 
develop an add-on 6 week Basic Special Agent Training Course specific to the 
NCIS general crimes mission. The course is based upon specific areas of 
knowledge, skill and ability that the NCIS determined its agents must have to be 
successful. The add-on course concentrates on the military criminal justice 
system, the Navy Judge Advocate system, the NCIS report writing procedures 
and Navy protocol. New NCIS agents have a total of 14 weeks ofgeneral 
crimes training. 

The NCIS basic agent training includes (1) 16 hours of instruction on the 
NCIS reporting system, consisting of 2 hours of lecture and 14 hours of practical 
exercises on how to prepare reports to meet administrative, investigative and 
operational requirements, (2) 4 hours of instruction on the NCIS evidence 
custody system, consisting of a 2 hour lecture and 2 hour practical exercise that 
cover the proper collection, storage and transfer or shipment of evidence, and 
the requirements involved in properly disposing of evidence, (3) 2 hours of 
practical exercise to reinforce the legal aspects involved in evidence collection 
under the Manual for Courts-Martial, and the legal aspects of evidence 
collection, protection and presentation in court, (4) 24 hours of instruction on the 
NCIS Regional Forensic Laboratories and crime scene processing, consisting of 
6 hours of lecture and 18 hours of practical exercises in which students are 
instructed on the responsibilities, capabilities and functions of the NCIS Regional 
Forensic Laboratories and their examination capabilities that assist criminal 
investigations. The students are also taught proper procedures for identifying, 
packaging and submitting evidence to the laboratories. 

The NCIS basic agent training also includes 16 hours of instruction in 
various techniques for interviewing witnesses and interrogating suspects. This 
instruction utilizes various case scenarios and practical exercises with role 
players, and consists of 9 hours of lecture and 7 hours of practical exercises. An 
additional 8 hours of instruction introduces students to death investigations. This 
instruction consists of 7 hours of lecture and a 1 hour practical exercise that 
emphasize special requirements at the crime scene, forensic applications, wound 
interpretations and case studies. The training includes 40 hours of practical 
exercises on crime scene search. This instruction is conducted at the Kings Bay 
Submarine base, Georgia, and the military community at Kings Bay supports the 
training. Base residents often participate as victims, witnesses and suspects. 
Several scenarios depicting different crime scenes are devised and the exercise 
may begin at any time during a predefined 24 hour period. In other words, the 
student does not know when a call reporting a •crime• will come in to his 
"office." The exercises are monitored by experienced field office agents who 
supplement the full time instructors. 

3. AFQSI Basic Traininr 

The AFOSI uses the United States Air Force Special Investigations 
Academy (USAFSIA) at Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland to train its agents. 
The USAFSIA Special Investigators Course is 11 weeks in duration and uses 
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lectures, discussions, demonstrations, student performance measurement, 
audiovisual (TV/film/slide) presentations, seminar sessions, laboratories and 
field exercises as instruction techniques. Each student's progress is evaluated 
through comprehensive written examinations on each major area of instruction, 
report writing performance tests, performance evaluations, practical field 
exercises, applied tecluiiques laboratory exercises, faculty observation, and 
participation in and successful completion of all firearms, defensive tactics and 
physical training activities. In addition, the USAFSIA has classrooms and 
interview/interrogation rooms with state of the art audio-visual equipment. 
There are six •mock crime scene• rooms based on different crime scenarios, 
including death case scenarios. There are also several interview/interrogation 
rooms equipped with microphones and video cameras so individual students can 
review their own performance during mock interviews/interrogations. 

The AFOSI students must complete several practical exercises to 
demonstrate proficiency in areas such as latent fingerprint processing, casts and 
molds, photography and crime scene processing. For example, each student is 
given three latent prints, dusting powders and lifting material, and must 
successfully develop, lift and apply identification markings to identifiable prints 
using a hinge lifter, tape, or rubber lifter. Students are taught where to look for 
latent prints and where latent prints cannot be developed or lifted. They are also 
instructed on processing and sending evidence to the crime laboratory. Further, 
they are required to participate in a practical exercise in which they process a 
death scene. They must completely process the crime scenes by the end of the 
11 week course, are graded and evaluated on their proficiency, and must attain 
specified proficiency levels to complete the course successfully. 

Jurisdjctiona) Considerations for tbe Milita[y Criminal lnvesti&ative 
Orpnjptions 

Where the Military Department lacks jurisdiction or, in those instances 
where there is concurrent jurisdiction but the local, state, other Federal, or 
foreign authority does not cede jurisdiction, the investigation will be conducted 
by an investigative organization other than an MCIO (the MCIO may or may not 
be permitted to participate in the investigation in a cooperative role). In those 
instances, the DoD has no authority or control over the lead investigative agency 
and cannot ensure that the criminal investigation will be conducted in the same 
manner as if conducted by an MCIO. Jurisdictional limitations may restrict the 
DoD's ability to address a family's concerns and answer questions about a 
Service member's death. 

We analyzed 45 of the requests for case review under Section 1185(b) of 
the Act received as of April 12, 1995. These requests included 17 questioning 
how the investigators conducted their work, what tests were or were not done, 
and how the •crime scene" was handled. However, the MCIOs were not 
initially involved in any of the 17 investigations. All 17 cases were initially 
handled by local, state, other Federal, or foreign law enforcement organizations 
that had primary investigative jurisdiction. In 4 of the 17 cases, an MCIO 
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provided some assistance to, or later did additional investigative work to 
supplement the primary investigating agency efforts. In addition, 16 of the 
45 requests included questions about autopsy results, autopsy procedures and 
whether an autopsy was conducted. Jurisdiction also affects the decision as to 
whether an autopsy should be performed. In nine of these cases, either the 
autopsies were performed by local, state or foreign pathologists, or a non-DoD 
organization had jurisdiction and determined that an autopsy was unnecessary. 
Therefore, whether the DoD has investigative jurisdiction impacts its ability to 
control investigations of death cases and responses to family concerns. For 
example, the lack of an autopsy may impact a family's perception of the 
investigation performed but could be outside DoD jurisdiction. 

There are several factors that govern the DoD's authority to investigate 
the death of a Service member. On military installations, the Federal 
Government generally has either exclusive or concurrent investigative 
jurisdiction. However, different parts of an installation may have been acquired 
at different times and, therefore, one part may be governed by exclusive 
jurisdiction and another by concurrent jurisdiction. Under exclusive jurisdiction, 
only the Federal Government has authority to investigate. Where there is 
concurrent jurisdiction, both the state, including local governments, and the 
Federal Government have authority to investigate. In another location, the 
Federal Government may have acqui1'ed the property on which the military 
installation is located, but lacks any investigative jurisdiction. In foreign 
locations, status-of-forces agreements that may vary from country-to-country and 
with NATO membership usually determine investigative authority. Families 
may not understand why a particular law enforcement organization other than an 
MCIO investigates a death case. Some families mistakenly believe that the DoD 
always has primary investigative jurisdiction when a Service member dies, 
regardless of where the death takes place. 

The location at which either the body of the deceased is found or the 
death took place normally determines which law enforcement organization(s) has 
investigative jurisdiction. Currently, an MCIO or other Federal investigative 
agency is solely responsible for investigating a noncombat death only if it occurs 
on a military installation with exclusive jurisdiction. In all other instances, the 
MCIOs either have concurrent or no jurisdiction, and can be excluded from 
investigating or participating in the investigation. However, the MCIO may be 
asked or allowed to assist, or to work jointly with the civilian, and sometimes 
foreign country, law enforcement organization conducting the investigation. 
When the MCIO does not actively participate, it normally monitors the 
investigation being conducted by the other law enforcement organization. Under 
such circumstances, the MCIO usually prepares a report summarizing or 
transmitting a copy of the other organization's report of investigation and 
providing it to the cognfaant command of the deceased Service member. 

The MCIOs should continue developing and improving their working 

relationships and liaison with the civilian law enforcement agencies with whom 

they normally deal on a daily basis. Improved cooperation in this area should 
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help ensure that civilian investigations of Service member deaths include MCIO 
advisory input and assistance to family members. 

RECOMMENDATIONS, MANAGEMENT COMMENTS AND OUR II 
EVALUATION ·.II 

Overall, the Military Departments have comprehensive policies and 
procedures in place to govern death investigations that are conducted by their 
criminal investigators. The USACIDC and the NCIS, however, would benefit 
from an easy-to-use crime scene reference book similar to AFOSI Handbook 71
106, Volume 1. Similarly, we believe that the NCIS and the AFOSI would 
benefit from a Family Liaison Program similar to the one USACIDC has had in 
place for a number of years. While both agencies are already implementing or 
developing programs, we believe that all of the programs should afford families 
the same types and levels of service. 

Recommendations to the Military Departments: 

1. Require the USACIDC and the NCIS to create and issue a crime scene 
processing guide similar to the AFOSI Handbook 71-106, Volume 1, that can be 
easily used by agents in the field. 

Management Comments and Our Evaluation: 

Army Comments: The Army did not concur with the recommendation. 
According to the Army, Army Field Manual 19-20, •1..aw Enforcement 
Investigations," is a more comprehensive investigative guide than AFOSI 
Handbook 71-106 and, though slightly larger in overall size, is just as 
exportable. In addition, the Army stated that its field manual has detailed 
explanations of every known investigative technique, including those used in 
crime scene processing, as well as bulleted comments for quick reference. In 
comparison, the Army states that the AFOSI handbook has bulleted comments 
for only those issues generally applicable to crime scene processing. Further, 
the Army advised that its field manual is UJ>Gated periodically by subject matter 
experts and is used extensively in Army training programs. Finally, the Army 
indicated that the AFOSI Handbook was not designed as a crime scene 
processing checklist as the draft report suggested, and cautioned against any 
requirement to develop or use such a checklist since, • .. [w]hile crime scenes 
should be processed thoroughly, in our view, it is more important that they be 
processed thoughtfully.• 

Navy Comments: The Navy generally concurred with the 
recommendation, advising that the NCIS complies with both current and 
proposed policy. According to the Navy, the NCIS is developing a crime scene 
checklist as part of its revision of the NCIS-3, •Manual for Investigations," and 
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has developed a Crime Scene Field Guide, which includes Death Scene 
Processing, that should be ready for field agent use in early 1996. 

Evaluation of Maugement Comments: We recognize that the 
USACIDC, like the AFOSI, has a complete investigative manual to guide 
investigative efforts. However, we do not believe it is realistic to expect an 
investigator to carry the investigative manual to each crime scene. The pace and 
complexities inherent in many crime scene searches warrant ready reference 
material for the investigator, not to control the process, but to aid the 
investigator in ensuring that all appropriate investigate steps are considered and 
completed when warranted. The AFOSI pocket-me guide book is easily 
transportable to the crime scene and is a beneficial aid for AFOSI investigators. 
Therefore, while we recognize a crime scene processing guide or checklist 
should be modified or expanded as necessary based on the individual 
circumstances, the need to ensure that key investigative procedures are not 
overlooked is clearly urgent. Since the USACIDC investigative manual already 
has bulleted comments for investigator reference, the USACIDC should be able 
to readily issue a crime scene processing guide. 

The crime scene checklist and Crime Scene Field Guide that the NCIS is 
adopting should fully satisfy our recommendation as it pertains to the Navy. 

2. Require the MCIOs to adopt policies and procedures similar to the 
USACIDC Family Liaison Program to ensure family members are kept abreast 
of and have open communications with an MCIO point-of-contact until all 
investigative issues and concerns are reasonably resolved. 

Management Comments and Our Evaluation: 

Navy Comments: The Navy advised that the NCIS implemented a family 
liaison program in October 1995. 

Air Force Comments: The Air Force advised that the AFOSI codified 
its Family Liaison Program in a Policy Memorandum, •Death Investigations," 
on July 26, 1995. According to the Air Force, the AFOSI (1) now has a 
comprehensive family interface policy for all death investigations, (2) the 
detachment commander with investigative responsibility for the case personally 
selects the representative based on experience, sensitivity and maturity, and 
(3) this representative, an agent, will remain as the family's point of contact until 
all investigative concerns have been resolved, and (4) training programs are 
being developed to support this policy. 

USD(P&R) Comments: The Under Secretary of Defense (Personnel and 
Readiness) strongly endorsed our recommendation. 

Evaluation of Management Comments: The management comments are 
responsive. 
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The draft report also included a recommendation that the Secretary of 
Defense, to comply with Section 1185, issue a DoD Instruction addressing 
investigations of Service member deaths. In distributing the draft report for 
comment, we also requested comments on a proposed DoD Instruction prepared 
to enable the Secretary to comply with this aspect of the Act. Based on the 
comments received, the Inspector General, Department of Defense, is in the 
process of issuing DoD Instruction 5505.10, •1nvestigation of Noncombat 
Deaths of Active Duty Members of the Armed Forces.• This action is in 
accordance with the Deputy Secretary of Defense's guidance (see Appendix B) 
designating the DoDIG as proponent for the new guidance. Accordingly, there 
was no need to include the recommendation in the final report, and it has been 
dropped. 
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I I
B. Psychological Autopsies 

In November 1994, the Assistant Secretary ofDefense for Health Affairs 
established a DoD task force to analyu how to standardi7.e the psychological 
autopsy process. The DoD did not have an overall policy for performing 
psychological autopsies. The DoD needed consistent guidance for conducting, 
reporting and using psychological autopsies. Criminal investigators and mental 
health officers interviewed during our review agreed that this type of guidance 
was imperative. In addition, the DoD did not routinely perform management 
oversight or quality control reviews of psychological autopsies. As a result, 
there were significant differences in how the Military Departments performed 
and used psychological autopsies. Responsibility for conducting psychological 
autopsies, and the qualifications of the individuals who perform them, varied 
among the Military Departments. The Military Departments also had different 
criteria for when psychological autopsies were needed. Furthermore, there was 
limited assurance that psychological autopsies were adequately performed when 
needed. 

Back&round 

The psychological autopsy is a process designed to assess a variety of 
factors including behavior, thoughts, feelings and relationships that may have 
contributed to the Service member's death. In effect, a psychological autopsy is 
an attempt to clarify why the death may have occurred. Making such a 
determination may then have a bearing on the determination of cause and manner 
of death. In addition to helping clarify the manner of death in specific cases, 
information drawn from psychological autopsies may also be used in preparing 
and conducting suicide prevention programs. Information on behavior changes, 
stressors, and possible "warning signs" identified in specific cases can assist 
Military Department efforts to identify and prevent self-inflicted deaths. 

The individual(s) who perform psychological autopsies use information 
gathered from relatives, friends, associates, coworkers and others who had 
contact with or observed the deceased prior to death. Some of the information is 
gathered through first-hand contact with relatives and other individuals. Other 
information is obtained by reviewing the results of criminal investigative 
activities concerning the death and documentary files such as medical records 
containing information about the deceased. 

The Committee on Armed Services, U.S. House of Representatives 
Report, U.S.S. Iowa Imedy: An lnvestiptive Failure," March 5, 1990, 
pointed out concerns with the Navy's use of psychological autopsies in its 
investigation of the explosion on the USS Iowa. In its hearings on that 
investigation, the Congress raised questions regarding the quality of the material 
on which the psychological autopsies were based, the degree of certainty of the 
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opinions and the qualifications of some of the personnel performing the analyses. 
The Report of the Advisory Board on the Investigative Capability of the DoD, 
January 1995, also recommended that the DoD establish standards on 
performing psychological autopsies. The Report identified some of the same 
issues that our review has noted. 

As a result of the findings of the Advisory Board but prior to the 
Advisory Board publishing its final report, in November 1994, the Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) assembled a task force to focus 
on the issues of stress in the military and standardization of psychological 
autopsies. The task force concluded in its first meeting that one area requiring 
further attention was a standard policy for psychological autopsies in cases of 
suspected suicide and other violent deaths. At an April 1995 meeting, the task 
force decided to review existing procedures to determine how best to standardize 
the psychological autopsy process. The review was conducted and the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) (OASD(HA)) has completed a draft 
DoD directive on this subject. In December 1995, the OASD(HA) forwarded 
the draft to the Military Departments for comment. The final standards should 
be issued early in 1996. 

Criteria For Perfnrmine Psycholodcal Auto.psies 

The Army is the only Military Department with formal written guidance 
and criteria for using psychological autopsies during investigations of possible 
self-inflicted deaths. The Army generally performs psychological autopsies 
where there are (1) confirmed or suspected suicides, (2) single car accidents for 
which there is no apparent cause, (3) unusual or suspicious accidents, (4) cases 
in which the manner of death cannot be readily established, and (5) requests by 
the Commander or Special Agent in Charge of the local USACIDC office. The 
Air Force has written guidance covering the use of psychological autopsies when 
(1) the manner of death is known to be suicide, but the reason for the suicide is 
not clear, and (2) the circumstances of the death appear equivocal and a 
psychological examination would assist in determining the manner of death. The 
Air Force leaves the manner in which psychological autopsies are conducted to 
the AFOSI psychologist. The Navy has only informal guidance prepared by an 
NCIS staff psychologist on when a psychological autopsy should be done. 

The other law enforcement organiz.ations contacted during our review 
generally do not use psychological autopsies; however, they advised us that this 
was due to limited personnel and fiscal constraints rather than a lack of 
confidence in the process. Officials from the FBI Behavioral Science Unit · 
(BSU), National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime in Quantico, Virginia, 
and the Washington, D.C., Metropolitan area law enforcement agencies (listed 
in Appendix D) that we contacted advised that, in their cases, the medical 
examiner makes cause and manner of death determinations normally without the 
assistance of a mental health professional. Members of the BSU staff advised 
that they conduct •think tank" conferences using physical evidence and 
information from the investigation to reach conclusions and make determinations 
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about the manner of death in equivocal cases. That process is used to support 
law enforcement agencies nationwide, including the MCIOs, when requested. 

The current authorities regarding procedures for investigating death cited 
earlier in this report, Practical Homicide Investiption. Second Edition, and 
Police Investiption Haruibook, both describe the need for the psychological 
autopsy process as one of many investigative tools. Additionally, The Suicide 
Case: Investigation and Trial of Insurance Claims, James L. Nolan, Editor, Tort 
and Insurance Practice Section, American Bar Association (ABA), 1988, 
contains a series of articles which address establishing suicidal intent and the role 
of the psychological autopsy. Each of these sources recognizes the 
psychological autopsy as a legitimate and sometimes necessary technique in 
determining whether a death may have been self-inflicted. 

Since psychological autopsies contain conclusions based on very personal 
information, their use should be controlled. The conclusions reached can easily 
be misunderstood and produce a highly emotional reaction from those close to 
the deceased. For instance, 6 of the 45 Section 1185(b) requests analyzed during 
our review expressed concerns relating to psychological autopsies. These 
requests included family concerns that information in psychological autopsy 
reports was inadequate, untrue, or obtained under false pretense. 

0.1alifu;ations and Trpinine 

Responsibility for performing psychological autopsies varies among the 
Military Departments. The Navy and Air Force use licensed psychologists on 
the staffs of the NCIS and the AFOSI to conduct psychological autopsies. The 
Army, however, uses mental health officers from local installations to conduct 
psychological autopsies for the USACIDC. Those individuals are not part of 
the USACIDC staff, but are trained mental health professionals who are 
credentialed or licensed in a wide range of professions such as psychiatry, 
clinical or counseling psychology, social work, or a psychiatric clinical nurse 
speciality. None of the Military Departments require or provide formal training 
courses specifically addressing how to perform psychological autopsies. In 
general, the assigned mental health personnel learn how to conduct psychological 
autopsies and prepare reports through informal on-the-job training. The lack of 
training and the variety of mental health professionals the Army uses may lead to 
inadequately performed psychological autopsies with inconsistent conclusions. 

There is a need for overall DoD policy that specifies the qualifications, 
specific training and certification needed for mental health professionals who 
perform psychological autopsies. There is also a need for formal training to 
assure psychological autopsies are properly performed. Individuals who have 
not been appropriately trained should not be allowed to perform psychological 
autopsies. 
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Qnplity Assurance or Manapment Oyersipt Reviews 

None of the Military Departments has a comprehensive quality assurance 
review program for psychological autopsies, even though the Army has 
processes that would partially meet the need. At Fort Bragg, North Carolina, 
for example, command officials ensure that psychological autopsies performed in 
connection with the Fort Bragg installation fully comply with Army policy and 
procedures before the reports become part of the investigative file. In addition, 
the Office of the Surgeon General of the Army, Washington, D.C., is supposed 
to receive a copy of all Army psychological autopsy reports and review them for 
adherence with Army policy and procedure. We were advised, however, the 
Office of Surgeon General receives only about 50 percent of the reports, and 
only after the reports are a part of the investigative file. The Army also uses the 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and the Walter Reed Army Institute of 
Research staff to review psychological autopsy reports from a suicide prevention 
perspective and to identify systemic issues or trends. The Navy and the Air 
Force, on the other hand, have peer reviews performed by military and civilian 
mental health consultants with forensic training, but not quality assurance 
reviews. Because of the nature and uses of psychological autopsies, 
management oversight is needed to ensure appropriate guidelines are established 
and followed. 

Psycholo&ical Auto.psy Reports 

We found that two of the Military Departments include comments in 
psychological autopsy reports to help put report conclusions into perspective. 
Navy reports generally contain a disclaimer within the body of the report, i.e., 
" ... results should be considered speculative and based on the opinion of this 
clinician... , " but not specifically labeled as a disclaimer and not readily apparent 
to the reader. The Air Force, however, explains the purpose of its psychological 
autopsy report on the front cover of all such reports to reduce confusion about 
the contents. One Air Force report reviewed, for example, explained that: 

"This is a psychological review of information received 
concerning the death of [name deleted] and an effort to understand 
the individual's personality, state of mind and probable intent at the 
time of death. Because this is a review of available information 
only, it is speculative in nature and is based upon information 
drawn from multiple sources including interviews of associates, 
friends, family members and coworkers as well as a review of the 
AFOSI Report of Investigation and pertinent records." 

We believe that every psychological autopsy report should contain an 

explanation of its purpose on the front cover to avoid confusion about the 

report's use and conclusions. This explanation would help family members 

better understand the purpose of the report and how it was prepared. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS, MANAGEMENT COMMENTS AND OUR 

EVALUATION 


The DoD needs an overall policy for conducting and using psychological 
autopsies. This policy should address when a psychological autopsy is to be 
performed, who performs it, qualifications standards for the individuals who 
perform it, how the results should be used, and a quality assurance review 
process. Without an overall policy, there is a greater risk of presenting 
inadequate or inappropriate information or conclusions. Because psychological 
autopsies are sometimes used by medical examiners to assist in determining the 
manner of death, it is of utmost importance that uniform procedures and quality 
controls be established. 

Recommendations to the Asmtant Secretary of Defense (Health 
Affairs): 

1. Expedite the issuance of an overall DoD policy for conducting and 
using the results of psychological autopsies. The policy should, at a minimum, 
address when a psychological autopsy is to be performed, who performs it 
(including qualifications standards) and how the results should be used, and 
should establish a quality assurance review process. The policy should also 
provide for appropriate management oversight to ensure proper implementation 
of the policy. 

Management Comments and Our Evaluation: 

ASD(HA) Comments: The ASD(HA) concurred with the 
recommendation and advised that in December 1995, a draft DoD Directive was 
forwarded to the Military Departments for comment. In addition, the ASD(HA) 
advised that the directive specifically addresses (1) when a psychological autopsy 
is to be performed, (2) who performs it (including the qualification standards), 
(3) how the results should be used, (4) the establishment of a quality assurance 
review process, and (5) appropriate management oversight to ensure 
implementation of policy. 

Evaluation of Management Comments: The ASD(HA) comments are 
responsive to the recommendation. 

Recommendations to the Military Departments: 

2. Develop implementing procedures on performing and using 
psychological autopsies in accordance with the DoD policy. 

3. Develop and implement, in coordination with the respective medical 

commands, quality assurance criteria and procedures for reviewing 
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psychological autopsy reports to ensure they meet appropriate standards before 
they become part of investigative reports. 

4. The Army and Navy explain the nature and purpose of each 
psychological autopsy report on the front cover of all such reports to reduce the 
likelihood of confusion about the report contents. 

Management Comments and Our Evaluation: 

Army Comments: The Army did not concur with any of the 
recommendations pertaining to psychological autopsies. According to the Army, 
it has well defined policy in this area, which specifies when a psychological 
autopsy is necessary and who is qualified to render the report. In addition, the 
Army advised that: (1) the military psychiatry residency training programs offer 
practical and didactic experience; (2) absent detailed and recurring problems, 
developing and implementing a quality assurance review process of the 
magnitude suggested seems unwarranted; (3) if greater oversight is needed, the 
Office of Surgeon General psychiatric or forensic consultant could conduct 
periodic random sampling and review; and ( 4) any systemic issues identified 
could be effectively handled through Continuing Medical Education instruction 
at related military conferences, clinical emphasis by the psychiatric or forensic 
consultant, and updates to electronic message policy and practices. 

Navy Comments: The Navy presented clarifying information related to 
psychological autopsies in the Navy. According to the Navy: (1) the NCIS 
conducts psychological autopsies in conjunction with routine case reviews of 
medically unattended deaths with forensic pathologists at the AFIP, and they 
follow a multi-disciplinary case review where it is determined a psychological 
autopsy will provide additional insight for the forensic pathologist making the 
final cause and manner of death determination; (2) policy and guidance for the 
autopsies is promulgated in the NCIS Manual of Investigative Procedures and 
supplemented in outlines given to the investigafors; (3) NCIS policy and 
procedure have been published in forensic and policy psychology literature as 
well as presented at professional conferences to ensure professional peer review 
and quality assurance; and (4) its psychological autopsy reports contain 
definitions of purpose and methodology, as well as a disclaimer regarding 
validity and reliability of techniques as recommended by the American 
Psychological Association. 

Air Force Comments: The Air Force did not object to the 

recommendations, but did suggest that quality assurance reviews be done by 

similarly credentialed professionals who have experience conducting 

psychological autopsies. 


Evaluation of Management Comments: We recognize the extent to 
which the individual Military Departments' have guidance for the psychological 
autopsies they conduct. However, for the reasons set forth in this report, we 
continue to believe that the Military Departments need to establish detailed 
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procedures for complying with the forthcoming DoD Directive. Since the 
ASD(HA) concurred with our recommendation to issue DoD-wide policy 
embodying the intent of our Recommendations 2, 3 and 4, further comments by 
the Military Departments are not required. We expect the Military Departments 
to comply with the DoD Directive, once issued. 
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I C. Administrative Investigations I 
When a Service member dies from self-inflicted causes, the Military 

Department generally conducts an administrative investigation as well as a 
criminal investigation. The inconsistent presentation of information· from these 
parallel investigations has caused confusion for the families of deceased Service 
members. The MCIOs should strive to provide commanders with as much 
information as possible to satisfy their administrative needs in order to avoid, to 
the maximum extent possible, the need to gather additional information for the 
purposes of an administrative inquiry. Further, administrative investigations 
should be closely coordinated with the cognizant MCIO and military staff judge 
advocate. Finally, the Military Departments should improve their policies and 
procedures with respect to the selection and training of those officers who 
conduct administrative investigations into death cases. 

Bat:kmund 

The Military Departments have established varying requirements for 
conducting administrative investigations into the death of a Service member. 
Generally, an administrative investigation is initiated for purposes of making a 
determination as to whether the death occurred in the line of duty or to gather 
information about the circumstances sUITounding the death, which may be used 
for various purposes including suicide prevention programs. The Military 
?ep~ent may conduct a Line of Duty (LOD) investigation or a commander's 
mqwry. 

The Army requires a LOD investigation for deaths occurring from certain 
circumstances, including deaths from self-inflicted injuries and suicides. Army 
Regulation (AR) 600-8-1, "Army Casualty and Memorial Affairs and Line of 
Duty Investigations," September 18, 1986 (cUITently being revised) includes 
specific requirements for these investigations. In addition, a commander may 
also direct an inquiry under AR 15-6, •Procedure for Investigating Officers and 
Boards.• 

The Navy and Marine Corps conduct administrative investigations in 
accordance with the provisions of the Judge Advocate General (JAG) Instruction 
5800.7C, •Manual of the Judge Advocate General." These investigations 
(commonly referred to as JAGMAN investigations) into the facts surrounding a 
possible self-inflicted death will normally be a command investigation, as the 
JAGMAN provides that LOD and misconduct determinations will not be made 
with respect to a deceased member. Pursuant to a 1995 revision, a command 
investigation, or a litigation report to the Navy JAG, may be directed. 
However, where the death occurred off-base and there is no nexus to military 
service, the command must obtain the civilian authority's investigation and 
maintain it as an internal report. The JAG Manual provides specific guidance 
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requiring coordination with NCIS prior to conducting a JAGMAN investigation 
in any case that the NCIS is already investigating in order to ensure that there is 
no interference with the criminal investigation. Additionally, the JAGMAN 
investigating officer is generally advised to seek the advice of the local Staff 
Judge Advocate before initiating a complex investigation. 

The Air Force conducts a formal LOD investigation only where the 
Service member is survived by dependents who are entitled to government 
quarters; otherwise, a commander's inquiry may be conducted. 

Line of Duty Investiptions 

An administrative investigation may be conducted to determine whether a 
death occurred in the line of duty. Generally, a self-inflicted death is considered 
to be in the line of duty unless it results from gross negligence or willful 
misconduct on the part of the Service member (such as during the commission of 
a felony). A LOD determination may be needed for purposes of ascertaining 
whether the Service member's survivors are entitled to certain benefits, such as 
benefits ·from the Department of Veterans Affairs, Dependency and Indemnity 
Compensation, and extended housing benefits. 

Extended housing benefits are authori7.ed under 37 U.S.C. 403, DoD 
Instruction 7000.14-R, "The DoD Financial Management Regulation" and 
Volume I of the Joint Federal Travel Regulations. Under those provisions, a 
Service member's survivors may receive either (1) payment of Survivor's Basic 
Allowance for Quarters and Variable Housing Allowance, or (2) extension of 
authority to remain in Government housing, for up to 180 days. These extended 
housing benefits are authorized only if the Service member's death occurred in 
the line of duty. 

As discussed above, only the Air Force completes and approves a LOD 
determination before authorizing extended housing benefits for survivors. The 
other Military Departments generally approve the extended housing benefits 
using preliminary information available in the initial personnel casualty report. 
In those rare instances where the final investigation reveals that the death was 
run in the line of duty, the dependents are not asked to refund any payments they 
may have received. 

Because the extended housing benefit was intended as a compassionate 
gesture to survivors during the difficult period immediately following the death 
of the Service member, we believe that consideration should be given to 
eliminating the statutory requirement that the benefit be authorized only where 
the death occurs in the line of duty. This would eliminate the need to complete a 
formal LOD investigation prior to authorizing the benefit. It would also 
eliminate the need to recoup payments should the final investigative results differ 
from the initial information used to make the housing extension decision. 
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Other Issues Relatine to Administrative Investiptions into Possible 
Self-Innicted Death5 

Of the 45 requests for review under section 1185(b) that we analyz.ed, 
I 0 included concerns relating to administrative investigations. These concerns 
included: (1) inaccurate, inadequate, incomplete, or unfounded administrative 
investigations and findings; (2) confusion as to why both criminal and 
administrative investigations were conducted; (3) whether there may have been 
improper command influence over the administrative investigations; 
(4) inconsistencies between the information presented during the administrative 
investigation and the criminal investigation; and (5) delays in appointing the 
administrative investigating officers. 

Because of the sensitivity and complexity involved in conducting an 
investigation involving the death of a Service member, we believe that the 
administrative investigating officer should receive adequate training in this area 
and have appropriate guidelines. To this end, we believe the adininistrative 
investigating officer in a death case should be carefully selected, taking into 
account his or her abilities and experience on a case by case basis, and that 
selections based solely on availability or duty roster sequence should be 
prohibited. Recommendations related to selecting and training administrative 
investigation officers were made in the Report of the Advisory Board on 
Investigative Capabilities of the Department of Defense. We agree with these 
recommendations, particularly as they apply to the investigation of death cases. 

Whenever possible, the MCIO criminal investigations should be 
conducted so as to provide as much information as possible to the commanders 
to satisfy the administrative needs relating to Service member deaths. This 
might eliminate the need for separate administrative investigations in many death 
cases. We note that current policies differ regarding the requirement for the 
administrative investigating officer to coordinate with the MCIO and with 
military judge advocate offices. Such coordination would help reduce the 
instances of inconsistent presentations of information resulting from criminal and 
administrative investigations. 

I RECOMMENDATIONS, MANAGEMENT COMMENTS AND OUR 
EVALUATION I 

Recommendations to the Military Departments: 

1. Issue guidance to ensure that commanders inform the MCIOs of their 

information requirements in the matter of death cases requiring an MCIO 

investigation and that the MCIOs ensure the criminal investigative report 

furnishes commanders as much information as possible relating to facts, 

circumstances and motivation in cases of possible self-inflicted deaths. 

Additionally, the guidance should provide that commanders avoid requiring 
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administrative inquiries to gather additional information whenever possible. 
Certainly, except in cases requiring separate safety investigations, no more than 
one administrative inquiry should be conducted in each death case. 

Management Comments and Our Evaluation: 

Army Comments: The Army did not object to this recommendation. 

Navy Comments: The Navy did not object to this recommendation. 

Air Force Comments: The Air Force did not object to this 
recommendation. 

USD(P&R) Comments: The Under Secretary of Defense (Personnel and 
Readiness) concurred with the recommendation, but stated a concern that the 
DoD should be careful not to limit a commander's authority to direct 
administrative investigations in self-inflicted deaths. In addition, the USD(P&R) 
indicated that appropriate policy guidance could be used to encourage the 
accomplishment of administrative investigations in a professional and timely 
manner. 

Evaluation of Management Comments: Our recommendation was not 
intended to, and should not, limit a commander's authority to direct 
administrative investigations when they are needed. It should, however, increase 
the extent to which a commander can rely upon criminal investigations to 
produce the information needed for command purposes and, thereby, reduce the 
need for separate administrative investigations. As discussed in this report, the 
different presentations of information in criminal and administrative investigative 
reports has confused and caused concerns for family members of deceased 
Service members. Our recommendation cannot be expected to prevent such 
confusion and concern in total, but should prevent them in cases where separate 
administrative investigations can be avoided. 

2. Review their existing regulations and instructions regarding 
administrative investigations to nnsure that, in death cases, the administrative 
investigating officer for line of duty investigations coordinates with the cognizant 
MCIO and the military staff judge advocate prior to and during the investigation. 

3. Require that administrative investigation officers conducting 
investigations into death cases be adequately trained in the investigative process 
and selected based on their abilities and experience and not solely on availability 
or duty roster sequence. 

Management Comments and Our Evaluation: 

Army Comments: The Army advised that, while it is desirable not to 

assign an investigative officer based on availability, military exigencies may 

require appointing any available officer who is senior to the subject of the 
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investigation in order to complete the LOD investigation timely. As an example, 
the Army cites a unit preparing to deploy for contingency operations or a long 
term training exercise. According to the Army, to preclude delays in completing 
the investigation, it is often more prudent to appoint an officer assigned to the 
rear detachment, or an officer with a physical profile preventing him or her from 
deploying, as the investigating officer. 

Navy Comments: The Navy did not object to the recommendation. 

Air Force Comments: The Air Force did not object to the 
recommendation. 

Evaluation of Management Comments: We recogni7.e that there may be 
a need for exception to any general guideline. This is why the recommendation 
provides for selections on a case-by-case basis. The general guideline, however, 
should be that administrative investigating officers will not be selected based on 
availability alone. 

The draft report included a recommendation that the Secretary of Defense 
consider requesting a legislative change to 37 U.S.C. 403 to delete the 
requirement that extended housing benefits be provided to a Service member's 
survivors only where the death occurs in the line of duty. This would eliminate 
the need for a formal line of duty determination prior to authorizing the benefits, 
or for action to recoup such benefits after they have been paid or received. 

Management Comments and Our Evaluation: 

Army Comments: The Army advised that this recommendation would 
apply to the Air Force only. According to the Army, it does not make an LOD 
investigative finding on deceased soldiers, and its regulations allow 75 days from 
the date of death to complete a formal LOD investigation. In addition, the Army 
advised that requiring completion of a LOD investigation before a decision on 
benefits would be impracticable for the Army and could impose an undue 
hardship on the families who are already stressed because of the death. The 
Army concluded that, if the intent is to provide housing benefits no matter how a 
soldier dies, this would be acceptable from an LOD investigation perspective, 
but the Comptroller of the Army would have to assess the financial impact 
before such a decision is made. 

Navy Comments: The Navy did not object to this recommendation. 

Air Force Comments: The Air Force did not object to this 
recommendation. 

USD(P&R) Comments: The Under Secretary of Defense (Personnel and 
Readiness) concurred with the recommendation, but stated concerns. The 
USD(P&R) advised that, without a more comprehensive review of how LOD 
determinations relate to a variety of entitlements and benefits, it might be 
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premature to recommend amendments related to 37 U.S.C. 403 only. The 
USD(P&.R) suggested that his office could undertake a review of administrative 
investigations to ensure consistent application of Section 403 among the Military 
Departments, and that we could recast the recommendation to provide for such a 
study. 

Evaluation of Management Comments: We have decided to delete this 
recommendation from the final report and, instead, to include it as a request in 
the Secretary's correspondence transmitting this report to the Congress. With 
respect to the comments received, in accordance with current statutory 
requirements, a family is not entitled to certain benefits unless the death 
occurred in the line of duty. We found, however, that only the Air Force 
awaited its formal LOD investigative findings before authorizing those benefits 
for the family. Our recommendation, if adopted, would allow the Army, Navy 
and Marine Corps to continue their current practices and would also preclude the 
possibility of the Military Departments being required to recover benefits already 
afforded to the families in rare instances when the LOD investigation revealed 
the death did not occur in the line of duty. The recommendation should not have 
any significant financial impact since the Army, Navy and Marine Corps already 
follow the practices provided for in our recommendation. 

In addition, even though our review did not reveal any other such impact 
on family members, we recognize the possibility that LOD determinations might 
impact upon other entitlements and benefits under other statutory provisions. 
We also agree that it would be beneficial for the USD(P&.R) to look into that 
matter to see if any other statutory change should be pursued based upon our 
findings in this area. However, pursuing the statutory change that we believe is 
necessary should not be delayed pending the outcome of a further study. 

The draft report also adopted, in summary form, recommendations from 
the report of the Advisory Board on Investigative Capabilities of the Department 
of Defense. Specifically, in the draft report, we recommended that the Military 
Departments ensure training for administrative investigations that included: 

a. blocks of instruction on commander-directed investigations in 
the curricula of the Service Academies, in ROTC programs, at Officer 
Candidate Schools and in officer professional development courses; and 

b. the development of an Administrative Investigating Officer 
Manual to guide the conduct of administrative investigations. 

Management Comments and Our Evaluation: 

Army Comments: The Army advised that its Medical Command had 
recently developed a self-paced text on LOD investigations for medical personnel 
required to initiate LOD investigations when solders are treated in military 
medical treatment facilities. According to the Army, in addition to general 
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Candidate Schools and in officer professional development courses; and 

b. the development of an Administrative Investigating Officer 
Manual to guide the conduct of administrative investigations. 

Army Comments: The Army advised that its Medical Command had 
recently developed a self-paced text on LOD investigations for medical personnel 
required to initiate LOD investigations when solders are treated in military 
medical treatment facilities. According to the Army, in addition to general 
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instruction on LOD investigations in the officer basic, advanced and continuing 
education programs, the Army Judge Advocate General School now includes a 
practical exercise on LOD investigations in the officer basic course. In addition, 
the Army advised that information on the LOD investigation topic has been 
provided to the Army Command and General Staff College for inclusion in 
appropriate courses. Finally, the Army indicated that AR 600-8-4, which is 
scheduled for publication in 1996, contains extensive guidance for investigative 
officers assigned to conduct LOD investigations. 

Navy Comments: The Navy did not object to the recommendation. 

Air Force Comments: The Air Force did not object to the 
recommendation. 

Evaluation of Management Comments: We have decided not to include 
this recommendation in our final report since the DoD established a Board of 
Investigations to address matters in the Advisory Board report and the inclusion 
could cause duplicative efforts. With respect to the comments received, the new 
Army guidance was not in effect at the time we conducted our field work and 
was not included in our review. The new guidance should be very helpful to the 
Army in satisfying the recommendations of the Advisory Board on Investigative 
Capabilities of the Department of Defense. 
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D. Casualty Notification and Assistance, and Disposition of Personal 
Property 

The purpose of the DoD Casualty Assistance Program is to provide 
notification and support to the next of kin following a military casualty. We 
identified instances where weaknesses in the implementation of the procedures 
has caused misunderstandings between families and the Military Departments 
during the casualty notification and assistance process. 

In DoDIG Inspection Report 94-INS-3, •casualty Assistance and 
Mortuary Affairs," December 1993, we stated that the Military Departments 
were effectively providing notification, assistance and support to the next of kin. 
However, we identified a number of deficiencies in the supporting procedures 
that needed attention. Specifically, we found that improvements were needed in 
(1) coordination among the DoD medical, casualty assistance and mortuary 
affairs functional elements, (2) records maintenance, records maintenance 
training and records standardization in the Military Department casualty 
assistance and mortuary affairs operations, and (3) Office of the Secretary of 
Defense oversight of the Casualty Assistance and Mortuary Affairs Programs. 
We also identified problems in the implementation of existing policies and 
procedures, and made appropriate recommendations for improvements. The 
DoD concurred with, and is currently implementing recommendations from the 
inspection. 

During the present review we found that clearer guidance is needed to 
ensure proper completion of the Report of Casualty, DD Form 1300. Further, 
instruction is needed concerning the information provided the family by the 
notification officer. We also found that families do not understand why the 
reports they receive are redacted under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). 
When information is redacted from criminal and administrative investigation 
reports, families view the redactions as concealing information, or removing 
classified information or other information that could be embarrassing to the 
Government. We believe the Military Departments should provide families an 
easy-to-understand explanation for the redaction process as required by the 
FOIA. Also, to ensure timeliness and accuracy of information to families, 
casualty notification and assistance representatives, as well as individuals 
selected as burial escorts, should be instructed to refer all questions relating to 
the cause and manner of death to Family Liaison Officers within the appropriate 
MCIO (see Section A of this report). Finally, revised procedures for disposing 
of a deceased Service member's personal property would alleviate or prevent 
some family concerns. 

Back&round 

The Casualty Assistance Program covers a much broader range of 
situations than just death cases since a military casualty can be classified in one 
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of several categories: deceased; missing; duty-status whereabouts unknown; 
very seriously ill or injured; seriously ill or injured; incapacitating ill or injured; 
and not seriously injured. 

The DoD Instruction 1300.18, •MiJitary Personnel Casualty Matters, 
Policies and Procedures, 11 provides overall policy for casualty assistance. It 
includes specific procedures for notifying the next of kin of a casualty, assisting 
them with applications for survivors' benefits and advising them on personal 
matters, such as financial and housing assistance. The instruction prescribes 
uniform reporting requirements, describes standard terms and definitions for 
classifying casualties, and establishes a Military Services Policy Board. The 
purpose of the Board is to develop policy guidance, propose program goals and 
ensure consistency in the quality of care to Service members and their families. 

Casualty Notification and Assistance 

The Army, the Navy and the Marine Corps use a decentraliz.ed system 
that relies on military representatives who perform all casualty notification and 
assistance as an additional duty assignment. The Air Force assigns specific case 
responsibility to the Air Force installation nearest the place of death, and 
casualty assistance to the Air Force base nearest the primary next of kin. 
Casualty assistance services are performed by trained personnel specialists as 
part of their regular duties. Another Air Force military representative is 
assigned to make the initial casualty notification. The Army also assigns two 
different individuals to make the casualty notification and provide casualty 
assistance. The Navy and Marine Corps assign the same individual for both 
duties. The personnel assigned notification duties and casualty assistance duties 
in the Army, Navy and Marine Corps, and those assigned notification duties in 
the Air Force, are usually from an occupational field other than administration 
and personnel, and may have no prior experience performing casualty assistance 
duties. 

Traininr 

( i. The Military Depart:nents could improve their training for personnel 
involved in the casualty notification and assistance processes. Casualty 
notification responSioilities are generally assigned as an additional duty. The 
personnel designated as notification officers receive initial training at the time 
they are assigned the duties. The training consists of self-help guides, visual 
aids, videos and other documents intended to enable the notification officers to 
understand their responsibilities and acquaint them with common-sense 11 do' s and 
don' ts" involved in notifications. Commanders are then supposed to give 
additional training based on their knowledge acquired from having casualty 
assistance and notification procedures included in their overall developmental 
training. 
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Checklists for Cogsistent Apistance 

Each Military Department has a checklist that includes the specific steps 
to be accomplished during each phase of the assistance process. When 
completed, the checklist reflects the assistance that was provided, difficulties 
encountered and recommendations made. The checklist helps ensure that the 
assistance afforded the next of kin is consistent within the Military Department. 

Timely Notification and Apffllam:e 

The Military Departments all attempt to notify the next of kin within 
24 hours after the death of a Service member, and the Military Department 
casualty assistance representatives try to meet with the next of kin within 
24 hours after the initial notification to begin the assistance process. Casualty 
assistance includes aiding the next of kin in matters pertaining to military pay, 
veterans pay, Social Security, other allowances and benefits, and income taxes. 
Counseling services are made available to family members through Family 
Service Offices or Support Centers located on military installations. In addition 
to counseling, Army and Marine Corps Casualty Assistance Representatives 
distribute pamphlets to survivors with guidance and helpful information on 
matters such as survivor benefits, miscellaneous information and contacts for 
additional help. The Marine Corps also sends a letter to the next of kin 
approximately 45 days after the death asking for comments or recommendations 
based on the family assistance provided. 

We found that the Military Department processes for notifying the next of 
kin did not take place in a number of cases where the deaths occurred outside the 
military installation, and the civilian authorities responsible for the investigations 
released information to the family prior to the Military Department's 
involvement. We also noted cases in which families were not notified within 
24 hours, in accordance with the stated Military Department policy. Some of 
the delays were caused by the substantial time differences between the U.S. 
location of the next ofkin and the overseas location where the Service member's 
death occurred. Other notification problems occurred because the Service 
members did not update information on the Emergen-.:y Data Card, DD 
Form 93, to include the home address of the next of kin, or the next of kin could 
not be located when the notification was attempted. In some instances, the 
Emergency Data Card had not been updated for recent events such as marriage 
or divorce, or the Service member had not listed a specific individual, such as a 
child from a previous marriage, as a next of kin. 

The Emergency Data Card lists the various next of kin by relationship or 
beneficiary status. The Military Departments use the card to identify the next of 
kin for notification purposes, as well as to determine eligibility for specific 
benefits such as extended housing allowances. Each Service member is 
responsible for updating the information on the form as events in their lives 
change, and supervisors are responsible for reminding Service members to keep 
their forms updated. If the Service member does not properly update or include 
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information on the form, the Military Department does not have the current, 
accurate information needed for the notification and assistance processes. 

Burial Escorts 

The Military Departments have policies and procedures for providing 
burial escorts to accompany the remains of the deceased. In the Army, Navy 
and Marine Corps the deceased Service member's commander generally selects 
active duty members from within the command for the escort duty. The Air 
Force provides two options. The first is to offer the family a "special escort• 
who can be anyone, military or civilian, that the next ofkin selects. The second 
option is for the installation mortuary officer to select an escort from Air Force 
military personnel on active duty asSigned to the activity arranging for shipment 
of the remains. Each Military Department requires that the escort be of equal or 
higher rank than the deceased and, ifpossible, from the deceased Service 
member's unit. In the Army and the Air Force, the Mortuary Office is 
responsible for instructing escorts on their duties and appropriate conduct. In 
the Navy and the Marine Corps, the commander who appoints the escorts is 
responsible for providing the necessary guidance as contained in appropriate 
headquarters instructions. 

The burial escorts are typically given a pamphlet or manual that explains 
their duties and responsibilities. Also, each Military Department has a policy 
that escorts will not address questions about the circumstances of death, benefits, 
or funeral expenses. The escort is supposed to refer the next of kin to the 
casualty assistance representative or mortuary officer for assistance. In some 
cases reviewed, however, we found that burial escorts had made comments to 
family members that caused the family members to question the investigative 
results or cause and manner of death determinations. 

Inaccurate or Incomplete Information Provided 

In possible self-inflicted death cases, more accurate and detailed 
information is usually available from the MCIO than from the casualty assistance 
representative. Occasionally, the casualty assistance representative inadvertently 
gives out inaccurate information. We believe the casualty assistance 
representative should not provide any information relating to the cause and 
manner of death in cases still under investigation unless the information is 
already included in the Personnel Casualty Report or has been cleared by the 
MCIO investigating the death. Since the MCIOs either have or are in the 
process of establishing a Family Liaison Program, the casualty assistance 
representative should be instructed to inform the family that the case is under 
investigation and provide them a MCIO point of contact from whom they can get 
additional information as it becomes available. This will help ensure that the 
family receives the best available information in a timely manner. 
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The ability of the Military Departments to provide accurate information is 
further complicated by the overseas locations of some deaths. If an autopsy is 
required overseas, delays in transporting the deceased to the U.S. may arise. 
(Although the Military Departments have established timeframes for the 
conducting autopsies, unexpected circumstances can cause delays.) When 
implemented, the recommendations in our Inspection Report on Casualty 
Assistance and Mortuary Affairs will help resolve some of these issues. We 
recommended, for example, that the Military Departments establish an integrated 
system to track casualties and the remains of the deceased through the DoD 
medical and mortuary processes. The Military Departments concurred with our 
recommendation. 

We believe that many concerns raised by the families in self-inflicted 
death cases result from the inexperience of casualty assistance officers or burial 
escorts. With the exception of the Air Force, casualty assistance and burial 
escort duties may be a one-time experience. In addition, administrative errors 
indicate inattention to detail, such as not proofreading letters for accuracy before 
mailing them to the next of kin. Although training is provided in the form of a 
video or briefing, unintentional errors, misinterpretation of policies and 
omissions of tasks made in carrying out the duties cause family members to 
question the investigative findings and casualty assistance policies and 
procedures. 

Qmu1lty Afsistance Process Operates Uncler Different Furu;tinn•I 
Manazers 

We believe that many of the problems associated with casualty assistance 
and notification are caused by the complexity of receiving and integrating 
information from multiple Military Department organizations that all play 
important roles in providing assistance. Casualty offices and various other 
components, such as medical, mortuary and transportation, operate under 
different functional policies. Lack of communication and coordination between 
components can cause various problems. The employee performance measures 
that the Military Departments are considering in response to our previous 
Inspection Report should be helpful in this area, if the measures take into 
account both i.imelincss of actions and reporting accuracy. 

Inconsistent Use of Tennjoogy 

Another area of concern is the inconsistent terminology that the Military 
Departments use in initial casualty notifications. When unit or installation 
commanders first learn of a casualty, Military Department policy requires them 
to report certain information to the Headquarters Casualty Office. The 
information is provided in a Personnel Casualty Report (PCR), which is 
generally transmitted by priority message, and contains standard information 
elements for each casualty. Receipt of the PCR by Casualty Assistance Officers 
activates the Military Department processes established for notifying the 
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designated next of kin. In addition, public affairs officials use the information in 
the reports for press releases, when needed. 

A PCR contains factual and sometimes graphic information concerning 
the discovery of the Service member's body. For example, in describing 
probable cause of death, a commanding officer may state, •suspected suicide." 
The commanders are not precluded from reporting such speculative information 
as cause of death even though the investigation has not been c:Ompleted and the 
actual cause and manner of death have not been determined. However, Casualty 
Assistance Officers are instructed to, and normally do, use the exact wording in 
the report when notifying the family. The family may then question how the 
Military Department concluded the death may have been suicide before an 
investigation was completed, and become confused when conflicting information 
about the circumstances of the death is released later based on the criminal 
investigation(s), administrative investigation(s) and medical examiner's 
determination(s). 

Speculative statements such as "suspected suicide" used during the 
notification can confuse the next of kin and imply that the Military Department 
drew premature conclusions regarding the cause of death. Notification and 
assistance officers need information from the PCR to notify and help the family. 
However, specific guidance is needed to distinguish between known facts and 
mere speculations, and family notifications should be based only on the known 
facts. 

Rgort of Om1alty 

Following the submission of the PCR, an initial DD Form 1300, "Report 
of Casualty," is issued to the next of kin for use in settling matters where proof 
of death is required. The DoD Instruction 1300.18 requires the statement 
"determination pending" on the form when addressing the cause of death in cases 
under investigation, including possible self-inflicted deaths. 

The Army is not consistent with the other Military Departments in listing 
the cause of death on the initial DD Form 1300. The Navy and the Air Force 
use "determination pending" in block Sf, Cause and Circumstances, of the form. 
The Marine Corps has recently changed its policy directing use of the same 
statement in future reports. However, the Army continues to use speculative 
terminology, such as "suspected self-inflicted wound" or "possible suicide," in 
referring to cause or manner of death in the form. We believe the most 
appropriate wording would be "determination pending," without additional 
comments that might confuse the families or cause them to question the integrity 
of either the Military Department or the accuracy of the information provided. 

The Military Departments should provide consistent information 
pertaining to deceased members where cause and manner of death is being 
investigated. The information included in next of kin notifications, initial DD 
Forms 1300 and press releases should not contain terms that represent 
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suppositions or premature conclusions regarding the cause or manner of death. 
They should include only factual information from the PCR and advise that the 
case is under investigation. The initial DD Form 1300, block Sf, should report 
"determination pending• to be consistent with the MCIO advice to the family and 
others that the case is under investigation. All the Military Department 
representatives involved in processes relating to casualties should reiterate that 
all noncombat deaths due to other than natural causes are routinely investigated 
as a homicide until the actual cause and manner of death are established. 

Disposition of Personal PrQperty 

We found that the Military Departments generally have adequate 
procedures for handling and disposing of deceased Service members• personal 
property. The procedures include inventorying the property, safeguarding it to 
avoid theft, damage, or loss, and returning it to the next of kin in a timely 
manner. They also have procedures for handling complaints or concerns about 
the property shipments or nonshipments. 

The Military Departments assign installation commanders full 
responsibility for handling and disposing of the personal property of their 
personnel. They are also responsible for initiating inquiries into complaints 
about missing items or items damaged in transit, and for assisting the families in 
filing claims for compensation if an item is lost or damaged. In the Army and 
the Air Force, the commanders assign individuals known as summary court 
officers to perform the tasks involved in satisfying the responsibilities. The 
Navy and the Marine Corps assign the responsibilities to a supply officer. 

Current regulations allow the commanders to tum over all personal 
property not being held as evidence to the deceased member's surviving spouse 
or legal representative. In cases where a surviving spouse or legal representative 
is unable to come to the military installation, the commanders appoint an 
individual(s) to collect all the property, including money, and ship it to the 
person eligible to receive the personal effects, with a complete inventory listing, 
as soon as possible. 

Destruction of Personal Prqperty 

All the Military Departments give their commanders discretion to destroy 
an item of personal property that might be embarrassing to the family or cause 
additional soITow if included in property returned to the family. These items 
include mutilated, burned, bloodstained, obnoxious, or unsanitary personal 
items. Destruction determinations are frequently based on judgment when 
packaging the deceased personal belongings for shipment to the family. 

We believe the Military Departments should provide the family a listing 
of all personal property items and the condition of each item initially deemed to 
be inappropriate for return, and then allow the family reasonable time to decide 
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if an item should be returned for sentimental reasons despite its condition. 
Absent compelling factors that outweigh the family's wishes, such as prohibited 
shipment of potential biohazard items, the family's decision should be honored. 

Personal Prqperty Retained as Eyidence 

The Army has general guidance for retaining and disposing of personal 
property initially held as evidence for use during an investigation. The Army 
provides for releasing and disposing of these items, following an investigation, 
in accordance with its overall guidance for disposing of personal property. The 
Air Force has general guidance for retaining and subsequently releasing and 
disposing of personal property. In addition, a June 26, 1995, AFOSI Policy 
Memorandum has specific guidance on retaining records and physical evidence 
as it relates to Section 1185 of the Act. The Navy and Marine Corps do not 
have policy specifically addressing personal property items retained as evidence. 
However, we found that they have processes for disposing of evidence, when no 
longer needed, in accordance with their overall guidance for handling and 
disposing of a Service member's personal property. 

To lessen negative family perceptions that personal effects are missing or 
not effectively safeguarded, each of the Military Departments has in effect or has 
initiated liaison programs to work with the next of kin during the death 
investigation. These programs, when fully implemented, will help ensure that 
the Casualty Assistance Officers work closely with the next of kin and that the 
next of kin receive current and accurate information throughout the 
investigation. 

Redactions under the Freedom of Information Act 

We noted inconsistencies in the manner in which the Military 
Departments respond to family requests for investigative reports. They each 
have implemented the FOIA differently. For instance, one Military Department 
responds to a family FOIA request by providing a redacted copy of the 
administrative investigative report. However, if the administrative report 
contains a copy of an autopsy or crhninal investigative report, the request is 
passed to the Military Department's Surgeon General (If the family member 
requested the autopsy report) and the MCIO for the investigative report. If the 
family member did not request the autopsy report, information is provided that 
an autopsy report exists and the family member is given an address and contact 
at the Surgeon General's office to request the autopsy report. Another Military 
Department, in releasing the administrative report, releases the autopsy report 
included as part of the administrative report, but advises the requestor to contact 
the MCIO to obtain the criminal investigative report. This type of inconsistency 
should be eliminated in processing family requests under the FOIA. 

In addition, many families are unaware of the provisions of the FOIA, 

and view the redaction of information from documents they are provided as an 
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attempt to conceal information from them. An experienced casualty assistance 
representative should inform the famUies that certain types of information in the 
reports will be redacted. However, in addition to a verbal explanation, we 
believe the Military Departments should provide an easily understood 
explanation for the redaction process in the transmittal letter accompanying any 
requested report. Both a verbal explanation of possible redactions from the 
casualty assistance representative or the MCIO Family Liaison Officer and the 
detailed written explanation should dispel most families' perceptions that 
information is being withheld because of a cover-up by the Military Department. 

RECOI\fMENDATIONS, MANAGEMENT COMMENTS AND OUR 

EVALUATION
I I

Additional guidance is needed to emphasi7.e the importance of performing 

the various duties associated with assisting the next of kin in death cases, 

especially those involving self-inflicted deaths. There is also a need to clarify 

the current guidance for notifying families and completing DoD forms to prevent 

the use of improper or inconsistent terminology from causing misunderstandings 

or confusion. Improved guidance in these areas should facilitate and improve 

communications with the families and prevent simple questions or issues from 

becoming major concerns. 


Recommendation to the Under Secretary of Defense (Personnel and 
Read.in~): 

1. Incorporate the actions and improvements recommended in Inspection 

Report 94-INS-03, •casualty Assistance and Mortuary Affairs,• into a revised 

DoD Instruction 1300.18 to improve the notification and assistance process. 

Those recommended improvements include developing an integrated system for 

tracking casualties and remains, standards for records maintenance and record

keeper training, and oversight processes for identifying and monitoring key 

performance measurements. 


Management Comments and Our Evaluation: 

USD(P&R) Comments: The Under Secretary of Defense (Personnel and 

Readiness) concurred with the recommendation. The Under Secretary advised 

that a revised DoD Instruction 1300 .18 incorporating our recommendations for 

improved casualty notification and assistance processes will be issued in 1996. 


Evaluation of Management Comments: The comments are responsive 

to the recommendation. 
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Recommendations to the Military Departments: 

2. Emphasize to all personnel involved in casualty assistance and 
personal property disposition the importance of attention to detail when 
performing notification and casualty assistance tasks. 

3. Revise current guidance to require that: 

a. Notification officers use only known facts from the overall 
information contained in personnel casualty reports in notifications to the next of 
kin, and not use suppositions or preliminary determinations as to the cause or 
manner of death. 

b. Casualty assistance offices, burial escorts and any other 
representative not discuss cause or manner of death with a family member until 
the investigation is completed and a medical official has determined the actual 
cause and manner of death. 

c. The family of the deceased Service member is provided a listing 
of all personal property items, and the condition of each item, initially deemed to 
be inappropriate for return to the family, and then allow reasonable time to 
decide if an item should be returned for sentimental reasons despite its nature or 
condition. The guidance should specifically provide that the family's decision 
should be honored, unless there are compelling factors which outweigh the 
family's wishes. Compelling factors that would outweigh a family's wishes 
include restrictions such as a Federal or state prohibition on shipping potential 
biohazardous items. 

d. In coordination with the Office of the Secretary Defense, 
review the Freedom of Information Act procedures to ensure maximum 
practicable uniformity in policies relating to the release of information in death 
cases. 

Army Comments: The Army nonconcurred with paragraph 3.c. of our 
recommendation and the underlying conclusion. The Army advised that we 
assumed the primary next of kin is the person eligible to receive the personal 
effects, and that the primary next of kin is the person who has doubts about the 
cause of death. According to the Army, (1) a decedent's personal effects must 
be shipped to the person eligible to receive effects (PERE), who may or may not 
be a family member, (2) the PE~ order of precedence as established in 
10 U.S.C. 4712-a decedent's minor child has precedence over the decedent's 
parents--would not ensure the person with concerns about the death is the person 
receiving the personal effects, (3) it would not be practical for the summary 
court to hold items scheduled for destruction for an indefinite period awaiting a 
PERE decision on destruction items, and (4) the rules for destruction of personal 
effects are the same regardless of the cause of death and the recommendation 
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would cause changes based on a minute subsection of overall deaths. In effect, 
the Army pointed out that the recommendation might not achieve the intended 
result. In addition, the Army provided clarifications regarding its procedures for 
releasing LODs and autopsy reports to family members. 

Navy Comments: The Navy did not object to the recommendation. 

Air Force Comments: The Air Force presented comments similar to the 
Army comments and proposed a compromise change, that questionable items be 
retained for 90 days and destroyed thereafter if the next of kin had not inquired 
about them. 

Marine Corps Comments: The Marine Corps partially concurred with 
paragraph 3c, advising that it was modifying its current regulations to give 
commanders less latitude in deciding disposition of individual items. The 
Marine Corps also expressed concerns, simi1ar to those of the Army and Air 
Force, about returning obscene or sexually explicit items to surviving family 
members. 

OGC Comments: The Office of General Counsel (OGC) expressed 
reservations about paragraph 3.d. of the recommendation. The OGC advised 
that differences might result from different organizational structures and 
functions in the Military Departments, and FOIA releases should not force 
functional or organizational changes that are less efficient or less satisfactory for 
other reasons. In addition, the OGC advised that privacy concerns of surviving 
families should be considered when making FOIA redactions. 

Evaluation of Management Comments: The Army, Air Force and 
Marine Corps comments raise valid considerations. Our initial assessment did 
not take into account that the PERE might not be a family member or legal 
representative. However, we continue to believe that the family of a deceased 
Service member should have an opportunity to decide whether any particular 
item of personal effects would be so embarrassing or otherwise cause further 
grief as to warrant destruction. While we recognize that the Military 
Departments' efforts in this area are intended to protect the families from further 
grief, family concerns that the destructions might be •cover-ups" dictate that 
they be afforded this opportunity. Accordingly, we have amended the basis for 
our recommendation to acknowledge the PERE reality, but are continuing our 
recommendation. With respect to the Army clarifications concerning its 
procedures for releasing LOD and autopsy reports to family members, we have 
included the clarifications in the text of the report. 

We agree with the OGC comments. It was not our intention to cause 
functional or organiz.ational changes as a means of producing uniform releases 
under the FOIA. We have added the words "maximum practicable" to the 
recommendation to clarify our intention. In addition, our recommendation 
addresses uniform releases under the FOIA. 
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Our draft report also included a recommendation that the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) direct the development and issuance of a 
DoD publication to explain in lay terms the redaction procedures under the 
FOIA and PA, and require the Military Departments' Casualty Assistance 
Officers or equivalents to provide the publication to families when they are 
informed initially about the procedures for requesting investigative reports and 
other documents under the FOIA. 

Management Comments and Our Evaluation: 

ASD(PA) Comments: The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public 
Affairs) (ASD(PA)) disagreed that a new publication is needed and indicated the 
ASD(PA) could not require Casualty Assistance Officers to use the publication 
even if needed. In addition, the ASD(PA) advised that DoD Regulation 5400.7
R already requires a FOIA exemption and adequate explanation for its use to be 
provided to requesters. The ASD(P A) concluded that, since the FOIA is the 
primary statute by which information is denied to the public in this instance, it is 
logical for reviews to be made under the provisions of that ACT, and appropriate 
reasons for redactions provided as required by DoD regulation. 

OGC Comments: The OGC also disagreed with our recommendation. 
According to the OGC, a new publication is unnecessary and could cause 
problems in FOIA litigation. In addition, the OGC advised that informal 
publications such as pamphlets and information sheets are already available, and 
paragraph 5-204 ofDoD Regulation 5400.7-R already requires citation to a 
FOIA exemption and adequate explanation when information is denied in 
response to a FOIA request. On the other hand, the OGC indicated that the 
Military Departments perhaps could provide more information, including 
existing materials, to the families through the casualty affairs representatives, 
and this could include information about what to expect when the families file a 
FOIA request. The OGC concluded that the OASD(P A) could help with this, 
but it should not be seen as a FOIA matter. 

Evaluation of Management Comments: Based on the additional 
information provided, we agree with the nonconcurrences and have dropped this 
recommendation. The remaining recommendations have been renumbered 
accordingly. 
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I I E. Release of Information to the Public 

We examined the policies of the DoD and the Military Departments 
regarding release of information to the media about noncombat deaths of Service 
members from other than natural causes. The DoD, the Military Departments, 
commands and installations all have written guidance, as well as practices, that 
address the release of information to the family of a deccued Service member 
and the public. The existing guidance does not specifically deal with possible 
self-inflicted deaths or mandate that a Public Affairs Officer (PAO) coordinate 
with the cognizant MCIO prior to all releases of information in such cases; nor 
does the guidance contain specific examples of language to be used in press 
releases regarding such cases. We also found a need for improved PAO 
personnel training that specifically deals with release of information in cases 
involving the death of a Service member. 

We found instances in which the press releases provided by Military 
Department PAO personnel characterized the deaths as being from "apparent 
self-inflicted causes which were under investigation.• Although the term •self
inflictedn includes accidental deaths, the phrase was misinterpreted by the media 
and the public to mean the deaths were being investigated as suicides. Written 
guidance issued by the Military Departments and unwritten practices cited during 
our interviews all indicate that PAOs should not speculate about the cause or 
manner of death in an ongoing investigation. 

The DoD needs to issue more detailed overall policy on the type and 
extent of information that can be released to the media to preclude premature and 
inaccurate conclusions. 

Baclcm>und 

The DoD Instruction 1300.18, "Military Personnel Casualty Matters, 
Policies and Procedures," dated December 27, 1991, includes some general 
guidance on the release of information on Service member deaths. The 
Instruction states that the Military Departments shall "record and report, to the 
most realistic extent possible,• a full and accurate accounting of the death of all 
active duty military personnel. The Instruction also cautions against release of 
information before the next of kin have been notified. Except for military 
operations outside the United States (discussed later in this report), specifics 
regarding the release of information to the media and the public are 
independently controlled by each Military Department. 

All the Military Departments' policies provide for notifying the next of 
kin prior to releasing such information to the public. The Army and Air Force 
have written policies that address answering questions about the cause and 
manner of a death. The Army policy provides that prior to an official finding, 
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questions about the cause of death will be answered with the response, •an 
investigation is being conducted to determine cause of death.• Air Force policy 
instructs commanders and PAO personnel not to speculate on a possible cause 
even if it seems obvious. The Navy maintains that it has a clearly understood 
unwritten policy that nothing will be published about the cause and manner of a 
death prior to completion of an investigation. 

Department of the Army guidance does not require the PAO to coordinate 
information on a death prior to its release. The guidance requires the release be 
made after notification to the designated next of kin. The Chief of Public Affairs 
for the USACIDC provided general guidance on release of information on death 
cases for use by the Army Chief of Public Affairs in a September 28, 1994, 
memorandum. The memorandum cautioned against using phrases in press 
releases like •the death is being investigated as a homicide" or •as a suicide." 
The memorandum also stated that PAOs should never indicate in their press 
releases that an investigation has tentatively ruled a death as a homicide, suicide 
or accident, because tentative determinations are not made during a criminal 
investigation. The Navy maintains that it has an unwritten policy of requiring 
PAOs to clear all press releases concerning criminal investigations, including 
death cases, with the local NCIS office. The Air Force guidance requires the 
PAOs to coordinate information to be released publicly with the casualty 
assistance officer to ensure it is current, accurate and agrees with what the next 
of kin has been told. 

None of the Military Departments' policies contain specific guidance on 
what information should be contained in a press release on deaths from other 
than combat or natural causes. We also did not find examples in any regulation 
to assist PAOs in issuing such press releases. 

Comprehensive written guidance is important since, normally, PAOs at 
the local installation are responsible for the release of information to the public. 
Current training, which PAOs attend at the Defense Information School, 
includes instruction on releasing information on deaths of Service members; 
however, specific instruction is not included on the types of information 
concerning the manner of death, or from a criminal investigation, that may be 
released. The PAO currently is not required to coordina'»e with the MCIO 
before releasing information on the death to the public. 

We examined the release of information to the media regarding three 
specific Service member deaths during •Operation Restore Democracy" in Haiti. 
Two of the deceased were members of the Army; the third was a U.S. Marine 
on board a deployed ship. 

Written DoD policy for release of information to the public about the 

death of Service members during military operations outside the U.S. provides 

that all such releases will be made by the Director of Defense Information 

(DDI), Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs). Any 
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official release of information about the deaths occurring during the Haiti 
operation was coordinated through that office before being released. 

We reviewed the written press releases in the three cases. Each release 
stated that the individual died from •apparent self-inflictocr causes. In the case 
that occurred aboard ship, a Marine Corps spokesperson added in response to a 
telephonic media request, •we're going on the assumption that it was self
inflicted, but it could also be an accidental discharge of a weapon• and also 
clearly stated that the matter was under investigation and no conclusions had 
been reached. Despite what was said by the spokesperson, the media reported 
the death as a suicide. 

The USACIDC provided detailed information in writing to the Army 
PAO on the appropriate wording to be used on the day the first soldier died in 
Haiti. The wording contained strong cautionary language that the USACIDC 
had not characterized the death as a suicide and stated •apparent suicide is a 
nonsense phrase and does not exist in the CID vocabulary.• The USACIDC 
representative further stated the matter was listed as •manner of death 
undetermine<r and an investigation was in progress. Despite these efforts, the 
news media reported the death as apparently self-inflicted. This result was 
attributed in part to the presence at the death scene of numerous members of the 
media almost immediately after the incident took place and even before the 
USACIDC special agents arrived at the scene. 

Our review of the actual press releases regarding the three deaths found 
that the DoD did not refer initially to the deaths as •suicides• or •apparent 
suicides." However, Military Department guidance is lacking in that it does not 
provide appropriate wording to be used in these cases. Each of the press 
releases used the term •self-inflicted wound,• an inappropriate choice of words 
because they conveyed the wrong impression to th~ public. Although •self
inflicted • means the death could be either an accident or a suicide, individuals 
listening to a press conference or reading a press release generally conclude, 
rightly or wrongly, the death was a suicide. Since it is DoD policy that all death 
cases be investigated as homicides until the evidence establishes otherwise, press 
releases and press conferences should clearly state only that the case is under 
investigation and contain no reference whatsoever to cause and manner of death. 
This approach should help eliminate initial confusion and erroneous conclusions. 

RECOMMENDATIONS, MANAGEMENT COMMENTS AND OUR 

EVALUATION 


The DoD needs to develop an overall policy for releasing information on 
Service member deaths to the public. In addition, press releases on death cases 
should be coordinated with the Casualty Affairs Office and the MCIO that is 
responsible for either performing the criminal investigation or coordinating with 
another organization with primary jurisdiction that is performing the 
investigation. Further, there is a need for better coordination between PAOs, 
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casualty affairs offices and the servicing judge advocate. Finally, the Defense 
Information School needs to include in its training courses instruction on the 
release of information concerning cause and manner of death. 

Recommendations to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public 
Affairs): 

1 . Issue a policy on the information that should be released on noncombat 
deaths from other than natural causes. The policy should include requirements 
that, until an appropriate medical authority has determined a noncombat death 
resulted from natural causes: 

a. Press releases and press conferences concerning noncombat 
deaths will not include tentative or speculative conclusions, or use terms such as 
homicide, suicide, or self-inflicted. 

b. Information about noncombat deaths will be coordinated with 
the cognizant MCIO and Casualty Affairs Offices before being released to the 
media. 

c. Families should be notified prior to any public release, by the 
DoD, of any name or other information concerning noncombat deaths. 

Management Comments and Our Evaluation: 

Army Comments: The Anny advised that the phrase " .. from other than 
natural causes .. " as used in this recommendation and in recommendation 2 in the 
draft report presupposed a determination of cause of death. The Army 
recommended that we change the phrase to " .. noncombat deaths which appear 
to be from other than natural causes .. " 

Navy Comments: The Navy did not object to this recommendation. 

Air Force Comments: The Air Force did not object to this 
recommendation. 

Evaluation of Management Comments: The Army comments indicate a 
need for clarification. The MCIOs investigate noncombat deaths as potential 
homicides until evidence establishes otherwise, which includes a medical 
authority determination of cause of death. We intended that the new policy 
ensure the release of only appropriate information during the investigations 
pending the medical authority determinations. We have rephrased this 
recommendation and recommendation 2 below to clarify our intention. 

2. Require that the Defense Information School include instruction on the 
release of information in connection with noncombat deaths when a medical 
authority has not determined the cause and manner of death. 
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Management Comments and Our Evaluation: Except for the Army 
comments addressed in connection with recommendation 1, management 
comments did not object to this recommendation. 
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PART ID - MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 


Department of the Army Comments 

DEPART11ENT 01' THE ARllY 
u.&;TOTALAIOIY,...,.E&.COW""' 

ALllAllDlllA.VA 

TAPC-PEZ (600) 	 l.5 Dec 95 

MEMOtwmtlM POR UTSPBCTOa GDEDL. ?>EPAR'l'MDT OP DEPESSi: 
(ATTR: Joel Ballon) 

SD'B.1EC'l': Draft llepcrt cm the OYenight bview of Jlepartment of 
t>efanae PcU.ci•• cd P:ocedu:11a fo: l>aath Inft8tigatiou, 
Propoaad neparcment of !)efen.e Iut:W:ticm ssos.xx, 
•lJIYHtigat:icn of llcmcombat l)eatha of Active Dut:y Memben of the 

~ Porcea• 


l.. bferem:e tzwpactm" Qeural ~. dated & Bew 95, DB. 

2. 	 '!'he AZ'lllY Caaualt:y and Mmllm'ia1 Ufain Opuat1=.a Canter 

(ClGOC) baa cuafull-y nviewed your c!oc:mDmt. Sinca this nvi.e'W 

requind malysill by our Jcay brmchea (CUual.ty Opuaticma an.cl 

Mart:uary Affai:m) • our ccmmenta an liRed i:,y amoc: fwic:ticul 

a:r:aa. 


3. CUualty Operations .......4 the =aft repc:t •a implicaticms 

on nctificad.cm ad uaistam:e to 1lu:t. Of lt1A (ll01t) • 


a. Pg 3'7, liml 23. mu mt.Uicaticm. o!tietara nceive t.be 
8W amount of training u t:h8 other len'ic:aa. 1J.ke the ot.bu
larviaea, trSAF ucillicaticm offic:era haft ot:.ber Prlmazy 4utiu 
Im&! 1I08t UJcaly have no prior a:pariam:a perfcmaing cuu&l.ty 
DOtification. 

1:1. sag 11. li.Da 22. 'ftae a.rri.cu cu =e aotify l1Dlt of • 
cuualty if tl:uay de DOt know that a auualtY bu occ:u:rad.. If 
outside invastiptm:a Cloc:al law cifc:ciemnt autboritiea) 11r:1tify 
BOE that t:.hair J:alati'ft i8 a aaaualty. t:hen ill UtUe tha 
8e:vicq can do but fellow up with QUic:ial. =tificaticm and 
aaai8tance. In many caaH. it ill =t lmOlftl by civilian 
authcritiea that tba daceued indivic!ual. vu a mlita:y mmbu. 
The milituy -Y DOt be nctified of the du.th until aevual days 
after tha incident baa occ:u::ed. The &e...-vice •a uaiat the B01t in 
oMaining inveatigative nporta nan though it ia out of the 
11ilitary•a juriaclicticm. 

c:. Pg 40, line 2. Having the nctifier and aasistance _ 
officer not provide any information cm cau.e and m•nne: of death 
only give• tha DC)X the perception that the Gove=meut ia invclved 
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in covering up •ometb.ing, especially possible aelf inflicted 
deaths. Among the initial questions that a family has about a 
casualty are: how did it happen and returr. of remains. 
Recommending that the notifiar/asaiatance officer not aay how it 
ha~ened (even preliminary investigations) will only cause 
greater harm. The local CID command is part of the Installation 
working Grcup. Thay work with the C1>.0 and family to provide up
to-date information on the investigation. Hot telling the N'OX 
preliminary info:.:mation contradict• other NOK notification 
polici••, auc:h aa nctification of friendly fin incidents. We 
tell N'OIC eve~ we knew; however, .. tell th4ltll the 
information ia preliminary and an in,,.atigaticn i• continuing. 
Wit.hholclin; infc:mation, even if preliminary may be perceived as 
a coverup. 

d. 119 • .u, line 24. aenen.lly, the A:my will only uae the 
term, •suicide•, in c:m reports. 

•· Pg. ,2, line 6. A DD 1300 ia axmotated with preli'lllinary 
cause and circmutancea of death provided by Clll. Army can use 
•determination pending" waiting for coroner raport/autcp9)', which 
take• approximately 90 days to ol:ltain :eaul.t.a. l)u.ri:g this 
timeframe, 8GLI and other benafits will not be paid to 
beneficiary. Prem cur experience ROX would rather haw SGLI and 
other benefits paid va waiting for final determination of 
cause/manner of death. A final Im 1300 ia publiahed, if CID 
inveatigaticn datenr.inaa circumatanc:es and cauaie diffar from 
initial %epcrt. 

f. Pg. 45, lut line. Rctificatian offiaera ba'Y9 to uu 
pnlilllinuy inforcaaticm in order to initially eatiafy llOlt'• 
daaire• to Jmow 1111Umer of death. ROlt an told that informaticm 
ia preliminuy and that inv••tigaticm ia initiated mid that JIOJC 
will be kept informed. 

4. Mort.ua:ry Affain uHaaed the draft report'• implicaticma on 
dispoaition of remains, 11emori&l affairs, and line of duty
invaetiptiona. 

a. Pg. 21. aac.,...nd (2) pbrw be changed to raa.d •ail:lgl• 
car accidant• for which there ia no awar.nt cauae • • Jtati=ale: 
Sven if ehere are aurvivora, if the twidence i• cl•ar that tba 
•oldier waa net at fault, a.g., •lid off the Z"O&d dur~ a anew 
•tom and there ia ac alcchol involvement, a paychological 
autopay would not be conducted. u- of c:ar and 111Ctc:ir vehicle i• 
redundant. 
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in covering up •omathing, •1JP9cially possible aelf inflicted 
deaths. Among the initial queaticns that a family has about a 
casualty are: hew did it happen and returr. of remains. 
Recommending that the notifiar/aaaiatance officer not aay how it 
happened. !even preliminary investigations) will only eauae 
great•r harm. The local CID command is part of the Installation 
Working Group. Thay wcrk with the CAO and family to provide up
to-date infozination on the investigation. Not t•lling the NOX 
preliminary information contradict• other NOK notification 
policiaa, such aa notification of friandly fire incident•. We 
tell l1'0IC averythinq we know 1 however, .. tell thatll the 
information is preliminary and an inveatigatic:m i• continuing. 
Witllbolclinq infoniation, even if preliminary may be pttrcaived as 
a coverup. 

d. Pg. U, line 24. Generally, the A:my will only u.. the 
term, •wicide•, in cm r.porta. 

•. Pg. '2, line 6. A DD 1300 is annotat.d with preliminary 
cause and circmutancH of death p:cvidecl :by c:m. Army can un 
•determination pending" waiting for coroner raport/autopBY. which 
take• app:oxiutely 90 daya to aotain :eaulta. Dw:i:g thi• 
timefra111e, 8GLI and other b9n•fita will not ba paid to 
beneficiary. 1'rcm our experience ROX wculd rather have Sat.I and 
other benefit• paid VII waiting for final determination of 
cauaa/manner of death. A final Dll 1300 is publiahed, if CID 
inveatiqation determine• circumat:anc•• and caua• dif:!er from 
initial %eport. 

f. Pg. 45, lut lin•. Rctificaticm officen ha,,. to uae 

pnlillinuy information in order to initially Htidy BOlt'• 

da•in• to Jmaw maimer of death. ROlt are tole! that information 

i• preliminuy and that i.n'YHti9aticm i• initiated and that JIOX 

will be kept informed. 


4 • Mortuary Affain uaaHed the d:aft :epcrt 1 implications cm• 

disposition of remaina, tae'lllClrial affaira, and lina of duty
invaetigations. 

a. lg. 21. bc:onnend (2) pbru• be changed to nae! •eingl• 
car accident• fer which there is nc ~t cauae• • Jtaticmale: 
Sven if then are aurvivon, if the twidmi.ce ia clear that the 
•oldiu waa net at fault, e.g. , 8lid off the road during a sncw 
atoni and there ia aci alcohol invclvement, a paycholoqical 
autopay would not be c:cnduct•d. o- of car azid motor vehicle ia 
redundant. 
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b. Pg. ll. The Hccnd paragraph under background is 
incorrect. The ward 'formal' •hauld be daleted. hcept for aoma 
instance• involving naarva compcnant •oldi•ra who are ••rving on 
active duty tour• of 30 daya.or l••• or in an inactive duty 
training atatua, neither a formal nor an informal t.Ot>I is 
required when deaths nault from diaeaae, enemy or terrori•t 
action or accident aboard public tranaportation. Pormal LO:CI are 
nquind for the following circwutancea1 (a) injury, di•••••, or 
death occurring under •trange or doubtful circumatanca• or 
apparent 111i•concluct or willful negli"8Jlce: (b) injury or death 
involving the uee of alcohol or drug•: (c) •elf-inflicted 
injuriH or •uicide•: (d) injury or death while AMOL; (el injury 
or daath while an route to final acceptance into th• Army: ( f) 
certain circ=9tances unique to tJSU./ARRG aoldiers, and (g) when 
directed (by higher level command) • 

c. Pg. 32. Line of Duty Imr..tigationa 

(a) Delete the reference to Serviceman'• Group Life 

tnauranc:a in the first paragraph. Paymmit of SGLI i8 net 

dependent cm a LOJ:II daterminatian. 


(b) The last 8entenc:a Of the third paragraph i8 

incorrect. '1'ha Army doe• net malce a f1"d!ng for any um! 

ccnducted into the circwutanc•• wrrounding the death of a 

aoldier. 


d. Pg. 33. The lut aentenae in the fint paragraph appliea 
to the Air Poree only. 

e. Pg. 33. ~ l•8UU. '1'ha l.aat Hntence in the first 
paragraph aeeda clarification. While it i• aclmowlac!gacl that 
LOJ:>l lzrn•tipting Officera (10) an not al-.y11 appointed in a 
tiMly •nner, it ahould be noted tbat the dalaym 11ay bava been 
the rewlt of mi Army Crimjn•l tnv.atipticm Divi•ic:m (c:m) 
raqgHt that othar imreati;at=a not. quaaticm witna..u or thcae 
wbc •Y bava bun in ==.tact with th8 aoldier prior to the 
incident which ruul.ted in death until the criminal inv9mtigaticm 
i• completed. In 80IM inatanca• when IO• ua appointed in a 
tiinely manner. c:m ba• nquHted tbat they net proceed with the 
LODI until the criminal invaatigatic:m i• c:cmplatad. 

f. Pg. 34. llecammeadaticn to the S.c:retuy of t>efenaa: Aa 
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written. this appli.. to the Air Force Ol'lly. The Army does not 
make a fincling on LO!lia pertaining to dead aolcliera. The ~ 
regulation allows 75 clays from the date of death fer completion 
of a formal LODI. If the intent of the proposed legislative 
change ii atrictly to allow family members to receive hoWling 
benefita. then requiring completion of a LODI before a deciaion 
on benefits is made wculd be impracticable for the Army and could 
impoae an undue bardahip on the familiea who are already atruHd 
becawte of the du.th of the aoldier. Prem a LOr>I perapectiva, if 
the intent of the propoaed l99ialation ia to provide hcuaing 
benefit• no matter how a aoldier diaa, this would be acceptable. 
Hcwever, the Comptroller of the Army muat uae•• the financial 
impact befan such a deciaion is made. 

g. Pg. 34.. aeccmmeziduiona to the military departmenta: 

(a) Paragraph 3 • The current Army regulation on t.ODI •• 

well u AR 600-8-4., Line of Duty Invaatigationa, which should be 

published in 1996, not only authorize but encourage IO• to aaek 

legal advice at all atagaa of the investigation. All formal LOCI 

muat have a legal review before the invutigation i• approved 0y 

the final approving autbarity. 


(b) Pangnph 4. It ia ct.airable that the IO 8hou.ld aot 
be appointed oaaed on availability. However, in the intaraat of 
timely completion of I.ODI, military exi;anci•• may require that 
cy availal:)le ofUcer who ia Hnior to the aubject of the 
inve•tigation m appointed. Por example, if the unit ia 
pnpar~ to d8ploy far contingency operaticna or a long term 
(mere than 2 weak8 duration) training mrci••· in order to 
preclude delay• in ccmplati.Dg the inve•tigation, it ia often more 
prudent to &l)p()int an officer •••i;ned. to the rear detachment, or 
c officer with a physical iircfile that pravanta him/ber from 
deploying, to be the IO. 

h. :Pg. 35. Racommendations to the military department• 

(cont): 


<a> TU o.s. A:'my Medical Command baa recently davalopad 
a •elf-paclld text on Line of t>uty Inve•tigationa for medical 
:personnel who are required to initiate LO!lI when aoldiera are 
treated in military medical treatment facilities. In addition to 
general instruction on LODI in the officer basic, advanced, and 
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continuing education courses, the Anry Judge Mvacate General 
School now include• a practical axarcise cm LODI in the officer 
basic ccurse. Infcrmatian en LODI topics baa been provided tc 
the Army Command and General Staff C::Ollega for inclusion in 
appropriate course•. 

(b) All 600-8-4, ac:l:eduled fer publicaticm in 1996, 
ccneains extensive guidance for tea &Hi;necl to c:cmduct LODI. 

i. Diapoaiticn of Peracmal Effect• (PE) "O""enta: 

;(a) 'l'ba followi.Jlq c:ammanta rafar to the draft report. 
References an to the apacific pap in the d:aft: 

41~ 
(b) Pg. ID) The lut ·aentm of the aec:=d parq:aph 

ia incorrect. •it.bar Title 10, lecticm &'712 nar t:ha Army 
regulation authcrisu ahipment of personal p:cperty of a dacedmtt 
to the prima:y uxt of kin <ROX> • lather,_ ~ u made to 
the _peracm eligible to receive the effec:t8 (PUB), wbc may ar 1MY 
net be a fami~y member. ·-The· Pm order of p:..-ence i• 
utabliahed by 10 USC 4112 and impl-.ntad by D 100•1•1; !n 
accordance with the •tatute, the decedent'• lliDCZ' child ba8 
precedence ave: the 4-cadent'• panmt•a to racai.,,. the effec:ta. 
Tharafcn. if the dacedant •a mther baa cc:mcuna alxNt the ams.a• 
of 4-ath, H"ding ))load atainad c:lathu to tha c:hild doall not 
ensure tbat tba dacadant•a 1llCt.har """1d i:. giv.m an opportunity 
to nview the itau l:lafc:e they are l!Upoud. of by the child'• 

guardian. 


(cl Pg. 43, ••ccmd paragraph 1mdar ?Jaatructicm of 
Pencual Prcparty. .. m:mcam:ur with tA1a pangn.ph. Material 
authcrized far dutnc:ticm im:lw!aa·me ia not limitac! t.c 
pc:nc;nphic literature and pic:tu:u, ~· uzd mlatad 
evidence of a izltimate pencnal rel&tinn•bip mtweu ~ 
dacadlmt and a pe:acm otbar tJ:w:i. the apouae, i~ tbat &Zit 

~:I.tad by tba Jrm/JTa, .mt=: it- that -y damage othu 
items in tba ccune o! ahipment. It ia net practical fer tha 
8U1lllllU'y court tc held itmu •cbemtJ ed fer daat:m:tion for an 
indefinite period awaiting a 4-ciaicm fZ'Clll the na. 
Additi=ally, the nu may ruent having nidlmce of the 
decedent•• behavior forced upon them. '1'ha r\llu for da•tructic:m 
of affects i• the aama regardlaaa cf t:he cau•• of daath. 
Accordingly, ehe raccmmend.aticm ia ballad on a minute aubaection 
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of all death•. Bxperience at thi• office indicate• that PE 
iamuea are generally ba.aad on wbc ia authcriaad to receive the PE 
and locating valuable itema that a family member ccntencia the 
decedent owned. 

(d) Pg. •6: Honconc:ur with the recommendation to offer 
family memben an oppottunity to review an inventory of thoae 
it91118 •cheduled to be destroyed and •elect itema to be sent. 
Thi• recommendation uauma• that th• nett ia the PERE and that 
tha nox ia the peraon who ha• doubt.a about the caua• of death. 

s. rr.tadalll of Information Act/Privacy Act iHua•. page "6: 

a. When the Army'• C:UU.lty and Memorial Affain Operaticma 
Center (OO.OC:) reapcmc!9 to reqiaata frcm family lllSlllbers for 
copies of Line of J>uty luV9•ti;ationa, if the r..oDI indicate• that 
a Crimin•] tnve.ti;ation Division baa ccmc!uctad an invaati;ation, 
the aGOC: fc:varda a capy of the :ec;uut clincUy to the tJ.S. 
Army Crim bccrdll Center (Cll.Cl and adviHe the writer of the 
refen-al and that c:a.c: will raapcmd directly to the :eque•t. '1'he 
aGOC does not direct the requester ~ anotbar Anay agency. 

b. If the family member nqueata a copy of the autopsy 
report alc:mg with the requeat for the UX>I, the c::MM)C: fcxwarda a 
copy of the request directly to the Office of '1'be &uzveon General 
(O'l'SG) which i8 the ralaue authority for autopsy zwporta. Tbe 

QQOC adviaH the writer of the referral and that O'l'SG will 

reapon~ directly to the raqueat. 


c. If the family mnber bu aot requuted a copy of the 
autopsy nport along with the nqueat for the LODI, the acacc 
adviaea the nquaator tbat an autopsy wu perfOZ'llled. and if chay 
willh to nceive a copy of the autopmy report. a .aparate raqueat 
abould JM made to the O'l'SG. 'rh9 ~ling adm'a8• for the 0'1'SG ia 
P%0Vidad to the reciue•tor. CNr aperience bu shown that autopsy 
Ze1>C%U •Y ccmtain very explicit pboto;rapha or written details 
of tha autQP8Y proca.. which 111&y prov. to be very •treHful to 
family -=bera. While aome familiea -Y want ~ know the dataila 
of bow their lovad one died, thay may ZM:tt be recepti,,. to viewing 
phctographa or read;ng the explicit detail• ccmtained in the 
autop11y protocol. 
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d. The CMAOC: baa revised the letter which is used to 
forward LODI to family members to explain why acme itema (e.g., 
Social Security Account Numbers, badge numbers of investigators, 
home acidreaaea and telephone numbers of vitne••••> are redacted 
from the report. 

6. POC:a are u follow•: c:asualty Opa, LTc: Abe, DSN 325•9201, 
Commercial (703) 325-9201, PAX DSN 221-6819/(703) 325-6819; for 
LODI iasue• i• Peggy McGee, !>SN 221·5302, Commercial (703) 325
5302, PAX DSN 221•5315/(703) 325-5315; for Diapoaition of 
Peracmal Effect•, Harry <::ampbell, DSN 221·7576, ecxmnarcial (703) 
325·7576 PAX !>SN 221•1844/(703) 125-18441 for redacting issues 
for CMAOC only, Tom Bllia, !>SN 221·5304, Caammrcial (703) 325
5304, PAX !>SN 221·5315/(703) 325-5315. 

-"'~'"C. &,..1& • Of'C 
D!IEIJO t 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE NAVY 

• 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2Ga90•1000 


January 3, 1996 

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INSPECTOR GENERAL 

SUBJECT: 	 Draft Report on the oversight Review of Department of 
Defense Policies and Procaclures for Death 
Investigations; Proposed Department of Defense 
Instruction 5505.XX, •Investigation of Honco:mbat Deaths 
of Active Duty Members of the Ariled Forces" 
- INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

The Depart11ent of the Navy generally aqrees with the draft 
report as it pertains to investigative aethods and procedures.
NCIS is in COllpliance with current and proposed policy. 

We suqqest rewording paragraph F (procedures), subparagraph 
3.c, of the proposed instruction to read: •The MCIO yill attempt 
to o}rtain and proyide to th• appropriate military authgrities all 
available intgnpatign deemed prgper for release by the lend 
inyestigatiye agenc;y.• The current wording requires the MCIO to 
provide copies of incident reports frOJll the state or local police 
aqency to military authorities, which may be in violation of state 
laws reqardinq release of information. 

Specific comments and racomaandations are submitted for 
consideration in Attacbaent (1). 

Steven s. 	Bonigman 

Attachment: 
1. NCIS 118J110randum to Navy General COunsel, 06 December 1995, same 
subject. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
MEADQUMTIRI 

NAVAL CMINALIHVDTIGAlM IBMCE 
WAii •IGTON NAY\' .YAll/O111.DG 111 

M11HTllEETIE IN REPLY R£FER TO: 
WAll•lllTOH DC Hiil i• 12273 

Ser 06/SU0661 
06 Dec 95MEMORANDUM FOR THE NAVY GENERAL COUNSEL 

Subj : 	 DRAFT UPORT ON THE OVERSIGHT REVIEW OF DEPARTMENT OF 
DEFENSE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES POR DEATH 
INVESTIGATIONS; PROPOSED DEPAR'l'M!NT OF DEFENSE 
INSTRUCTION 5505.XX, •INVESTIGATION OF NONCOMBAT DEATHS 
OF ACTIVE DUTY MEMBERS OF THE ARMED FORCES• • 

1. A review of the draft report as it pertains to investigative
methods and procedures discloses no major area of disagreement.
HCIS is in compliance with current and proposed policy.
Specifically, NCIS is developing a crime scene check list for 
death cases as part of the revision of the NCIS-3 Manual for 
Investigations. In addition, NCIS has completed the development
of a Crime Scene Field Guide for use by field agents which 
includes Death Scene Processing. The guide will be ready for 
agency review, coordination and approval the first week of 
December 1995 and should be ready for field use by early 1996. 
HCIS implemented a family liaison program in October 1994. 

2. In regards to recommendations relative to Psychological
Autopsies, HCIS conducts psychological autopsies in conjunction
with routine case reviews of medically unattended deaths with 
forensic pathologists at the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology.
A psychological autopsy ia conducted following a multi 
disciplinary case review where it is determined that a 
psychological autopsy will provide additional insight for the 
forensic pathologist who is malting the final determination of 
cause and manner of death. NCIS' u1~ of the psychological 
autopsy is for forensic purposes in clarifying factors that may
have contributed to the manner of death. Policy and guidance
regarding psychological autopsies is promulgated in the NCIS 
manual of Investigative Procedures supplemented by additional 
outlines provided to investigators. Additionally, NCIS policy
and procedure have been published in forensic and policy
psychology literature as well as presented at several 
professional psychology conferences, insuring professional peer
review 	and quality assurance. 

3. Psychological Autopsy reports generated by NCIS 
psychologists contain both definition of purpose and methodology, 
as well a& a disclaimer regarding the validity and reliability of 
the technique as recommended by the American Psychological
Association following it's.review of the USS Iowa case (Poythress
et.al 1993). Although it may not replicate in style the 
disclaimer utilized by the Air Force the content of the message
is the same. NCIS has participated as an active member on the 
DOD Task Force developing guidance for psychological autopsies
coordinated by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health 
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Affairs. 

4. Finally, it is important to re-emphasize that the 
psychological autopsies conducted by NCIS are selective and 
forensic in focus, evaluating factors that clarify and assist in 
the determination of the manner of death in the medically 
unattended deaths under investigation. NCIS does not have an 
interest in epidemiological factors reqarding suicide however, 
openly make the findings of a psychological autopsy available to 
mental health professionals in the United States Navy. NCIS 
policy and procedures reflect forensic psychological practices 
and do not represent the United States Navy. 

5. In a review of the proposed instruction, there is one area 
of concern. In paragraph P (procedures), subparagraph 3.c, the 
instruction would require the MCIO to provide appropriate 
military authorities a copy of the report from the state or local 
police investigation concerning the apparent suicide of a service 
member. The blanket providing of another law enforcement 
agency's reports may be in violation of state laws reqarding 
release of information and has caused concern in the past. 
current NCIS policy states that reports from another agency 
outside the Federal government will not be included in reports to 
commands or to family members unless the originating agency 
agrees to the release. Where the other agency has not agreed to 
the release, NCIS honors that position. Suggested rewording of 
the sentence would be as follows: •The MCIO will ottmnpt to 
Obtain and provide to the appropriate military outhgrities all 
ovailoble ipfgrmation deemed, prgper fgr releaae by the lead 
inyestigatiye agency.• 

6. Concur in all other points detailed in the proposed

instruction. 


-,~{}~c______ 
'rBCllAS W. FISCHER 
Assistant Director 
Office of Inspections and Planning 

&. I. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 


DEPUTY NAVAL INSPECT'OR GENERAL FOR UAlllNE CORI'S MATTERS/

INSPECT'OR GENERAL OF THE MARINE CORPS 


WASHINGTON. D.C.. 203l0-177S 


5370 
IGA 
22 Dec 1995 

MEMORANDUM FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
(ATI'N: MR MONTGOMERY, CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE POUCY AND 
OVERSIGHT) 

Subj: 	 REVIEW OF DRAFT REPORT ON POUCJES AND PROCEDURES FOR DEATii 
lNVESTIGATIONS 

Ref: 	 (a)Yrmemoof6Nov9S 

I. As requested by the reference, the Marine Corps bas reviewed the subject Drift Report on the 
Oversight Review ofDepartment ofDefense Policies and Procedures for Death Investigations, 
and the proposed DOD Instruction •Investigation ofNoncombat Deaths ofActive Duty Members 
ofthe Armed Fon:es". Our c:ommmts follow. 

2. On page 2, line S, after•Air Force Office ofSpecial Investigations (AFOSI)": 

L Adil: "Ahboush not designlfed a Miliwy Criminal Investigative Orpnimion, U.S. 
Marine Corps Criminal hMlstigative Division (USMCCID) bu the same responsibilities u the 
MCIOs when performing in a c:omblf or eonringency environmeat.• 

b. Dim1•sjQD: Required for completeness. This responsibility is established in directive 
(SECNAVINST) and MOU (with NCIS). 

3. On page 22, after line 4: 

L Adil the following Dew subparagraph: 

"4. VSMCCJD Training 

New USMCCID inYestiptors ue thoroughly scnened and perform u appredtice 
investigators for six months to one year prior to attending formal school. Subsequent to positive 
evaluation, the investigators then attend the U.S. Army Military Police School Apprentice Special 
Agent Course. They train alongside their Army counterparts and meet the same standards u the 
Army Special Agents. Additionally, there are 30 Marine Criminal Investigators usigned to the 
Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS) performing the same mission u the NCIS Special 
Agents. Presently, USMCCID does not have advanced death investigation training.• 

b. Discussion: Required for completeness. This training is imperative in order to allow 
Marine CID to fulfill its combat and contingency mission. 
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4. On page 31, second line from bottom ofpage: 

a. ~: "... u the Navy bas DO formal LOD investigation process" and mlace with " .. 
as the JAGMAN provides that LOD and misconduct determinations will not be made with regard 
to a deceased member.• 

b. Discussion: Required for accuracy. JAGMAN section 0237 states that JAGMAN 
investigations "shall not express any opinion concerning line ofduty death cases. Misconduct ... 
shall not be attributed to a deceased member.• 

S. On page 31, last line, continuing at top ofpage 32: 

a. 151m: •... a JAGMAN is no longer required in all cues ofdeath from other than 
combat or natural causes; only a preliminary inquiry is now required.• and replace wjth: • ... a 
command investigation, or a litigation report to Navy JAG may be directed; but where the death 
occurred off-base, and with circumstances having DO nexus to service, the command shall obtain 
the civilian authorities' investigation and maintain u an internal report.• 

b. Discussion: Required for accuracy. AJ written, the drift report incorrectly synopsizes 
and summarizes the provisions ofthe JAGMAN, particularly pmgr1ph 0203Sd. 

6. On page 38, last line: 

a. l&I=: .... both work and home addresses •..• and m>!ace with •... home address .. ." 

b. l)iag1uion: Required for accuracy. There is not now nor bas there been a requirement 
to record next ofkin work addresses on the DD Form 93. In addition, the problem ofservice 
members keeping home addresses current is enough, without adding a new requirement. 

7. On page 39, under Burial EKorts. lut sentence offirst paragraph: 

a. Cblna to read: "In the Navy and Marine Corps, the commander who appoints the 

escons is responsible for providing the necemry guidance u contained in appropriate Service 

Headquarters instructions.• 


b. Dim1Mion: Required for completeness and accuracy. 

8. On page SO, under Bccommmdatiops to the Agiftant Semtvy ofJ)sf'epse <Public 

A!!lll:U. lut sentence ofparagraph le: 


a. ~ to read: "The family should be notified prior to any public release ofany 

names.• 


b. Discussion: An initial public annoUDa!!Dellt, less names, should not be held pending 
notification ofthe family. 
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9. Concerning the reconunendations in Part ll, Sections A (Criminal Investigations) and B 
(Psychological Autopsies), the Marine Corps defers to the Department of the Navy. 

10. Concerning the reconunendations in Part ll, Section C (Administrative Investigations), 

a. Reconunendation 2: Concur. 

b. Reconunendation 3: Concur. 

c. Recommendation Sa: Conalr. 

d. Recommendation Sb: Concur. 

11. Concerning the recommendstions in Part ll, Section D (Casualty Notification and Assistance, 
and Disposition ofPersonal Property), the Marine Corps offers the following. 

a. Recommendation 3: Concur. MCO P3040.4D, the updated Marine Corps Casualty 
Procedures Manual, is in final staffing. Expected promulgation is early 1996. 

b. Recommendation 4a: Concur. However, the Casualty Assistance Officer (CACO) will 
tell the next ofkin, during the initial visit, how their Marine was found. eg, hanging from a pipe, 
with a gunshot wound to the bead, etc. The CACO will state known facts and will not offer 
speculation or opinion. This direction will be contained in MCO P3040.4D (see above). 

c. Recommendation 4b: Concur. Information contained in the revised edition ofMCO 

P3040.4D. 


d. Recommendation 4c: Partially concur. Our current regulations are being modified to 
provide less latitude in what commanders are authorized to dispose of Items previously disposed 
ot: i.e., blood stained clothing that could be dry~eaned or laundered, cassette tapes and CD's 
with Parental Warning Labels etc., will no longer be destroyed, but forwarded to the proper 
recipient. Obscene or similar matter, including personal letters containing objectionable matter, 
i.e., sexually explicit information, posters, m•g•zines, pomogR;>hic movies etc., will continue to 
be disposed of Besides various laws prohibiting the mailing or shipping of pornographic 
materials, no useful purpose, sentimental or otherwise, can be realized by the next ofkin receiving 
personal information or items that the member never intended for anyone to have knowledge of 
The deceased members dignity and privacy rights outweigh the families desires for all personal 
property items. We believe this type ofinformation will only cause the family additional grief. An 
example would be ifthe member was having an illicit relationship, and the personal letters were 
between him/her and their respective lovers or partners. 

The recommendation should be presented to the OASD, FM&.P as an agenda item for the 
next meeting of the DoD Casualty Advisory Board. This will ensure that all services are treating 
this issue the same. 
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e. Recommendation 4d: Concur. 

12. Conc:eming the proposed Department ofDefense Insttuction SSOS.XX: Concur. 

13. Point ofcontact is LtCol Laura Brush, Deputy Director, Assistance and Investigations 
Division, Office ofthe Inspector General ofthe Marine Corps at commercial (703) 
614-1698/1348 or DSN 224-1698/1348. 

~.\l.<J~ (ZL 
1. R. W1LLIAMS 
Acting 
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CEPARTIJIENT OF THE AIR FORCE 

WASHINGTON, DC 


• 
 NOV 2 4 1995 

MEMORANDUM FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
(CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE POUCY and OVERSIGHT) 
ATI'N: Mr. JICk MontaometY 

FROM: SAF/AA 

SUBJECT: 	 Drift Report on the Oversight Review ofDepanment of Defense Policies and 
procedures for Death Invesriptions: Proposed Depanment ofDefense Instruction 
S50S.XX. "bmstiption ofNoucombat Dembs of Active Duty Members of the 
Annecl Forces" 

References: 	 {a) DoD Draft Report, 6 Nov 95 

(b) Proposed Depmtmmt ofDcfeme lnstruction 5505.XX 

At your request the draft Depctmeat ofI>e&:nse Policies and Procedum for Death 
Investigations Report and draft DoD 1mtmcticm 5505.XX lllves1iption ofNoncombat Deaths of 
Active Duty Members ofthe Armed Fmces ba\le bem rmewed. 

1be amcbed review of the draft leport and imtruc:tion contains several administrative. 
mi tedmical accuracy c:baDps. Abo izKlic:•ted is om noaccmcurnuce with your 
recmnmendation to pnMded a liltiDg ofall persoml property itam to tbe family ofthe deceued 
and yom eomments tbat all noncombat dellbs be ilmldpted u potmtial homicides. 

Cited in our iespome arc the pmpapbs we propoee c:hanging and 1bc rational for the 
cbanges. Please contact Major Octavio 8llZ, Jr., SAF/IGX, 695-3127, ifyou ba\le my 
questions. 

~~~e-
~;AvmsoN 
Adminisrrative Aaisamt 

Attachments~ 
1. 	 Recommended Cb1Daes to DoD Report and 


lnstruc:tion wlochment 

2. 	 SD Form 106 
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This responds to your request for review of die subject draft repon and relared draft DoD Imtruction 
SSOS.XX, Investigation ofNoncomlw Deadls of Aaive Duty Members of the Armed Forces. This 
office 1encrally concua in both documenll subject to the followin& specific commems 

QRAn'BEPQBT 

EA.GE um: ucow,mmm CHANGE 
l 4 Chap "flmilia" to rad •ramny members" 
7 3&4 Delete "For imtauce, tbe AFOSJ abould implemcot a comprehensive 

Family Liaison Prognm • sec comments below 
COMMENTS: The AFOSI codified its Family Liaison Pqram in its Policy Memorandum •Dwh 
lnvestigatiom cWed 26 July 1995 (Amched). 
11 14 Clap •Ccmnl InteJJisence qency• to nU •CemraI 

Imellipa:e Apat;y" 
12 21 °'1111 "cbeclc lilt" to nad "c:becklilt" 
16 20 &t 21 euaae ·c:bain of CUllDCly" to nm "c:bain-of<Ultody" 
17 10 &t 11 Caaaae "(3) tbe hmldpton collect writins samples and 

other such lllllduda of camparison for llbonsory 
IUlboridll to be in apolidon to llllb dec:ilioaa cm 
egtbenriclty.• to r..t "(3) die iJMltipma c:oDec:l 
writiq maples and odler ltlDdantl for camp1rilcm 
ID mist laboratory alborilill in ""1e1111j11jug llllhemicity. • 

18 aumae •Similarly, t11e AFOSJ ii cumm1y drafting policy'° elllblish 
a poiDt of caatact propsm for tbe flmiliea. Aa enviskmed, however, 
die APOSI propmn will ODly lpply to ampecced self-lnflimd death 
iavestiprica 11111 will Jut aaly 11llti1 the izmldption ii comp1etr.t• to 
nad "Tbe AFOSI 1111 in place a comprehc:mive family ialerface policy 
for all deadl invad1arions. Tbe APOSI tepiewwwmive ii penonally 
lelec&ed by Iba detednmit cormmMer wilh iDveldpdve lCii(IOD&ibility 
for the cue Oil Iba buil of a:perimce, ...uivity 11111 mamrity. This 
qem 1ep1eaemmite will remain 11 Iba family's poim of coma until all 
lnvestiprive concema have been raolved. Trainina p!OlrmlS ue 
beina developed to 1'mdler mppon dUa policy. 

20 	 a.-. "UCMJ Mamal for Coana Martial,. to nad 

"Manaal for Camts-Manlal.. 


24 	 Cbmp •similarly, we believe 1llat the NCIS ml Iba AFOSI would 
benefit from a Family Uailon ProplJll similar to the om USACIDC: 
1111 had in place for a ilUDber ofyem. While boch qencils ate 
implememiJll........ nad •Similarly, we believe that die NCIS WCNld 
benefil from a Family Liaison ProplJll similar to die aae USACIDC 
1111 bad in place for a mm11e:r of yeus. While die NCIS la 
implememina •••••• 

26 30-32 	 Chase •Altboaah tbc Air Force bu formal wrltlen gu.ldance for bow 
AFOSI qema iequat psycboloaical amopsies, die pldance dose not 
address c:irc ~•nswices that require a psycholop:al amopsy or bow one 
lbou1d be conducted.. to read ·The Air Foree bu wriilml pldance 
coverinl die use ofpsychololical autopSies in two inmnces: l) When 
die nwmer of death is known to be suicide, but die reason for the 
IUicide is nm clear; 2) The circumstances of die deadi appear equivocal 
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to predict wtw may be found when going lllrollgb a deceased member's personal property. We must 
trust iD the good judgment llld common sense of the responsible officer to detcnnine wlw is 
inappropriate for shipment to die family without imposing the additional administrative burden of 
preparing an inventory llld then awaitizia a response. We propose a compromise c:haDge by which all 
items of queatiomble value be iDvemoried llld retained for 90 days. If, after 90 days no nm of kin 
lDqWry bas been r=eived. die items will tbll1 be desaoyed and the list will be annowed in the 
deceued'1 cue file. The eJistm:e ofpomography, lmlllly explicit mmrial or compromising 
c:mrespondc.nce cenaiDly does the nm of kin m aood 11 a time of profound srlef llld sorrow. 

COMMENTS: Pap 46. mbpm-a b, ...... tbatt cuualty aaistm:c offices, burial escom Uld my 
odler represenwive IK>t dilcms came or manner of del1h with a family member. Sugest they also 
be cautioned apimt making such smenwm 11, "I have been ordend noc to ullt to you about this 
clead1. • This sort of comment can, ml iD die put bu, been miaimetpuad by family members u 
•proof of a cover-up by tbe milimy 

c-3 1s·-1a a... ·Atr Poree Regulation (AFR.) 23-18, OrpnizaiioD and 
Miuian-Pleld. Air Jlan:e <>mc:e of SpecW Jnwstipricms (AFOSI), 
May 1, 1989• to rm •Air Poree MJaion Directive (APMD) 39, •>Jr 

C-3 24-27 
Poree Oflice of Special Jnwwrtptiom•, November 11995. • 
Clump •APOSl leaDJllian (AFOSI) 124-14, Evidmlce HandliDg 
PNcedmel, July 29, 1991. Set fm1h policy for e:muriq lbe imegrity 
of evidence in Air Poree CDllDdy. Hu pidaDce for emurin& tlm all 
evidence collec:led ii pmidvely jdemffjahfe, stricdy ICCGUllll:d for, ad 
properly llfepuded. • a. nml •APOSI lllllrUCtiml 71-106 Vol 1, 
•General 1Dvestiplive Melhoda•, May 311995. Buie pidulce for 
cxmclncti!JI haninl llld iUmopilom, ldvidag saapec:ll of 1beir 
rilbll. amdDa lmrmmity, llld mmnm111 witma inleniewa. 
DelCribes procedmea for hx:hMffna blfonmtioa dmini iu1a •iewl ill 
wrilllm Fl!le *"'· Set fonb policy for emmiDg die llllepily of 
IYidcm:e iD Air Force CUltOdy. Bu pidaDce for emmin& tlm all 
evidence c:ollected ii positmly idmtftable, mictly ICCOllllSld for, ad 
properly llfepuded. Sell fonb 1epl nquilementl, policy and 
pidam:e for obtli1DnB mdeace tbmuah die Ula of mn:h ml seizure." 

C-4 2S·2B Delete tbia repladao Wll mper..md, die laform••iml that WIS 
c:ommed in 1he rep1adm ii llDW c:omjned iD AfOSI Imtruction 71
106 Vol 1 "Genml hmsdpDve Melbocls•, May 311995 

C-4 29-31 Dlllte dJis replation WU mpeneded, die illfomwiml tlm WIS 
o ....imd in lbe npladon ii now c:omimcl iD AFOSI Imttacdon 71

c-s 4-8 
106 Vol 1 "Generll IJMadpdve Medlodl•, May 31 1995 
a.nae •AfOSI PmlpbJct (APOSIP) 124-53, "Wimea lnlerviews•, 
Sepcember 15, 1988. A auide for eoJlediq, ncord1D& and preserving 
shoe and me. lmpnuiam, cool mam and mtdDe prinls. Describes 
bow to make cam ml molds wish different medhlft!s. lnchldes 
guidam:e cm P''*'linl evidwe, c:u11 and molds, and tbe lJPCS of 
aenrinations dlll cm be peifmiDid by crime labmaiories.• 1D ...U 
•AFOSJ H•ndbook 71-106 Vol 1, •cnme Scene Handbook•, April lS 
1995. A pkle for collecting, recordlDg Uld preservina shoe and tires 
impressions, tool mub and naidue prims. Dacribel bow to make 
cam and molds with different medhnm, lllcludea guidance on 
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picbging evkiezlce, CUii Uld molds, and 1be types of mminarigns 
1ha1 can be performed by crime llbomories, processing and sk«ching 
a crime sew, perfonlliug iaBial crime sccae seucb. and 
pboropaphing evideace•• 

c. s 9 -11 Delete dUs rqula1;ion WU supeneded. the information that WU 

comained In die rep1aUon is now comained In AFOSI Handbook 71· 
106 Voll, •Crime Sceae Handbook•, Aprll 15 1995. 

c. s Add "AFOSI MamJal 71-103 Vol 2, "Forensic Sciences", 23 Ocu>ber 
1995. OuidaDce for field agem and forcmic science collSllllms 
reprdiag pmnl fmenslc ICieace ICIM:a, fonlllic hypDDlia ml 
JllYCboloP:ai amopsiea.

E-17 10. 13 0mae "21 boars Oil IlllerviewiDa ml verbal ml Nonvezbal 
Behavior, llld Behavioral Amlysil Jmrviewl. Studems are taught the 
tedmiq1lel med to oblcne IDd evahwe verbal and mnverbal behavior. 
They JllUlt lllDl to qaemm witnelaea ml to evaluate bebavior 
respome1 iDdlcative of trmh or dlceptiaD• tD rwl • 44 baan Oil 

~mlv~ Bebavior. ml Bcbavimll Allllysis 
IDterviewl iDchldiJll pracdcal eurcisa ml perfmmm:e .... S1adalts 
are llDgbt die tl!!:brs!qml Uled to ablcrve ml evaluate wrbal ml 
llOl1Yll'bal bebavior. 'l'llly mmt 1eam to question witDaSel ml to 
evaluate bebavior mp i .a illdlcatm of tn1lh or dec:cpdml.• 

E-17 17 a-. "23 to rwl 22 
E-17 17 -19 Cllllaae "'l'llia ialmlcdm inr:ludel 20 b&lml of1ectme ml a. 3 hour 

evidm:e domn•nt1n1 eurcile." tD r-1 "lmtrucdml iDcludes 
dacamF• •••km eurcile ml pei:fo11111nc=e-..• 

E-17 28 a-. ·1 baar" .. rwl -i balm" 
E· 18 1 a.a. "6" .. rwl ••• 

B· 19 12 a.ap •.nor omcen· .. r..i ·..uar..-.· 


2 24 a_,. •Amied Poa::e lmdlme ofTeclmolo&Y (AFJP)• tD re.d 
•Aimed Poree lmdlDle ofPllboJoay (AFIP)• . 

COMMENTS: Piiie 2, para D.l,. Ncm_..,. die worctiDa of dlil paragraph may presi= IODle 
fl1mre prob1am because it CID be IO broadly ialaplClliid. Por example, lbouJd the MCIOa pt Involved 
in deaths resuJdDi from aircnft. pound llfety or mnc ndlblpl un1ea time ii mm:e of pollible 
foul play? Sraiing dW all "DDllCOIDbat" deaths (except meclk:ally defmnbwl to be from lllSIU'll Clllla) 
lbould be iDveldprcd u a poce:atial homicide ii umeallltic. UD1ela !ncffc:atims of foul play are 
~ at the m or during die subsequent inquiry of 111 oppann1 ac:ddeattl death. (i.e. pound 
lafety, security police, etc.) men why always pnsame homicide? We are UDCleu on the illterll of this 
imtrucdon. Are the MCIOs the oaly qmciel audu>rized to rule out foul play? TIU puqrapb needs 
to be clari&d. 
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rm1 -. ••·•••w 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEP'ENllE 

olCXIO Dltl'EN8E l"ENTAOON 


WA8HINOTON, D.C. IDICH..aDO 


JAN Z 4 1996 

MEMORANDUM FOR INSPBCTOR GENERAL. DEPA.RTMBNT OPDEPBNSE 
ATJ'BNTION: Mil JACK MONI'OOMERY 

SUBJPCI':• 	 DlllAbpart cm lbe Ovenigbt Review ofDepanmmt ofDefeme Policiel ud 
Procedarel far Dellh :&mstipliou; Proposed Deplrtmcnt ofDefw lmnclioa 
5505.XX. "lllveldptillll ofNoacombl& Deadil ofAdive Duty Memben of lbe 
Armed FGRes" 

I coacar ill lbe draft separt llld propolld Depmtaat ofI>cfmle lmlm:tiaa 5505.XX II 
illdic:ml by my aipmn m lbe la.cbed SD Porm 106. 

Tiie NYiled DoD lmlrac:don 1300.11 will iDDorpante ywr reoa "'•Mlicm far 
imprvved camWtJ nocj'iceticwt ad uliatace pr 0 111 H IDd will be ill1llld bl 1996. ASD(HA) 
1111 a draft directiYe on JllYdlololiCll ..,..""'...tq yoar caacema llld lbaiuld be Uned iD 
...1yt996. 

I believe 1111& 1119 report ii ...U«me. n.. - my min CCD*U: (1) We 111111t be 
Clldl1 DOC to limit a c 111 1nA1dw'1 atlaity to dirm:t echnjnj"'ali'9 bmmip1ic1111 ill~ of 
elf-baftidmd dellbs. Ccmialy, bowffr, we CID ....... lbroa&h lpPl'OPriale policy 
pidlnce. dalc lach inftlliptiCllll be mmpUlhed in.prafeuiom1addmcly1m1111er. (2) 
Wdbout a mecoqnblllliw m'in of1aow "liDe of..,.- deramilllliom niare to a vmietJ of 
elllidemam llldbwfitl, it Ill&)' be .......... to ..,, I mM ......, ~-..,n1miDg aaly to n 
U.S.C. 403 to delem tbe "'1iDI of*'1" nqwizeawt far aladed baulin& beDdita. I belie¥e dm 
,ou lboald remit J011f nca "" mdttiOD-DOC dm die Seaetll) ofDefeme cauidr:r aJePll&he 
....,...,mmt of llCliOD 403-bal 1111& my oflioe 1IDdcdab a lftiew ofeclmhrim.live 
iavatipliam IUDOlll lbe Mili1llry Depm1nmatl to ....n mam callllllmt applic:atiaa of llCliOD 
403. (The sepmt iDdic8lld lbll oaly lbe Air Pone. ....., tbe Semca, CCllldaccl a !onm1 liDe of 
duty clltermimdaa before aadlariziDt utmclec! boaliDa bwfiu.) (3) Fimlly, I ltftllllly 
eadone yoar rerommeadmoa far criminal llmltipliYe ofticlel to haw a effDctiw family 
liailoa prapmn. 

A!twhaieat· 
As llated 
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Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) 
Comments 	

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTCH, D. C. ZDJOMZOO 

DEC 1 5 1995 
M&AL.TM APPAlltS 

MEMORANDUM FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: 	Department of Defense Policies and Proccdmcs for Death Investigations 

Reference: 	Memorandum dated November 6. 1995: Draft Report on the Oversight Review of 
Department of Defense Policies and Proccdmcs for Death Investigations 

As requested mthe rcfcrcncc, my staff revie"ftd the draft report on the "Ovmight Review 
of Department of Defense Policies and Proc:edun:s for Death InvcstigaDons" and the proposed 
Department of Defense lDstruction 5505.XX, •Investigation of Noncombat Deaths ofActive 
Duty Members of the Aimed Farces." 

We have worked closely with your office cmr the past year on this topic, spccifically on 
the issue of Psyc:hologjcal Aulopsics of wbk:h my officc bas primary teSpODSibili1y. I concur with 
the RC01DJDCDdations to the ASD(HA): expedite the ias1WICC ofan overall DoD policy for 
a>nducting and using the RSUl1s of psychological autopsies 

Health Affairs amvcned aspecial woddng group on the topic ofPsycbo1ogical Autopsy 
(PA) on May 2, 1995. Membership consiltcd of rcpRSCDtltivcs from CICh Service, and from the 
Armed Fon:cs Institute of Pathology, wbo WCR dirccdy rapomiblc for pc:rfarmiDg and imcwmg 
psychological autopsies. Tbc group drafted a DoD DUccd.vc on Psycbological Autopsy that will 
be forwarded for commcn1s 1D the Services this month. 1bc Dircc:tivc spcrificaJJy lddrmcs: 
1) when a PA is to be performed; 2) wbo performs it (including q11aJffiadiODS ltalldards); 3) 
bow the rcsul1s should be med; 4) the establishment ofa quality usu11•w::e review process; IDd S) 
appropriate management crJCrlight to CllSUR implementation of policy. 

I wgrcc that "the DoD needs an ovmll policy for amducdng and using psycbological 
autopsies. Without an omall policy, there is agreater risk of prcscming inadequate or 
inappropriate information or conclusions." 1bc new Psycbologjcal Au1opsy directive will bclp 
avoid errors iD dctennining cause of death. 

~··~'D:-r'Yl~ /&o
Stephen C. Joseph, M.D., M.P.H. 
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Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) 
Comments 

ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1400 DEFENSE PENTAGON 


WASHINQTON. D.C. 20301·1400 


U DEC 'SSS 

MEMORANDUM FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL 
(A'ITENTION MS. lm..l..) 

SUBJECT: Drift Rcpcn on the Oversight Review ofDepanmcnt ofDefense Policies and 
Procedures for Death lnvesdgations; Proposed Department ofDefense Instruction SSOS.xx, 
"lnveaiprion d Noncombat DeaJhs of Active Duty Members of the Armed Fon:cs" 

1bank you for the oppocllmity to teview subject draft documents. 1bc following 
commcnu are provided: 

Geac:ral We DOied lbat the Privacy At:t is mentioned in sewn! places in the draft report. 
Because deceased individuals have no privacy rights, IDd the Privacy At:t applies only to living 
individuals, n:fcrem:c to the Privacy Al;t is inappropriate. Conscqucndy, IDY n:quest for 
infmmation on a deceased individual, whether from the media or family members, is a Freedom of 
Information At;t (FOIA) RQUeSL Under FOIA, deceased individuals likewise have no privacy; 
however, exempcion 6 ofthe FOIA will proiect the surviving next of kin's privacy with respect to 
IDY griefor uguish which could oa:ar as a resuh of a disclosure of infmmation about the 
deceased. 

Specific. 

- Page 36: It is not clear whether the "lqlcrts" mentioned here are reqund to be given 
to the families or 11e the result ofa FOIA request. We DOied in the proposed imtruction the 
requiremc::nt to provide the families (lf Ibey desR) a copy of the investigative report in accordance 
with the Defense Autbariwioo At:t of 1993. The Mil;tary Depanmmts have been doing this aDd 
have been Rdacling under tbe provisions d tbe FOIA, evm though not a FOIA request. 

If copies of the report 11e reqund to be given, IDd not the result of a FOIA request, we 
agree with the c:ommeat because often, for actions outside the FOIA, FOIA standards are used in 
~g tbe infarmarion for public ldeasc, as Ibey should be. But, tbe releasers often fail to 
explain the RU011S for the redaction. Our own IG does it on its Audit Reports it sanitizes IDd 
gives to our public aft'airs office for nlease.. Ifthis bas cbanged, the IG pnMdes no explanation 
for the gaps. 

If the release is the result ofa FOIA request, then we disagree since DoD S400.7-R 
already requires it 

- Page 4S: We do not agree lbat a new publication is necessary. Even if it were, the 
A TSD(PA) could not require Casualty Assistance Officers to use it in their duties. Existing policy 
under DoD S400.7-R, paragraph S-204, already requires a FOIA exemption IDd that adequate 
explanation for iu use be provided to requesters. If the Military Departments are not doing this, 
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the IG should require the Dcpanments to comply with the DoD regulation. Ifrepons are given to 
families because of reasons or requirements other than the FOIA, the Military Depanmenrs should 
ensure that explana!ion is given for any redaclions made. Since the FOIA is the primary statute 
by which infomwion is denied to the public in this iDsclnce. it is logical for reviews to be made 
Wider the provisions of 1hat Act, and appropriare reasons for rcdac1ions provided as required by 
the DoD regulation. 

- Tab A. Proposed Insuuction: Delete all rcferenc:es to the Privacy Act. 

- Tab A. Page 2 of the draft Instruction, paragraph D.S: Delete last sentence "Such 
release will state 1hat the cause and manner ofdeath is uadclCrmined, unless an official 
detc:rminalion bas been made." 
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• 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 


OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 

U500 DEFENSE PENTAGON 


WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1900 


December 13, 1995 

78 


MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, CR.IMIHAL INVESTitaTIVE POLICY AND 
OVERSIGHT,. OFFICE OF IRSPECTOR GENERAL, DOD 

S'OBJECT: Draft Report on the OV'ersight RevieW of Department of 
Defense Policies and Procedures for Death 

, Investigations 

As requested, we have reviewed the draft report and the 
attached draft DoD Inst%Uetion aa requested by the Inspector 
General's 111emorandum of November 6. SUbject to the comments set 
out below, our initial :review has produced no legal objections . 
with either the report or the Inst%Uction. 

Part, 1 1 Stntiptic• Paragraph 2. Pnqep 2-3: 

Perhaps these statistics 1'0uld be 1D0re meaningful if they 
were provided by age groups for both the civilian and military 
populations. Because the military population is quite young, the 
statistical comparison with the overall civilian population may 
not correlate. 

Part II ca !dm1 pi •t;ZJltin Inye1tiqatiPD1 J,i ne of QµtyI I 

xnve1tiqatigp•, hqe• J2-3: 

Line of duty detUminations have far-reaching implications 
for servicemember'a INrri.vora. The Department of Veterans 
Affairs uses the infoniation gleaned from line of duty 
investigaticms to determine the entitlements of surviving family 
members. While 1 am no~ certain what exactly is 11aeant by 
•formal• line of duty investigations, great care 111W1t be taken to 
ensure that we do not eliminate line of duty investigations. 
These investigationa serve an important role. 

Part; lJ p Qtaualty Jigtifisatigp 1nQ Aanintapce Paqee 36-46: 

(l) The report refers to both the Freedom of Information Act and 
the Privacy Act in the same terms at several places (pp. 36, 44, 
45 &: 46) in this section. It is important to distinguish the two 
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statutes, as they have different effects. The Privacy Act 
applies only to living individuals (U.S. citizens and aliens 
lawfully admitted for permanent residence), ao reference to the 
Privacy Act confuses matters when the report discusses 
individuals who have died. on the other band, an individual who 
survives an attempt at suicide would have rights under the 
Privacy Act to obtain information that 111ight not be available to 
the individual'• family if the suicide attempt had been 
successful. The report appears to address only cases where the 
individual bas died, ao I recommend that the references be 
changed to address only POIA. . 

(2) Another consequence of referring to these two statutes 
together is assuming that they are administered together. In 
fact, the POIA ia under the jurisdiction of PA for policy 
foxmation, and the Privacy Act policy is formed in the Defenae 
Privacy Office under the Director of Administration and 
.Management. 	 Removing references to the Privacy Act will solve 
this problem. 

(3) One major concern of the agency in these cases ia protecting 
the privacy of the next of kin mid the families. Bxemption six 
of the POIA can be aaaerted to protect the surviving next of 
kin's privacy with respect to any grief or anguish which could 
occur as a result of a discloaw:e of infoxmaticm about the 
deceased. Some or all of this aame information may be disclosed 
to the next of kin, but it 'lllWlt be dOne carefully, or the 
disclosure may re8Ult in malting the information public under the 
FOIA rule that an official discloaure makes the information 
available to any requester. The report appears to contemplate 
that all documents provided to the.families will be released in 
response to POIA requests, which .boul.d eliZinate this problem. 
If the casualty affairs representative, in the context of 
discussing the matter with the families, releases additional 
documents or information, there should be some -Y to ensure that 
the privacy protection for the next of kin is maintained. 

(4) We nonconcur with recommeendation 2 on page 45. A new 
publication is unnecessary and could cauae real problems in FOIA 
litigation. Informal publications are already available, like 
pamphlets and information sheets, on the POIA exemptions, 
including DoD 5400.7-R. Para 5-204 of this regulation already 
requires that citation to a FOIA exemption and adequate 
explanation be provided to requesters when information is denied 
in response to a FOIA request. The denial of each request should 
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state the reasons for redactions. If a more detailed explanation 
is needed to satisfy the family, it should be provided in 
response to specific questions on the same basis as explanations 
are provided to other requesters who have questions. If casualty 
affairs representatives are going to supplement FOIA responses, 
they should use the same materials that are available to all 
requesters • under the POIA, all requesters must be treated 
alike. If the military departments or ost> develop special 
publications, they could be used in litigation to 1JUggest that 
other requesters are being treated unfairly. On the other hand, 
the military departments perhaps could provide more infonaation, 
including the existing materials, to the families through the 
casualty affairs representatives. This could include information 
about what to expect when the families file a POIA request. PA 
could help with thill, but it should not be aeen as a POIA matter. 

(5) We also have reservations about recommendation 4.d. on page 
46. There is no reason why the military departments should not 
discuss their release procedures to try to make them consistent. 
However, the differences may result from different organizational 
structures and functions in the individual Military Departments. 
The concern for releaae of information under the POIA should not 
force the Departments into changes in functiona and operations 
that are leas efficient or leas satisfactory for other reasons. 
Reviewing may be a good idea, but the result may not be 
uniformity in releue procedures. 

Except for the matters diacuaaed above, we believe that both 
the draft report and .the draft instruction are very well done. 
After you receive the comments from other agencies with whom you 
have coordinated, pleue forward thi8 action to us for additional 
review and formal coordination. 

~-~/
Deputy ~~l 

(Personnel r. Health Policy) 

cc: 	 DGC(IG) 

DGC(LC) 
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Armed Forces Institute of Pathology Comments 


DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
AllMED FOllCES INSTTT\ITI O' PATMOLQGY 

WASHlftGTDIC. DC 2D3Dl-ICICIO 

·-·- 22 November 1995AFIP-CME 

MEMORANDUM FOR Mr. Joel L. Leson, Auiat.U Inspector General for Criminal 
Investigative Policy and Oversight, Office of the Inspector 
General. Department of Defense, 400 Army Navy Drive, 
Arlington, VA 22202-2884 

SUBJECT: Review of Draft Report on Oversight Review of Department of Defense 
Policies .,d Procedures for Death lnveatlgatlona .,d Proposed 
Department of Defense Instruction 5506.XX. 

1. Aa reQUutad, two members of my staff and I have reviewed the ancloMd draft 
report and proposed Department of Defense Instruction. Bath documents .. well
written and no substantive change& are recommended for uctlons pertaining to 
the Armed Forces Medical Examiner System. 

2. The following corrections or comments, by page number end paragraph, are 
given for your canaideration: 

- Page 11, paragraph 1: !!:!! American Board of Pathology 
- Page 18, paragraph 2: The latest version of NClS-3 contains• c:hecklilt 

for death kwutlgatlona. including deaths of children. 
- Page 24, paragraph 1: NCIS hal a manual and chacklilt, NCIS-3, as well 

• a Family Ulliaon Program. 
- Page 24, Recommendations 2 end 3: Beaed upon comments above, 

modification of rac::ommandatlona may be indicated. 
- PropoMd DoD lnsuuctlon 5506.XX, paragraph D.3.: Armed Forces 

Institute of Pathology (AFIP}. 

3. If there are questions concerning the commenta, pleua contact me at 202
782-2626. 

~ 
Armed Forces Medical Examiner 

Endosures 
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Appendix A 

PUBUC LAW 103-160-NOV. 30, 1993 

$EC, 1185, INVESTJGAIIQNS OF DEATHS OF MEMBERS OF IRE ARMED 
FQRCES ROM SELF-JNH.ICIED CAVSf"Ji 

(a) SECRETARY OF DEFENSE TO REVIEW DEATH JNVFSl'IGATION 
PROCEDURES. - (1) The Secretary of Defense shall review the procedures of 
the military departments for investigating deaths of members of the Armed 
Forces that may have resulted from self-inflicted causes. The Secretary 
shall complete the review not later than 1wie 30, 1994. 

(2) Not later than July 15, 1994, the Secretary shall submit to the 
Committees on Armed Services of the Senate and House of Representatives 
a report on the results of such review. The report may include any 
recommendations for legislation that the Secretary considers appropriate. 

(3) Not later than October 1, 1994, the Secretary shall prescribe 
regulations governing the investigation of deaths of members of the Armed 
Forces that may have resulted from self-inflicted causes. The regulations 
shall include a date by which the Secretaries of the military departments are 
required to implement the regulations. 

(b) INSPECTOR GENERAL TO REVIEW CERTAIN DEAm 
INVESTIGATIONS. - (1) Upon a request that meets the requirements of 
paragraph (3), the Inspector General of the Department of Defense shall 
review each investigation conducted by a Department of Defense 
investigative organii.ation of the death of a member of the Armed Forces 
who, while serving on active duty during the period described in 
paragraph (2), died from a cause detennined to be self-inflicted. 

(2) The period referred to in paragraph (1) is the period that
(A) begins on January 1, 1982; and 
(B) ends on the date specified in the regulations prescribed 

under subsection (a)(3) as the deadline for the implementation of such 
regulations by the Secretaries of the military departments. 

(3) Any of the family members of a member of the Armed Forces 
referred to in paragraph (1) may request a review under paragraph (1). The 
request must· be received by the Secretary of the military department 
concerned not later than one year after the date referred to in 
paragraph (2)(B) and shall contain or describe specific evidence of a material 
deficiency in the previous investigation. 

(4) If the Inspector General determines that a previous investigation 
of a death was deficient in a material respect, the Inspector General shall 
conduct any additional investigation that the Inspector General considers 
necessary to determine the cause of that death. 

(S) The Inspector General shall submit to the Secretary of the 
military department concerned a report on the results of each review 
conducted under paragraph (1) and each additional investigation conducted 
under paragraph ( 4) as a result of that review. . 

(6) The Secretary of the military department concerned, consistent 
with other applicable law, shall take such corrective actions with regard to 
matters contained in the report as the Secretary considers appropriate. 

Reports, 

Regulations 
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(7) To the same extent that fatality repons may be furnished to 
family members under section 1072 of the National Defense Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 1993 (Public Law 102-484; 106 Stat. 2508; 
10 U.S.C. 113 note), the Inspector General, after consultation with the 
Secretary of the military department concerned, shall provide a copy of the 
Inspector General's report on the review of a death investigation to each of 
the family members who requested the review. 

(c) DEFINITIONS. - In this section: 
(1) The term •active duty• has the meaning given such term 

in section lOl(d)(l) of title 10, United States Code. 
(2) The term •family members• has the meaning given such 

tenn in section 1072(c)(2) of the National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 1993 (Public Law 1-2-484; 106 Stat. 2510; 10 U.S.C. 133 
note). 

(d) APPLICABILITY TO COAST GUARD - The Secretary of 
Transportation shall implement with rapect to the Coast Guard the 
requirements that are imposed by this section on the Secretary of Defense 
and the Inspector General of the Department of Defense. 
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APPENDIXB 


WASHINGTON. a.c. %0301 

19 JAR 1SS4. 

ME:MORANDtlM FOR 	SE~ OF '?RE MII..r.:AJtY Dn'Alt'I'MllrrS 
ASSUTAH'l' SECRETARY OF DUENSE (HEALTH AFFAIRS) 
ASS%STAH'1' S!:CETAllY OF DE!'ENSE (PERSONNEI. AllD 

UAmm:!S)
CCHFmOUD 
GEHDAL c:cmm:I, 
IHSPEC'l'OR c:ng:u. 
ASS%S'%AH'? ':O 'DIE SEc:m:DRY OF m:t'!!NSE FOR 

IZGJ:SLA!?IVE UTAmS 
DIDc:rmt OF ~OH ARD MANAGEMENT 

~~= Department af Defense Cmlpliance with Sacticm uss af 
the Haticmal Defense Authc:izaticm Act far Fiscal "tear 
1994 (Pul:)l.j.c I.aw 103-160) 

Prier tc the enac:tmmt af the sW:rjact law, 40 Hamers af 
ccmc;ress raquutacl t!mt a Baard af Speci•J %nqai:y be utal>lished 
far the pm:pcse af raviawi.DV 1:ba evidence in cases of disputacl
sui.cides of Senica llllmba:s. Bawever, in light af tbe direction 
qivan to the DaD in Sactiml UBS af P.L. 103-160 (copy tmc:lcsed),
I have decided :mn: ta astabl isb a Baarcl af Special lZlqUi:y, but 
to direct the fallowinq acticms: 

• 	 ':he Inspac=ar Ganaral, Departmmt a:f Dafanse, will 
=mchu:t the review and =a:t the rap=t raqui:ad by 
Secticm 1185(&). !he Sec:ata:i9s a:f tha Kilita:y 
Departmmts will p:avida c:c:mmaants cm tha rapcrt prior 
tc its tmlmli•sicm tc the Sec:rata:y ~ Defense far 
rel.au• ta the Bcmle and. senate Cnmni :t:tw cm A:med 
servicu. 

• 	 ':ha Impactar Genm:'al., DaD, will !Ha the p:apcment 
f c:sr the Sec::atm:y af Defanse f c:sr 4aval.apmlmt af 
the ra;ulatiam raquind 1'y Sacticm 1115 (a) • ':he 
secra1:aria af tbe IW.itary Depart:mants will review 
and p:avi4e c 1 IP'menta, as appl.ica121•, cm the prcpased
ra;ulaticms. Din;:cuments will m rual.vad by the 
Gane:al cmmsel, DaD. 

e 	 '?he Sac:etarias of tbe JWJ.t:ary Depart:mmts will 
~m: to the Xnspec:tm: General., l>oll, within l.O days
of :acaipt, all writta reque.sts cnnq>lyincJ with 
secticm uas ():) > (3> that ideJltUy invastiqaucms
previauSly ccnduct:acl by Defense crlld.nal invSS-..iqative 
or;anizaticms. Requests fc:sr reviews in cases Where a 
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Defense c:ri'minaJ investigative arganizaticm did not 
c:cnduct the deatb inves1:iqatic:m should be identified 
as such and referred tc the Inspectar General, DoD, fer 
review in c:mmec:tic:m with i:mplementatian af Sect:imi 
uss (a). Additicmal.ly, the sec:rataries af the Military 
Departmmts will expedite the de.livery af all investi 
qative and other clc=mentaticm related to the cases fer 
review by the Inapectar General, Don. 

• 	 ~ Inspac:ar General, DoD, will pravide a repart an 
his review of a particzUar case to the Secretary of the 
Military Department c:cmca:ned. '?he Xnspectar General, 
DoD, ~ =nsultaticm with the Sec:reta:y af the 
Kilita:y l>epar'Cmmt =mce::nad., sb•ll·p:avide a ccpy 
af tha :apart tc the fnd ly memba:s who raquer...ad the 
review. 

• 	 The Sac:ratary af the HUita:y Dapart::umt c:cnce..~ed 
will ta.lea c:m::ac:tive actians, as apprapriata. 

Yam- =cperati= in usistim; tba DcD in the affective 
impltmentaticm af sac:t:ic:m uas af P.I.. l.03-160 is appreciated. 
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APPENDIXC 


Policy and Procedure Documents Reviewed* 


Departmentof Pefense 

• 	 DoD Directive (DoDD) 6010.16, "Armed Forces Medical Examiner 
System," March 8, 1988. Established the Armed Forces Medical 
Examiner System, the system chartered to conduct scientific forensic 
investigations, including autopsies, of Service members on active duty or 
on active duty for training, civilians, and dependents of military members. 

De,partment of the Arm.v 

• 	 Army Regulation (AR) 40-2, "Army Medical Treatment Facilities 
General Administration," March 3, 1978. Establishes policies and sets 
forth general administrative provisions for the operation of Army medical 
treatment facilities. 

• 	 AR 40-57, "Armed Forces Medical Examiner System," January 1991. 
Implements the criteria and policy presented in DoDD 6010.16, the Joint 
Medical Examiner System Regulation. 

• 	 AR 195-2, "Criminal Investigation Activities," October 30, 1985. 
Includes a detailed description of the authority, jurisdictional 
considerations and responsibilities, or the lack thereof, surrounding the 
conduct of criminal investigations within the Department of the Army. 
Assigns the USACIDC responsibility for investigating all noncombatant 
deaths to the extent necessary to determine whether criminality is 
involved. 

• 	 AR 195-S, "Evidence Procedures," August 28, 1992. Standards for 
receiving, processing, safeguarding and disposing of physical evidence 
acquired by USACIDC special agents and by the military police in 
performing their duties. 

• 	 U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command Regulation (USACIDR) 
195-1, "Criminal Investigation Operational Procedures," October 1, 
1994. Sets forth policy and procedure for criminal investigative 
operations and supporting programs. Internal to the USACIDC and 
contains technical and operational information that is For Official Use 

* 	 The policy and procedure documents reviewed are those that governed DoD 
criminal investigations of death cases at the time of our review. Some of these 
documents have subsequently been updated and reissued as noted in Part m, 
Management Comments. 
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Only. Discusses death case investigations, including notifications to be 
made in death cases, information that is included specifically in various 
reports, and the USACIDC involvement in casualty affairs. Provides for 
supervisory considerations in death investigations, including psychological 
autopsies, autopsy authority for soldiers and others who are not members 
of the military services, involvement with installation casualty working 
groups, access to medical records and processing of property of deceased 
individuals. Requires that all death investigations be approached and 
conducted as though the death was a homicide until criminal causality is 
ruled out. 

• 	 Army Field Manual (FM) 19-20, "Law Enforcement Investigations," 
November 1985. Basic procedures for investigating reports of death by 
various means (i.e., gunshot, stabbing, hanging, poisons, etc.). A guide 
for special agents to use in applying investigative skills and techniques. 
Used by the U.S. Army Military Police School (USAMPS) during the 
Basic USACIDC Agent Course. New information or techniques 
developed since the issuance of the FM are covered through instruction 
during the Apprentice Special Agent's Course at USAMPS. 

Department of the Nayy 

• 	 Secretary of the Navy Instruction SS20.3B, "Criminal and Security 
Investigations and Related Activities Within the Department of the 
Navy," January 4, 1993. Assigns the Naval Criminal Investigative 
Service (NCIS) jurisdiction and responsibility for conducting criminal 
investigations within the Department of the Navy. 

• 	 Navy Bureau of Medicine and Surgery Instruction 5360.26, "Armed 
Forces Medical Examiner System," February 1, 1991. Implements the 
policy and criteria in DoDD 6010.16. 

• 	 The NCIS Manual for Investigations, Volume 3 (NCIS-3), Chapter 
30, Death Investigations," February 23, 1989. Prescribes policy and 
procedures for criminal investigative operations. Internal to the NCIS and 
contains technical and operational information that is For Official Use 
Only. Includes a detailed discussion on death investigations, including 
jurisdictional considerations, death scene investigation, the Armed Forces 
Medical Examiner System, psychological autopsy and psychological 
profiling, and reporting requirements. Discusses the NCIS special agent 
relationship with the pathologist and the Casualty Assistance Officer. 
Requires that each death investigation be conducted in a thorough manner 
and approached as though it was a homicide until criminal causality is 
ruled out. 
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• 	 NCIS Policy Document Number 93-23, "Criminal Investigations 
(Death Investigations)," October 13, 1993. Establishes NCIS reporting 
requirements for death investigations. 

• 	 NCIS Policy Document Number 94-08, "Criminal Investigations 
(Marine Security Guard Investigations)," April 18, 1994. Establishes 
policy for death investigations involving Marine Security Guard personnel 
assigned to overseas embassies where NCIS has no presence. 

• 	 NCIS Policy Document Number 94-16, "Criminal Investigations 
(Death Investigations)," July 19, 1994. Establishes policy for 
investigating unattended deaths. 

Department of the Air Force 

• 	 Air Force Regulation (AFR) 23-18, Organization and Mission-Field, 
"Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI)," May 1, 1989. 
Authorizes the AFOSI to conduct criminal investigations and 
counterintelligence operations. Includes •Economic and General Crimes 
Investigations, Antiterrorism and Special Investigative Services" related to 
all US Air Force activities and to certain DoD elements overseas. The 
AFOSI is responsible for investigating alleged major crimes against 
people and property, including death investigations. 

• 	 AFR 160-99, "Armed Forces Medical Examiner System," February 1, 
1991. Implements the policy and criteria in DoDD 6010.16. 

• 	 AFOSI Regulation (AFOSIR) 124-14, "Evidence Handling 
Procedures," July 29, 1991. Sets forth policy for ensuring the integrity 
of evidence in Air Force custody. Has guidance for ensuring that all 
evidence collected is positively identifiable, strictly accounted for, and 
properly safeguarded. 

• 	 AFOSIR 124-18, "Forensic Science Laboratories," April 20, 1990. 
Addresses the capabilities of forensic laboratory se!'vices available to the 
Air Force. 

• 	 AFOSIR 124-21, "Report Writing," January 31, 1991. Sets forth the 
AFOSI policy for investigative report writing. 

• 	 AFOSIR 124-46 (C3), "Crimes Against Persons," December 15, 1992. 
Sets forth policy and procedure for investigating death that result from 
various causes and manners. Includes a detailed procedural discussion 
concerning the investigation of deaths resulting from cutting, chopping, 
stabbing, gunshot, asphyxiation and other means. Discusses special agent 
response to notifications and warns that delays can cause unwarranted 
disturbances of the crime scene by persons not trained in or cognizant of 
the need for scene protection. Discusses crime scene management, 
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autopsy considerations for agents, and lists investigative steps to identify 
unknown remains. Under suicide heading, sets forth procedural 
information for self-inflicted deaths resulting from firearms, hanging, 
jumping or falling, and carbon monoxide. Includes a detailed discussion 
on conducting interviews during investigations of suspected suicides. 
Cautions agents against presuming that a death is a suicide merely because 
of appearances. Discusses murders disguised as suicides, as well as 
suicides disguised as murders. Also has a section on accidental autoerotic 
deaths. 

• Memorandum from the Commander, AFOSI, September 13, 1994. 
Supplements AFOSIR 124-46 guidance with specific information on 
conducting investigations of suspected suicides and dealing with family 
members during the investigations. Recommends that investigators 
interview family members to ensure they understand the AFOSI 
investigative role. (The AFOSI is in the process of developing additional 
guidance that will encourage continuing contact with the family during the 
investigation so the family will better understand the importance the 
AFOSI places on ensuring thorough investigations.) 

• AFOSIR 124-81, "Interviews and Interrogations," October 8, 1987. 
Basic guidance for conducting interviews and interrogations, advising 
suspects of their rights, granting immunity, and conducting witness 
interviews. Describes procedures for including information developed 
during interviews in written statements. 

• AFOSIR 124-82, "Search and Seizure," January 4, 1985. Sets forth 
legal requirements, policy and guidance for obtaining evidence through 
the use of search and seizure. 

• AFOSI Pamphlet (AFOSIP) 124-53, "WJ.tnea Interviews," 
September 15, 1988. Guidance and suggestions for conducting 
investigative interviews. (General procedures and techniques. Not 
directive in nature.) 

• AFOSIP ~' "Preparation of Casts and Molds and the Colledion 
of Residue Prints," March 1, 1979. A guide for collecting, recording 
and preserving shoe and tire impressions, tool marks and residue prints. 
Describes how to make casts and molds with different mediums. Includes 
guidance on packaging evidence, casts and molds, and the types of 
examinations that can be performed by crime laboratories. 

• AFOSIP 124-69, "Crime Scene Processing and Photography," 
March 23, 1979. Guidance for processing and sketching a crime scene, 
performing initial crime scene search, and photographing evidence. 
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APPENDIXD 


SITES VISITED AND AGENCIES CONTACTED 


OFFICE OF 1JIE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 


• 	 Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness), 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Requirements and Resources) 
Pentagon, Washington, D.C.* . 

• 	 Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Environmental 
Security), Assistant Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Safety and 
Environmental Health), Arlington, Virginia 

• 	 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management Policy), 
Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 

• 	 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs), Pentagon, 
Washington, D.C. 

• 	 Office of the General Counsel, DoD, Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 

• 	 Headquarters, Defense Finance and Accounting Service, Arlington, 
Virginia* 

• 	 Defense Finance and Accounting Service, Cleveland Center, Cleveland, 
Ohio* 

• 	 Defense Finance and Accounting Service, Kansas City Center, Kansas 
City, Missouri* 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

• 	 Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Manpower and Reserve 
Affairs) 

• 	 Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel Command, Pentagon, Washington, 
D.C.* 

• 	 Office of the Judge Advocate General of the Army, Pentagon, 
Washington, D. C. 

• 	 Office of the Surgeon General of the Army, Falls Church, Virginia* 

• 	 Casualty and Memorial Affairs Operations Center, U.S. Army Total 
Army Personnel Command, Alexandria, Virginia 
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• 	 Headquarters, U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command, Falls 
Church, Virginia 

• 	 Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, Washington, D.C. 

• 	 U.S. Army Safety Office, Pentagon, Washington, D.C.* 

• 	 Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, D.C. 

• 	 U.S. Army Military Police School, Fort McClellan, Alabama 

• 	 Headquarters, Forces Command, Fort McPherson, Georgia* 

• 	 U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Laboratory, Fort Gillem, Georgia 

• 	 Office of the Adjutant General, Headquarters, XVIII Airborne Corps, 
Fort Bragg, North Carolina* 

• 	 Administrative Law Division, Headquarters, XVIII Airborne Corps, Fort 
Bragg, North Carolina 

• 	 U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command, District Office, Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina 

• 	 Casualty Area Command, Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

• 	 Womack Army Medical Center, Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

• 	 528th Mental Health Clinic, Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

• 	 Brooke Army Medical Center, Fort Sam Houston, Texas* 

• 	 U.S. Army Safety Center, Command, Fort Rucker, Alabama* 

• Huachuca Casualty Area Command, Fort Huachuca, Arizona* 

DEPARTMENT OF TfJE NAvY 

• 	 Bureau of Naval Personnel, Arlington, Virginia 

• 	 Office of the Staff Judge Advocate of the Navy, Alexandria, Virginia 

• 	 Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Manpower and Reserve Affairs, 
Headquarters, Marine Corps, Arlington, Virginia* 

• 	 Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Arlington, Virginia 

• 	 Headquarters, Naval Criminal Investigative Service, Washington, D.C. 

* Contacted by telephone 
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• 	 Office of the Surgeon General of the Navy, Arlington, Virginia* 

• 	 Office of the Inspector General, U.S. Marine Corps, Arlington, Virginia 

• 	 Navy Occupational Health and Safety Office, Arlington, Virginia* 

• 	 Casualty Section, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, Arlington, Virginia 

• 	 Navy Housing Office, Arlington, Virginia* 

• 	 Naval Criminal Investigative Service Forensic Laboratory, Norfolk, 
Virginia 

• 	 Navy Safety Center, Norfolk, Virginia* 

• 	 The Basic School, Marine Corps University, Marine Corps Combat 
Development Command, Quantico, Virginia* 

• 	 Marine Corps Safety Office, Headquarters, Marine Corps, Arlington, 
Virginia* 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 

• 	 Office of the Secretary of the Air Force, Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 

• 	 Headquarters, Air Force Office of Special Investigations, Bolling Air 
Force Base, Washington, D.C. 

• 	 Air Force Safety Office, Pentagon, Washington, D.C.* 

• 	 Office of the Air Force Surgeon General, Andrews Air Force Base, 
Maryland* 

• 	 Air Force Office of Special Investigations Academy, Andrews Air Force 
Base, Maryland 

• 	 Air Force Military Personnel Center, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 

• 	 Headquarters, Air Combat Command, Langley Air Force Base, Virginia* 

• 	 Air Force Office of Special Investigations Detachment, Andrews Air 
Force Base, Maryland 

OTHER 

• 	 Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Serviceman's Group Life 

Insurance, New Jersey* 


• 	 Department of Veterans Affairs, Advisory Review Staff, Benefits Section, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania* 
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• 	 Federal Bureau of Investigation, Behavioral Science Unit, Quantico, 
Virginia 

• 	 Federal Bureau of Investigation, Training Academy, Quantico, Virginia 

• 	 Federal Law Enforcement Training Center, Brunswick, Georgia 

• 	 Ann Arundel County Police Department, Annapolis, Maryland* 

• 	 Maryland State Police, Annapolis, Maryland* 

• 	 Arlington County Police Department, Homicide Division, Arlington, 
Virginia* 

• 	 Fairfax County Police Department, Homicide Division, Fairfax City, 
Virginia 

• 	 Montgomery County Police Department, Homicide Division, Rockville, 
Maryland* 

• 	 Prince Georges County Police Department, Homicide Division, Upper 
Marlboro, Maryland* 

• 	 Prince William County Police Department, Violent Crimes Division, 
Prince William County, Virginia 

• 	 New York City Police Department, New York, New York* 

• 	 Philadelphia Police Department, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania* 

• 	 Chicago Police Department, Chicago, Illinois* 

• 	 Baltimore City Police Department, Baltimore, Maryland* 

• 	 Center for Loss and Life Transition, Fort Collins, Colorado* 
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APPENDIXE 


U.S. Army Oiminpl Investiption <)unmand 

The U.S. Army Military Police School (USAMPS), Fort McClellan, 
Alabama, is responsible for providing basic and advanced training to law 
enforcement personnel in the Army. The Marine Corps also sends its 
investigative personnel to USAMPS to complete basic investigative training. 
The USAMPS courses include basic training for military police, basic and 
advanced courses for military police commissioned and non-commissioned 
officers, provost marshals investigators and USACIDC special agents. 

Basic Traininz Pmmm. The USAMPS Apprentice Special Agents 
Course is 15 weeks in length. It is basic investigative training for USACIDC 
special agents, students from foreign military services and German National 
investigators employed by the USACIDC in Germany. The course syllabus 
includes criminal law, crime scene processing, testimonial and physical evidence 
collection, discussion of investigative procedures for all categories of major 
crime, investigative report writing procedures, special investigative techniques, 
and a variety of military topics. The course is devoted to providing basic 
investigative skills to new criminal investigators who will be involved in 
investigations of criminal offenses defined as serious by the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice (UCMJ). 

Students are instructed by lecture, discussion, demonstration, 
performance, audiovisual (TV/film/slide) presentations, seminar sessions, 
laboratories, and field exercises. Student progress is evaluated through 
comprehensive written examinations on each major area of instruction, report 
writing performance tests, performance evaluations, practical field exercises, 
applied techniques laboratory exercises, faculty observation, and participation in 
all firearms, defensivr.. tactics and physical training activities. 

Several buildings at the USAMPS have been converted into crime scene 
rooms that provide several crime scene scenarios, including death scenes. By 
the end of the 15 week course, students process the crime scenes and are 
evaluated on their proficiency. The individual blocks of instruction are: 

• 36 hours of instruction in law and legal issues. Four hours of this 
instruction cover military justice, during which the students are taught to identify 
the relationships among assigned legal and investigative personnel in a court
martial, functions and actions of the several different types of courts in the 
courts-martial system and the authority of the members of the court. 
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•• 4 hours of instruction in law. Students are taught to 
determine investigative responsibility and jurisdiction in accordance with the 
UCMJ and Army Regulation 195-2, pertinent case law and hypothetical factual 
situations. Students are taught (1) the source ofUSACIDC authority, 
(2) military jurisdiction over persons, offenses and territorial areas, (3) whether 
civilian offenders may be investigated or apprehended for criminal offenses, and 
(4) how to properly utilizing military personnel in civilian law enforcement 
matters without violating the Posse Commitatus Act. 

•• 8 hours of instruction on crimes. Student are taught to 
distinguish among crimes and defenses, with an emphasis on those crimes for 
which the USACIDC has investigative jurisdiction. 

•• The remaining instruction includes 4 hours on confessions 
and admissions, 6 hours on search and seizure law, and instruction on testifying 
at courts, boards, and administrative hearings. 

• 49 hours on interviews and interrogation. Students are required to 
collect and document testimonial evidence and prepare type-written statements 
during a series of simulared interviews and interrogations. They are also 
introduced to the sensitivity issues involved in obtaining testimonial evidence 
from sex crimes victims, their families, witnesses and suspects of sex crimes. 
Students are taught to identify verbal and nonverbal stress-induced behavior by 
observing simulated interviews and interrogations. They also are taught how to 
evaluate specific offenses and employ proper witness or subject 
interview /interrogation methods to obtain sufficient information to support the 
elements of proof for specific offenses. The remainder of the instruction 
introduces the students to using investigative hypnosis and polygraph to support 
investigations. 

• 5 weeks on physical evidence collection and crime scene 
processing. This instruction is critical for each student's final crime scene 
processing practical exercise and emphasizes awareness that the opportunity to 
process a crime scene for physical evidence is only available one time. 

• Crime scene processing. Students are expected to complete several 
learning objectives-(1) note taking, (2) crime scene sketching, (3) physical 
evidence collection, (4) initiating and maintaining chain-of-custody for evidence, 
(5) preparing and submitting a crime laboratory examination request, 
(6) recording and accounting for evidence, (7) packaging evidence for shipment,· 
and (8) disposing of evidence. Students are expected to: 

•• Take investigative notes, in the prescribed format, and to 
record times, dates, places, events, observations, actions and other pertinent 
facts relating to the investigation. 

•• Complete sketches of the crime scene as supplements to the 
notes, with each sketch being as independent as possible. Rough sketches are 
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not drawn to scale but must depict accurate measurements and triangulation of 
evidence. 

•• Collect physical evidence at the crime scene and apply an 
evidence tag, permanently mark evidence, for future identification, with initials, 
time and date of acquisition, and then properly package the item for shipment. 
Students are also taught how to process deceased human remains and how to 
properly release the remains to the morgue or appropriate medical facility. 

•• Prepare the proper forms to ensure chain-of-custody for 
evidence. 

•• Learn the duties of the evidence custodian and how to keep 
an evidence ledger. 

•• Prepare and submit crime laboratory examination requests in 
order to learn proper procedures for preparing and transporting evidence to the 
USACil... 

•• Properly dispose of evidence after it has been determined to 
be of no evidential value. 

• 33 hours on physical evidence. Students are instructed in 
preserving footwear and toolmark impressions, processing questioned documents 
and processing fingerprint evidence. In each instruction module, students 
participate in practical exercises where they are taught the most advanced 
methods for casting impressions, obtaining exemplars for and handling 
questioned documents and developing la.tent fingerprints. Similarly, students are 
instructed in preserving, packaging and transporting physical evidence. 

• Crime scene photography. Students are taught the proper 
techniques for photographing a crime scene. They are instructed in operating 
modem photographic equipment and are required to photograph a simulated 
crime scene during a practical exercise. The photographs are developed and 
evaluated. 

• 32 hours on Crimes Against Persons Investigations. Students are 
instructed on the major considerations in all injury cases, including initial crime 
scene considerations and how to identify the six presumptive signs of life in a 
victim. They are also taught the various causes and manners of death, and why 
investigators must avoid making pronouncements concerning cause and manner 
of death until after the formal determinations. Students must become familiar 
with medicolegal systems, detective-physician relations, postmortem changes, 
bone identification, and the medicolegal autopsy. They are taught to recognize 
injuries such as blunt force, sharp force, vehicles, gunshot wounds, and shotgun 
wounds. They also must learn about death by asphyxia, conflagration deaths, 
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electrocution deaths, sex-related deaths and sex crimes, and death by poison. 
Other crimes against persons, such as robbery, assault and aggravated assault are 
also discussed. 

• Final practical exercise-processing a death scene. Students are 
required to demonstrate the knowledge and skills developed during the training 
program. The practical exercise is graded and successful completion is 
compulsory for graduation from the school. Included in the graded material is a 
20 step outline of the techniques for crime scene processing. Students are 
required to demonstrate accurate note taking and initial notification recording, 
including conditions upon arrival at the crime scene, the weather conditions, 
physical location of the scene and the identity of anyone at the scene. The notes 
must record each step in processing the scene, including the identification and 
processing of all evidence, and a crime scene sketch that includes the exact 
location of evidence and important items by triangulation. The sketch must 
include the additional triangulation required in all death scenes. Students must 
record photographic data, identify steps t.aken by medical personnel if medical 
personnel are required at a crime scene, and steps t.aken to examine locations 
beyond the crime scene. 

The USAMPS maintains, to the best of its ability within budget 
constraints, state-of-the-art equipment for student use. The premise is to train 
apprentice agents in the most current methods with equipment they will be using 
in field assignments. For example, for casting impressions, the spray paint and 
dental plaster method is taught instead of the older lacquer and plaster of paris 
method. The newer method is easier, quicker and produces superior results. In 
the crime scene photography module, the USAMPS uses a new 35mm camera 
that is scheduled to replace cameras in use by USACIDC field elements since 
1974. For fingerprint processing, the •superglue• method is taught. 

When the new USACIDC agent returns to his or her unit, he or she goes 
through a period of probation. The agent is assigned to work with an 
experienced agent(s), perform tasks as directed and assist the experienced 
agents. All duties performed by the new agent at a crime scene are closely 
supervised and monitored by the experienced agent. 

Warrant Officer Trainin&. The USAMPS also conducts basic and 
advanced Warrant Officer courses. These courses are for special agents who 
have been promoted to the warrant officer ranks and accepted greater 
responsibilities. Warrant Officer course attendees are or will be USACIDC 
team leaders and operations officers, and will fill progressively higher positions 
where they will be responsible for the investigative activity of subordinate 
agents. These courses concentrate on the management of serious and sensitive 
criminal investigations, which include by their very nature, death investigations. 
The USAMPS also presents several other topical seminars throughout the year 
based on need or interest. 
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In-Service Trainjna. The USACIDC in-service training program is 
conducted under two headings: (1) Determinate Training-to meet training needs 
that can be forecasted, but the final attendee selection list and funding is 
controlled by the USACIDC headquarters, and (2) Discretionary Training-to 
meet training needs that can be forecasted, but controlled by the major 
subordinate USACIDC field units. 

• Determinate Training. This program addresses various law 
enforcement and military topics. A program focused specifically on death 
investigations is a fellowship that results in a Masters degree in forensic science 
from The George W uhington University in conjunction with training at the 
AFIP. Following graduation from that course, the special agent is committed to 
serving a minimum of 3 years in the death investigation speciality program. The 
USACIDC presently has six billets designated for graduates of that program. 
Those positions are located at USACIDC headquarters and USAMPS, and four 
major subordinate USACIDC locations. The specially trained agents advise 
other agents who are conducting death investigations and provide on-site 
assistance and advice at death scenes. These agents are also responsible for 
reviewing all reports of investigation, within their areas of responsibility, that 
pertain to deaths investigated by the USACIDC. The agents assigned to 
USACIDC headquarters is also available to advise and assist, and is responsible 
for reviewing all USACIDC death investigations. The special agent assigned to 
USAMPS is the senior instructor for the 5 week forensics, criminalistics, 
evidence procedures and crime scene search portions of the Apprentice Special 
Agent Course. There are six AFIP graduates who have fulfilled their 3 year 
commitments and are progressing to positions of greater responsibility. Those 
graduates are still available to advise and assist in death investigations. 

• Discretionary Training. This program includes (1) mobile 
training courses, i.e., courses provided by traveling teams from organizations 
like the USACil.. and the AFIP, (2) local area training provided by local, state 
and Federal organizations in the same geographical area as USACIDC units, 
(3) other vendor training, such as the homicide investigation course offered by 
the Institute of Police Technology and Management, University of North 
Florida, and (4) training provided by agents in USACIDC units. Not all of this 
training pertains to the investigation of death. The topics include other law 
enforcement and military subjects, and depend on agent needs as identified by 
subordinate commanders or special agents in charge. 

Advanced Trainina. The USACIDC participates in two special courses 
in the United Kingdom sponsored by Scotland Y arcl. One course, attended by a 
warrant officer special agent, provides advance training in investigative theory 
and tactics used by Scotland Yarcl and its sister organizations. Another course, 
reserved for an enlisted special agents, offers extensive training in the 
application of forensic science and processing of crime scenes. 

Leadership training is also available to USACIDC special agents who 

occupy or will occupy management positions in the command. Leadership 
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training, although not focused on death investigations, discusses management of 
all functions performed by an investigative organization. Examples of leadership 
training include the Warrant Officer Basic and Advance Courses and the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation National Academy. 

Another area of specialized training utiliz.es the Soldiers Manual and 
Trainer's Guide for Military Occupation Skill 95D, Special Agent (Soldiers 
Manual). A local commander or special agent in charge may establish a training 
program within the unit. To maintain proficiency in a speciaJhed area, the agent 
must accomplish certain tasks. The Manual also contains a mechanism for 
scoring an agent's efforts as he/she accomplishes each sub-task. An example of 
tasks to be accomplished in this training program is the processing of a simulated 
crime scene. The Soldiers Manual and Trainer's Guide discusses in detail the 
steps, or sub-tasks, an agent must accomplish in various disciplines. There are 
several standardi7.ed training objectives in the Soldiers Manual that are pertinent 
to this study. A discussion of the tasks follows: 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0110 - Determine 
Investigative Responsibility/Jurisdiction. The agent is given a scenario of 
several criminal offenses, and must determine whether the USACIDC has 
investigative authority and jurisdiction for each complaint received and, where 
appropriate, make referrals in accordance with AR 195-2, USACIDR 195-1, and 
FM 19-20. 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0120 - Photograph Crime 
Scene. The agent must photograph an entire mock crime scene and all evidence 
before it is disturbed. The photographs must include all areas of the crime 
scene, be in focus, and clearly depict subject matter. 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0121 - Sketch Crime Scene. 
Agents must complete a rough sketch of a crime scene to document the position 
of all evidence before it is collected within 60 minutes. The sketch must contain 
accurate measurements and triangulation that could facilitate reconstruction of 
the scene at any future date. 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0122 - Collect Physical 
Evidence. The agent must collect all pertinent physical evidence from each 
crime scene. They are equipped with all supplies required to collect, record, 
preserve and safeguard physical evidence. They must properly collect and 
preserve latent fingerprints, hair and fiber evidence, bloodstain evidence, 
firearms evidence, and glass fragment evidence. 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0123 - Preserve 
Impressions. Agents must demonstrate proficiency in photographing a footprint 
at a crime scene, and preserving the footprint by preparing a cast. 
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• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0124- Collect Questioned 
Document. Agents must collect and preserve a handwritten note for possible 
comparison. 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-125 - Obtain Handwriting 
Exemplars and Standards. The agent must collect •mown writings" as standards 
for specimens of the subject's normal handwriting. 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0126 - Initiate and Maintain 
Chain of Custody of Evidence. The agent must initiate and maintain chain of 
custody of evidence collected at a crime scene. It must be recorded on the 
proper forms and must also be relinquished to the evidence custodian making 
proper disposition of the forms. 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0127 - Prepare and Submit 
Crime Laboratory Examination Request. The agent must prepare a request for 
evidence to transmit to USACil.. for examination. The request must be complete 
and clearly written so that the laboratory technician will be able to meet the 
required tum-around time. 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0128 - Field Test for 
Suspected Controlled Substances. Agents are given a controlled substance that 
must be field tested. They must complete all steps, in sequence, for the field 
chemical testing of the substance. Findings must be properly recorded and 
reported. 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0129 - Interview Witnesses 
and Victims. Agents interview a witness and report the interview in the 
narrative form. 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0130- Prepare Agent's 
Investigation Report. Agents must demonstrate proficiency in documenting an 
investigation on the proper form in the report format consistent with directions. 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0132 - Interrogate Suspects 
and Subjects - The agent must demonstrate interrogation techniques, and must 
record the results of the interrogation accurately and completely on the proper 
forms. 

• Soldiers Manual task number 191-390-0133 - Obtain a Sworn 

Statement. Agents must obtain a sworn statement from a witness and record 

same in accordance with USACIDR 195;..1 and FM 19-20. 


All USACIDC special agents are encouraged to take advantage of any 

other specialized training they feel would be beneficial to the mission. They 

may take a variety of courses in topics such as homicide investigation, crime 

scene investigation, or photography, that are offered by Government, state or 

local agencies, or private contractors. 
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We reviewed the USACIDC Apprentice Special Agent's Course. The 
materials used in the class were evaluated, classes were observed in session, and 
instructors were interviewed. Students were observed taking part in the crime 
scene practical exercise, and several were questioned regarding the process. The 
course and teaching materials were comprehensive and should enable students to 
come away with the education, skills and abilities needed to function as special 
agents in the field. 

Naval Criminal lnvestjptiye Serrice 

From the late 1960's until 1984, the NCIS (then the Naval Investigative 
Service) basic agent course (6 to 8 weeks in duration) was conducted by the 
NCIS headquarters in facilities located in the Washington, D .C. metropolitan 
area. Although there was no separate training facility, the training division 
occupied a wing of the headquarters building. Classrooms with audiovisual 
equipment were available for lectures and indoor practical exercises. Outdoor 
and large scale practical exercises were conducted at various Government 
facilities in the local area. Physical fitness, arrest techniques and firearms 
training usually took place at the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Police 
Academy. 

In 1984, the NCIS basic training division moved to the FLETC, 
Brunswick, Georgia. The NCIS operated basic courses there and in 
Washington, D.C., for a while to determine where students received the best 
training. At FLETC, students were integrated into the FLETC basic criminal 
investigator training program (CITP) taught by FLETC instructors and 
instructors from the various Federal agencies. In Washington, D.C., the 
instructors were Headquarters, NCIS desk officers (senior agents) as well as a 
few full time instructors. Both courses were designed to present a general 
overview of criminal investigative procedures. Ultimately, the NCIS opted for 
the CITP with additional NCIS specific training immediately following that 
course. 

The CJTP. The FLETC, a bureau of the Department of the Treasury, is 
the Nation's lead organi:zation for inter-agency training of Federal law 
enforcement personnel, other than special agents of the FBI. Basic and 
advanced training is provided for personnel from 70 participating organizations. 
Over 25,000 students train at the FLETC annually from the 50 States and 
U.S. Territories. All new NCIS special agents participate in the 8 week CITP, a 
course that covers basic law enforcement and investigative training for new 
agents. Among subject areas presented are human behavior, modem 
investigative technology, cultural sensitivity and law, and skills training in 
firearms, physical fitness, arrest techniques and driving. 

The NCIS is the only MCIO that participates in the FLETC program and 
only one of two Federal law enforcement organi:rations there that has a general 
crimes investigative mission. As a result, the CITP does not cover certain 
general crimes investigative areas necessary to prepare NCIS special agents for 
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their duties. For example, the CITP includes only a 2 hour laboratory during 
which students are taught methods for identifying and lifting latent fingetprints, 
and how to cast tire and foot wear impressions at crime scenes. The course does 
not include practical exercises in these areas. 

The CITP cognitive testing system consists of five examinations: three 
legal examinations and two comprehensive examinations. In addition, students 
are expected to complete a series of practical exercises and/or homework 
assignments. Satisfactory completion of all examinations, practical exercises and 
assignments is required for graduation from the CITP. The CITP includes 
specific coverage as follows: 

• 2 hour crime scene practical exercise. The exercise is preceded by 
4 hours of classroom instruction on crime scene processing and 4 hours on 
properly using a 35mm camera. We observed one CITP course given to 18 new 
Deputy U.S. Marshals in which the Marshals took part in a crime scene 
processing practical exercise. This exercise would have been the same or 
similar to those for NCIS agents attending the CITP. The exercise depicted a 
death scene with various items of potential evidence dispersed in the room. On 
arrival at the scene, the class was briefed and divided into six teams. Each team 
had an instructor who explained the crime scene, and identified the location and 
manner in which it was to be processed. 

The practical exercise was limited by design. An instructor advised us 
that the exercise was used to remind students of classroom material covered in 
the previous 4 hours of instruction. Students were instructed not to process the 
evidence, but only to take notes and place evidence tags over what they 
considered evidence. Students used Polaroid cameras (instead of 35 millimeter 
cameras they would use normally at a crime scene) so instructors could provide 
instant feedback regarding photographic technique. Each student was limited to 
20 film exposures, limiting the sequence and number of photographs in each 
sequence. Some students appeared confused about their roles and unfamiliar 
with the equipment in the crime scene kit. At one point a student asked whether 
material used normally for casting impressions was fingerprint powder. 

The practical exercise was not graded because it was meant as an 
introduction to a "raid" exerciSC that takes place at the end of the course. That 
final exercise requires students to plan and execute a •raid,• execute search 
warrants, process a crime scene and prepare for a mock trial. That exercise is 
graded and each student must score at least 70 to pass the course. 

• 18 hours of instruction on interviewing, which includes 6 hours of 
lecture, a 4 hour laboratory, and an 8 hour practical exercise. An example of 
course content includes basic interviewing skills, verbal and nonverbal 
communication, interview planning and question formation. The laboratory and 
practical exercise consist of a series of interviews in which the students interview 
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role players in various situations. The sessions are video taped and each student 
is evaluated on interviewing techniques used, skills developed and overall 
performance. 

• 2 hour lecture introducing students to the criminal investigative 
process and the basic duties of a criminal investigator. Methods and techniques 
used in initiating, conducting and managing an investigation, and the 
investigator's responsibilities are taught. 

• 20 hours of lecture on the principles of search and seizure as 
prescribed by the Fourth Amendment. Other constitutional safeguards are 
identified and explained. Emphasis is placed on proper preparation and 
execution of search warrants, as well as most legal exceptions to the warrant 
requirements. 

• 14 hours on the purpose and procedures for serving a search 
warrant. The instruction includes a 4 hour lecture, 4 hour laboratory, and 
6 hour practical exercise. 

• 3 hour lecture and 1 hour laboratory on the essential elements of 
law enforcement report writing. The instruction emphasizes taking clear, 
accurate, complete, objective and concise law enforcement notes. Students 
observe specific scenarios and prepare investigative notes and narrative reports 
from the notes. 

• 4 hours on crime scene investigation. The instruction covers the 
goals and principles of physical evidence and defines the application of the 
forensic sciences to the criminal investigation. The lecture identifies the goals of 
crime scene management, and the methodologies for recording the crime scene 
and locating, collecting and preserving evidence. The importance of, and 
procedures for, establishing chain of custody are presented, as are the methods 
utiliz.ed for requesting laboratory analysis of recovered evidence. The lecture is 
followed by a 2 hour crime scene laboratory. 

• 2 hours on fingerprinting. The lecture addresses practical aspects 
relating to recognizing and using fingerprint patterns. Students are required to 
identify the classification of patterns. There is no hands on laboratory or 
practical exercise in lifting latent prints. Students take part in a 2 hour practical 
exercise designed to enable them to obtain standard 10 print fingerprint cards 
that meet all current FBI requirements for classification and acceptance. 

• 4 hours on criminal investigator photography. The instruction 
focuses on using the 35mm, Single Lens Reflex camera in crime scene 
photography. Film selection and photographing evidence are taught. A 2 hour 
practical exercise follows the lecture at which the students are required to 
photograph a variety of subjects. Their photographs are developed and 
critiqued. 
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• 2 hours on the potential of documentary evidence, procedures for 
preserving questioned documents, the collection of exemplars (standards for 
~mparison), transmitting documents to the laboratory, the types of tests and 
comparisons that can be made at the laboratory, and the meaning of examiner 
opinions. 

· • 10 hours on evidence. Examines the principles of evidence as set 
forth in the Federal Rules of Evidence. The emphasis is on the admissibility, 
classification, method of presentation and consideration of evidence in the 
Federal system. 

SUlUllemental fuinimi. The NCIS management recognized the need for 
NCIS special agents to receive additional in-depth training in general crime 
investigation. As a result, a basic special agent add-on course was developed. 
The course started as a 2 week course and, by 1991, had evolved into the current 
6 week course. The FLETC also conducts this add-on training, but it designed 
specifically to meet NCIS mission needs. In developing the course, the NCIS 
identified specific knowledge, skills and abilities that a NCIS agent must have to 
be successful. The add-on course concentrates on the military criminal justice 
system, the Navy Judge Advocate system, the NCIS report writing procedures 
and Navy protocol. It also includes (1) 8 hours of instruction on special 
requirements to be considered at death investigation scenes, and (2) 8 hours of 
instruction on forensic pathology, provided by an outside vendor. A significant 
portion of the add-on course addresses crime scene examination. 

Similar to the USAMPS, the NCIS add-on course includes criminal 
investigative topics such as interviews and interrogations, apprehensions, search 
and seizure, and detailed instruction on crimes against persons, crimes against 
property and drug suppression operations. In the skill categories, 16 hours are 
devoted to report writing and 16 to interviews and interrogations. Crime scene 
instruction accounts for 24 hours, including a practical exercise. When asked 
about training in the development of latent fingerprints, the NCIS representative 
informed us that the NCIS philosophy is for special agents to remove any and all 
items that they suspect may have pertinent latent fingerprints for development by 
trained professionals within the forensics laboratory system. 

Students ta.king part in the NCIS Basic Agent Add-on training receive a 
16 hour block of instruction introducing them to the NCIS reporting system. 
The 2 hour lecture and 14 hours of practical exercises instructs students on how 
to prepare reports used by the NCIS to meet administrative, investigative and 
operational requirements. The course also includes: 

• 4 hours on the NCIS evidence custody system, consisting of a 
2 hour lecture and 2 hour practical exercise. The instruction covers the proper 
collection, storage, transfer or shipment of evidence, and the requirements for 
proper disposal of evidence. The 2 hour practical exercise is designed to 
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reinforce the legal aspects concerning evidence collection, specifically under the 
UCMJ Manual for Courts Martial, and reinforces other legal aspects in the area 
of evidence collection, protection and presentation in court. 

• 24 hours on the NCIS Regional Forensic Laboratories and crime 
scene processing, consisting of 6 hours of lecture and 18 hours of practical 
laboratory exercises. Students are introduced to the responsibilities, capabilities 
and functions of the NCIS Regional Forensic Laboratories, and are given 
overview of the laboratory examinations which assist in criminal investigations. 
Students must learn proper procedures for identifying, packaging and submitting 
evidence to the NCIS Regional Forensic Laboratories. 

• 16 hours on various techniques for interviewing witnesses and 
interrogating suspects. Various case scenarios and practical exercises with role 
players are presented to students through 9 hours of lecture and 7 hours of 
practical exercise. 

• 8 hours on death investigations, consisting of 7 hours of lecture and 
a 1 hour practical exercise. The instruction emphasizes special. requirements at 
the crime scene, forensic applications, wound interpretations and case studies. 

• 40 hours of crime scene search practical exercises (held at the 
Kings Bay Submarine Base, which is south of the Fl.ETC). According to NCIS 
training representatives, the military community at Kings Bay supports the 
training. Base residents often participate as victims, witnesses and suspects. 
Several scenarios depicting different crime scene8 arc devised and the exercise 
may begin at any time during a predefined 24 hour period. The student does not 
know when a call reporting a "crime" will come in to his "office." The 
exercises are monitored by journeymen agents from field offices who supplement 
the full time instructors. According to NCIS representatives, death scenes are 
not used in the exercises because the NCIS philosophy is that the students should 
gain more experience in interviewing victims during the exercises. 

As with the USACIDC and the AFOSI, the NCIS basic agent training 
objective is to graduate well-rounded agents who have the knowledge and skills 
to :onduct the broad range of investigations the NCIS encounters. Emphasis is 
placed on the more physical and violent types of crimes because those are most 
often the types of offenses encountered by NCIS agents. 

In-Senice Trajninr. The NCIS has an extensive on-the-job training 
program for new agents. The training complements the FLETC training to 
prepare agents to become proficient criminal investigators. Agents receive a 
2 week organizational orientation course shortly after being hired. At the 
conclusion of the course, the agent begins formal CITP at the FLETC. On 
completion of the CITP and the NCIS Basic Agent Add-on training, the agent's 
formaHred training is augmented and complimented by entering the 12 week 
Field Training Agent (Fl'A) program. The FTA program continues the new 
agent learning process "on the job.' During this training, the new agent is 
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assigned a training agent who closely monitors and evaluates the new agent's 
work. The new agent assists the training agent in conducting investigations. As 
the new agents progress on the job and gain experience, they require less 
assistance until they become capable of working independently. The new agent 
is assigned a new training agent every 4 weeks during the program. The 
program may be extended beyond the 12 weeks if the new agent requires 
additional evaluation time or remedial training, as each agent's abilities, prior 
experience and efforts to perfect investigative skills will vary. The FrA 
Program is documented in an overview that explains each phase of new agent 
training and includes the tasks and evaluation guidelines. 

Follow-On Trajnina. In addition to the new special agent training, the 
NCIS requires its agents to participate in other law enforcement training. Each 
NCIS field office must report the amount of training received by their agents 
quarterly through the field training coordinator. 

Funding for follow-on training is controlled by the NCIS headquarters. 
The NCIS also provides training to NCIS field elements in several ways. 
Mobile training units travel to regions and provide expert training in various 
subjects, including case studies, crime scene processing, blood spatter analysis 
and other relevant topics. Additionally, all agents are required to go to the 
NCIS Crime Laboratory in either Norfolk, Virginia, or San Diego, California, 
for 3 days of laboratory related training. 

The NCIS agents are also provided opportunities to attend training 
provided by local, state and Federal organizations. Other vendor training 
provided by various organiz.ations in the country is available to agents. Not all 
training pertains to death investigations. The topics are diverse and pertinent to 
the entire NCIS mission. 

Advanced Trainjnz. The NCIS agents participate in a fellowship 
program focused specifically on death investigations that results in a Masters 
degree in forensic science from George Washington University in conjunction 
with training at the AFIP. The NCIS currently has five billets designated for 
graduates of that program. One such agent is stationed overseas, two are in 
management positions, one is o::i the West coast and another is on the East coast. 
The agent assigned to the NCIS headquarters is available to provide advice, and 
if necessary, to travel to the field locations to provide advice and assistance. 

The NCIS continuing agent training program funds participation of agents 
in specialty schools that cover a variety of law enforcement topics. 

The CITP course was reviewed by this office. The materials used in the 
class were evaluated, classes were observed in session, and instructors were 
interviewed. Students were observed taking part in the crime scene practical 
exercise, and several were questioned regarding the process. The course and 
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teaching materials were found to be adequate, though the NCIS recognizes that 
the students need a more thorough education before they acquire skills and 
abilities needed to function as a special agent in the field. 

The NCIS Basic Agent Add-on course was not observed because there has 
not been a session since 1992. The materials used in the course were reviewed, 
and instructors were interviewed. The course and teaching materials arc 
adequate for students to gain the basic skills necessary to function as a special 
agent in the field. · 

Air Force Oftice Of Special Investiptions 

The USAF Special Investigations School was established in 
February 1949, and was renamed the USAF Special Investigations Academy 
(USAFSIA) in June 1978. Courses offered and the curriculum of each course 
are established solely by the Commander, AFOSI, and the Commandant, 
USAFSIA. The USAFSIA relocated to Andrews Air Force Base in Maryland 
from Bolling Air Force Base, Washington, D.C. in the Fall of 1994. 

Instruction at the USAFSIA is provided by full time instructors on the 
USAFSIA staff, part-time instructors from HQ AFOSI, and guest lecturers from 
other Government agencies. Full time instructors are graduates of the Air Force 
Academic Instructor School or the Technical Training Instructor Course. They 
have broad experience and most have advanced degrees in relevant fields. 

Basic Tqjninz. The USAFSIA developed the Special Investigators 
Course to supply a programmed flow of special agents as determined by 
manpower requirements set by AFOSI. Each Special Investigators Course is 
11 weeks in duration and comprised of approximately 35 students. 
Approximately 140 students attend per year. On satisfactory completion of the 
course, the student is certified as a special agent. Air Force personnel attending 
the course are normally in grades 0-1 through 0-3 and E-5 through E-6, and 
have little or no background in investigative areas. 

Students are taught through lectures, discussion, demonstration, 
performance, audiovisual (TV/film/slide) presentations, ~.eminar sessions, 
laboratories, and field exercises. Student progress is evaluated through 
comprehensive written examinations on each major area of instruction, report 
writing performance tests, performance evaluations, practical field exercises, 
applied techniques laboratory exercises, faculty observation, and participation in 
and successful completion of all firearms, defensive tactics and physical training 
activities. A comprehensive written exam is given at the end of each block of 
instruction. Minimum passing score is 70 percent. Performance evaluations are 
administered and recorded as pass or fail. 

The course is conducted at the USAFSIA training facility at Andrews Air 
Force Base, Maryland. The facility includes classrooms and room for interview 
and interrogation exercises installed with state of the art audio-visual equipment. 
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There are six mock crime scene rooms that depict different scenarios, including 
death scenes. By the end of the 11 weeks, the students completely process the 
crime scenes and are graded and evaluated on their proficiency. A discussion 
regarding those blocks of instruction relevant to the study follows: 

• 4 hours on the theory of investigations. Students are taught how to 
receive and analyze a complaint, specific special agent duties and responsibilities 
at a crime scene, how to prepare an investigative plan and formulate leads. To 
complete this instruction successfully, students must demonstrate comprehension 
of the major goal of conducting an investigation, the philosophy behind 
preparing reports and the nature of post investigative requirements. 

• 25 hours of instruction and practical exercise in preparing 
investigative reports. Students must comprehend the different types of reports, 
writing styles and reporting requirements. 

• 2 hour on Military Justice System. Students are taught the 
Constitutional basis for military law. 

• 14 hours on search and seizure law. Students are taught the 
terminology and requirements for conducting valid searches with a search 
warrant or search authority. The instruction includes 5 hour practical exercise 
and performance test. Students must understand ancillary areas of search and 
seizure, complete a probable cause statement, and complete AF Form 1176, 
"Authority to Search and Seize," and AF Form 1364, "Consent for Search and 
Seizure." 

• 3 hours on Military Rules of Evidence. Students are taught the 
different types of evidence that may be present at a crime scene. They are also 
taught how to apply the admissibility rules to testimonial evidence, to 
documentary evidence and to real evidence. 

• 44 hours on Interviewing and Verbal/Nonverbal Behavior, and 
Behavioral Analysis Interviews, including practical exercises and performance 
tests. Students are taught the techniques used to observe and evaluate verbal and 
nonverbal behavior. They must learn to question witnesses and to evaluate 
behavior responses indicative of truth or deception. 

• 1 hour on the role of the Regional Forensic Consultant. Students 
are taught how to identify the Forensic Consultant's role, and the requirements 
for obtaining consultant support. 

• 22 hours on collecting, processing and documenting evidence. The 
instruction includes documentation exercise and performance test. Students must 
learn the purpose of evidence, and what constitutes evidence. They are taught 
the legal requirements regarding evidence, including the collection, identification 
and preservation of evidence. They are also taught how to store, transmit, mark 
and package seized evidence. They are instructed in disposing of evidence and 
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must learn how to return items released from evidence. Included in the 
instruction are lessons in preparing evidence tags, lab requests and disposition 
requests. 

• 1 hour on operating a 3Smm camera. Students are given a Cannon 
AE-1 camera, 199A Speed.lite, SOmm lens, batteries and film for the exercise. 
After a demonstration and lecture, they must prepare the camera for use within 
15 minutes. 

• 2 hours on crime scene photography. Students must learn what 
photographs are required to adequately record a crime scene. They are required 
to photograph a mock crime scene. They are given a camera, film and note 
taking materials, and are required to take slides of the crime scene, which are 
developed and evaluated. 

• 8 hours on casting, impressions and latent prints. Students are 
taught how to obtain three dimensional impressions using plaster casting 
techniques and must successfully lift an identifiable impression marked with 
initials, date and North arrow. They must also be able to obtain a three 
dimensional impression using Kem Permlastic. Students are given three latent 
prints, dusting powders, lifting material, and are to successfully develop and lift 
two identifiable prints, marked with initials, date and location of print, using a 
hinge lifter, tape, or rubber lifter. Students are also taught where to look for 
latent prints and know where latent prints cannot be developed or lifted. They 
must learn what pieces of latent print evidence should be sent to the laboratory 
for development, and how to package latent prints requiring laboratory 
development. Further, they are required to practice applying fingerprint 
standards. Working with another student, they are given an inking stand, ink, 
roller, and fingerprint card. They must correctly complete and have 
11 classifiable prints on one fingerprint card. 

• 13 hours on crime scene search. Students participate in a 7 hour 
practical exercise during which they process a mock crime scene from beginning 
to end. The mock crime scenes are set up at the USAFSIA facility, and three of 
the six scenes are death scenes. The students are taught to process the entire 
scene as though the death were a homicide, although one scene is an apparent 
suicide. The students process and secure the area, take photographs, take notes, 
search for evidence and process the evidence seized. They call in a forensic 
consultant, medical examiner, or forensic pathologist, as appropriate. The 
exercise is begun with a call in the middle of the night, just as a real call might 
come when they are on duty at their detachment. Students are taught to observe 
the scene and not to disturb anything. They must record, photograph, measure, 
sketch and make notes. They must also collect, identify, process and properly 
mark evidence. Throughout the exercise, the students are required to preserve 
evidence and maintain chain of custody. 

The students are given AFOSilI 71-106 Volume l, "Crime Scene 

Handbook," April 15, 1995. The handbook is a ready reference for special 
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agents. It includes guidance for agent actions from the time of notification of a 
crime to the release of the crime scene. The handbook takes the agent through 
the steps to process a crime scene. The agent is reminded that he or she has 
only one chance to process the crime scene, and time must be taken to do it 
right. (We reviewed this handbook in detail and found it to be a very thorough 
guide for crime scene processing.) 

In-Service Traininz. When the student returns to his or her detachment 
as a special investigator, he or she goes through an 18 month probationary 
period. Each new investigator is assigned to an experienced trainer who mentors 
the investigator and provides monthly counseling. The new investigators must 
accomplish certain tasks and during the 18 month on-the-job training period to 
become fully accredited agents. For the duration of the probationary period, the 
new investigators accompany the more experienced agents when responding to 
crime scenes. The new investigator observes the actions of the experienced 
agents, and performs tasks as directed by the experienced agents. All duties 
performed by the new investigator at a crime scene are closely supervised and 
monitored by the experienced agent. 

Like the USACIDC special agent, AFOSI special investigators must 
demonstrate proficiency in the investigative field. Although the AFOSI program 
is not as detailed as the USACIDC program, AFOSI special investigator must 
show advancing levels of proficiency to be promoted. 

Advanced fntjnina. The USAFSIA presents an Advanced Criminal 
Investigations workshop three or four times a year for 30 to 40 senior agents. 
The course includes 8 hours in advanced forensic laboratory, 1 hour of general 
criminal policy updates, 4 hours of advanced forensic techniques/issues, 4 hours 
of homicide trends and analysis, 24 hours in interrogation and interviewing using 
the Reid Technique, 4 hours of major case management, and a 3 hour case 
autopsy panel. The USAFSIA also presents several other topical seminars 
throughout the year based on need or interest. 

Like the USACIDC and the NCIS, the AFOSI participates in the 
fellowship program focused specifically on death investigations that results in a 
Masters Degree in forensic science from The George Washington University in 
conjunction with training at the AFIP. Following graduation from the program, 
the specially trained agents provide advice to other agents who are conducting 
death investigations and provide on-site assistance and advice at death scenes. 

AFOSI special investigators are also encouraged to take advantage of any 
other specialized training they feel would be beneficial to the mission. They 
may take a variety of courses in topics such as homicide investigation, crime 
scene investigation, photography, etc., that are offered by Government, state or 
local agencies, or private contractors. 

The USAF Special Investigators course was reviewed by this office. The 
materials used in the class were evaluated, classes were observed in session, and 
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instructors were interviewed. Students were observed taking part in the crime 
scene practical exercise, and several were questioned regarding the process. The 
course and teaching materials were found to be sufficiently thorough for students 
to gain the skills and abilities needed to function as a special investigator in the 
field. 
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